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Foreword
The story of the LLL is unique. It shows how the vision of one person, Mr Ben Koch, has given
many people the opportunity to serve God and His church and use their God-given resources
and talents to advance the sharing of the Gospel. From small beginnings, big things have grown.
Since its inception in 1921, the mission of the LLL has been to provide aid to the Lutheran
Church of Australia and New Zealand (LCANZ) and its various church bodies in business
and financial matters. The original intent was to raise capital to support church development
by providing low-interest loans. As loans were repaid, new advances could be made.
This basic premise of raising deposits and providing loans has remained the core function
of the LLL for 100 years. We are thankful for the strong connections and relationships the
LLL has with congregation members, church leaders, school and care communities, and the
support of our depositors and borrowers who believe in and value the mission of the LLL.
Today, the LLL has some 18,000 depositors, 120 separate borrowing clients and manages
48,000 active client relationships.
As a separate legal entity, the LLL operates independently of the LCANZ but with the clear
purpose of benefiting the church by providing loans for church projects and supporting the
LCANZ’s wider ministry and mission through gifts, donations and allocations. Over the past
century, the LLL has helped to build churches, schools and respite and aged-care facilities;
buy manses; assist mission work in Australia and abroad; and fund and administer a range
of programs and activities in support of the church.
The LLL would not be what it is today without the faithful and loyal commitment of its board
and staff. Throughout its history, the LLL has been blessed with strong and capable leadership.
In all, 63 people have served on the LLL Board over the past 100 years. Ten directors have
served for more than 25 years and a further 10 directors between 20 and 25 years. The average
board membership has been 14 years. In its 100 years of existence, the LLL has only had five
leaders, with the current CEO, Ross Smith, commencing in 2020. These long tenures are
a testament to the dedication of those leaders to the LLL’s mission.
Through the challenge of change, the LLL has achieved much in its 100 years of operation.
While it now operates in a significantly different regulatory, social and economic
environment to the when Ben Koch first established the institution, the LLL’s purpose and
commitment to supporting the work of those who proclaim Christ as Lord and Saviour
remains unchanged.
Our Lord has blessed the work of the LLL. I commend this 100th anniversary book to you.

Graeme Huf
Chair
LLL Board
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The preamble to the original
LLL constitution
Acknowledging the rich blessings which Almighty God has showered upon us, especially
in that He has brought us to the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, we the
laypeople of the Lutheran Church freely join our hearts and hands in Christian service in this
organisation.
In doing so, we re-dedicate ourselves, our time, our talents, and our treasures to the building
of the Kingdom of God and the propagation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
We humbly pray the Lord of the Church to keep us steadfast in the faith and to bless our lives
and labours, so that He may be glorified both here and hereafter.

Concordia College, Adelaide, recipient
of one of LLL's earliest grants to schools.
Photo: Lutheran Archives
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Introduction and acknowledgements
On 14 November 2021, the Lutheran Laypeople’s League turns 100. From humble
beginnings, this embryonic idea of Ben Koch to support the work of the church has become
a substantial financial and administrative body. It has underpinned so much of the mission,
ministry and day-to-day operations of the Lutheran Church in Australia. This revised and
expanded account explores why this organisation was established, how it developed and
what it has achieved.
The LLL – as it is known to all and sundry both within and without Lutheran Church circles
in Australia – started life back in 1921 as the Lutheran Laymen’s League. The name went
through a major reworking in 1995, and it became the Lutheran Laypeople’s League to reflect
the ‘move towards inclusive language in the church’ but also to acknowledge the contribution
of women to the mission work of this organisation. (This publication will generally keep
referring to it by its well-worn acronym, LLL. However, since 2018, the name LLL Australia
was adopted when the LLL became a ‘company limited by guarantee’ and formally became
the ‘Lutheran Laypeople’s League Australia Limited’ trading as LLL Australia.)

LLL Building, 2021
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The past 100 years in Australian society have seen frequent wars, depression,
unemployment, high interest rates and the general booms and busts of the economic
cycle. All those ups and downs have also challenged the LLL. Adaptation to those differing
circumstances has constantly been on the agenda of the LLL’s leadership and is a major
focus of this work. Yes, it has been an inherently conservative organisation but, whenever
it has been challenged by new circumstances and threats, it has been able to change and
adapt to manage them successfully. At the same time, the work also reflects the ups and
downs in Lutheranism over this time – the downs of wars and depression, the growth period
of church development in the 1950s and 1960s, the expansion of schools in the 1980s and
the period of declining church attendance since the 1990s. Lutherans believe that God loves
everyone and that his love comes to life in us through Jesus. Through all these challenges
and changes, this is the truth that has sustained the church and its auxiliary, the LLL.
This history is an amalgamation of different contributors. Dr John Koch, son of the LLL
founder Ben Koch and leading educator and seminary lecturer in the Lutheran Church of
Australia (referred to often here as the LCA and more recently as the LCANZ), produced a
series of revisions of the early history of the LLL, and they form the basis of this work. LLL
Promotions Manager Andrew Waldhuter has taken the story up to 2021. I have blended their
work together. To keep the history accessible, Dr John Koch chose not to include source
references in the revised version of the manuscript, and the subsequent authors have
followed that precedent. Please make contact with the LLL if you would like information
about any reference material. Photo sources, however, have all been acknowledged.
I would like to acknowledge the help of many people who have assisted in this task. Adam
Kauschke and all the efficient staff at Lutheran Archives have given great assistance by
identifying source material in the pages of The Lutheran, and by providing access to the
Lutheran Archives’ photographic collection. We also thank LLL staff, board members
and supporters who provided interviews for this publication, in particular, Bishop John
Henderson, Allen Kupke, Graeme Huf, Ross Smith, Graeme Tscharke, Anne Hansen, Glenice
Hartwich and Heidi Schalk. Thanks must also go to Linda Macqueen for her valuable advice,
Elise Mattiske for proof reading and the staff of Openbook Howden for assistance with
layout and printing.

Everard J Leske
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PART ONE

Humble beginnings
and early struggles
1921-1939
The kingdom of heaven is like a mustard seed, which a man took and
planted in his field. Though it is the smallest of all seeds, yet when it
grows, it is the largest of garden plants and becomes a tree, so that the
birds come and perch in its branches.
Matthew 13:30-32

Ben Koch

A friend, not connected to the Lutheran Church, recently commented about
frustrations with his banking experience. After two hours waiting on the phone, to
speak to a consultant from a major bank, he reflected how heartening it was then to
contact the LLL and instantly receive the friendly reply, ‘Welcome to the LLL. This is
Gaynor. Can I help you?’ Of course, providing a secure, friendly and fee-free service
for depositors is not the Lutheran Laypeople’s League’s only purpose, although it
probably is its most visible role. It also serves the Lutheran Church
of Australia and New Zealand by administering many of its key
funds and financial departments, providing loans for schools
and churches and assisting in the mission work of the church
through tracts and grants to LCANZ projects. But it began life as
an endowment-style reserve fund for the Evangelical Lutheran
Synod of Australia (ELSA), which became the Evangelical Lutheran
Church of Australia (ELCA) in 1941.

The founder of the movement
The Lutheran Laymen’s League of Australia came into being
mainly as a by-product of one person’s activity in the life and
work of the Lutheran Church. This layman, Heinrich Benjamin
Koch (popularly known as Ben), was born at Maitland, South
Australia, on 13 February 1894. As a young man in a farming
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family, he showed his passion for service in the organisation of the church by
helping at the Koonibba Aboriginal Mission Station, when his own farm work
allowed this. In 1921, he moved to Gawler, South Australia, to be in a more
strategic location for ministry in the ELSA. He investigated the possibility of
studying for the pastoral ministry or the teaching ministry. Once, he was at the
point of entering Lutheran mission service in China. All the while, his concern for
and activity in ELSA policymaking, educational programs and mission expansion
also involved him in the problems of the church’s financial position.
He wondered how the money situation could be improved. The formation of
the Lutheran Laymen’s League in the United States of America in 1917 came to
Koch’s attention through overseas church papers and provided him with some
ideas. The conviction grew that a large endowment reserve used in loan funding
of church expansion programs would cut down interest loss to the ELSA and
increase flexibility in planning and outreach. Koch spoke over his ideas with his
local pastor, Rev Clemens E Hoopmann, and also with such ELSA leaders as Rev
J William Janzow, Rev Claude A Wiebusch and Professor Carl F Graebner. These
men encouraged him in his thinking.

The formation of the LLL
In 1921, Ben Koch organised exploratory and planning meetings. The first meeting
was at Zion Lutheran Church, Gawler, South Australia, on 23 May. Present were
H Heinjus, G Becker, GA Wittwer, E Eckermann, G Eckermann, W Kuntz, C Duldig,
D Noack, E Geue, W Reimann, Ben Koch, Rev W Janzow and Rev CA Wiebusch.
The purpose of this initial meeting was to carefully and prayerfully consider the
ways and means by which the laypeople of Australia could improve the financial
position of the ELSA. Of immediate concern was how the formation of an LLL
would tie in with the existing synodical structure and funding. The meeting
resolved that English was to be the official language of the lay organisation
if it were formed and that a committee should outline further structure of the
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proposed organisation and publicise same in the church paper, the Australian
Lutheran. The ELSA had already started printing an English version of the
Australian Lutheran in 1912, well before World War I, so it was already attuned to
the idea of using English to reach out to the Australian population rather than the
German of their forebears. The LLL, then, was part of this movement.
On 20 June 1921, the second preparatory meeting was held at Gawler. The
problem of the relation of pastors to the movement was prominent. From day
one, the LLL was conceived as a lay movement, using the God-given gifts of
the church’s laity, especially in financial and business matters, to support the
church in its mission of sharing the Gospel of Jesus Christ. However, while
pastors were not to occupy official positions in the LLL, Koch realised that the
closest cooperation between clergy and laity was essential if the LLL was to
work effectively alongside the church. The success of the movement would not
be possible or desirable apart from such cooperation. At this stage, it remained
undecided whether the LLL should be a statewide or federal organisation.
The third meeting in Gawler in 1921 officially noted receipt of an encouraging
letter from CJ Cramer, secretary of the Lutheran Laymen’s League in America:
It affords me [CJ Cramer] pleasure to know that the Lutheran laymen in Australia are also
beginning to see their duty and are willing to perform to the best of their ability with the
help of God. I shall cheerfully give whatever information I can to assist you in perfecting an
organisation of laymen in Australia, for the purpose of aiding your Synod in word and deed in
business and financial matters.
Further, a committee of five was elected to dialogue with the next South
Australian District Pastors’ Conference to determine a plan of procedure and
cooperation. Those elected to the committee were Ben Koch, GA Wittwer, H
Twartz, W Heinrich and HF Muegge.
Yet another preliminary meeting was held in Gawler on 19 September 1921.
In the discussion, it became obvious that some in the ELSA were suspicious
of a movement not under clergy control. Despite Martin Luther’s strongly held
view of the priesthood of all believers, the culture of clergy control in Australian
Lutheranism had been passed down from early pastors and was hard to shake.
To allay these fears, the meeting reaffirmed that the LLL was designed
to help – not hinder – the growth of God’s kingdom and that the closest
cooperation between pastor and people was part of the plan. It was noted also
in correspondence from Otto Henseleit from Taabinga in Queensland that a lay
movement was afoot in that state.
Just prior to the consultation with the South Australian District Pastoral
Conference, a fifth planning meeting took place in Bethlehem Lutheran Church,
Adelaide, on 26 September 1921. Nine laypeople and six pastors and professors
attended. Of particular concern was the relation of the proposed LLL to the
existing organisation and financial structure of the ELSA.
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Planning and preparation were coming to a head. The critical confrontation
with the South Australian District Pastoral Conference occurred the next day in
Adelaide on 27 September 1921. Ben Koch led the lay delegation. Official clergy
reaction to the LLL was favourable. The conference appointed Rev J William
Janzow, Rev Claude A Wiebusch and Professor Carl F Graebner to work with
laymen in drawing up a constitution. Some suggestions were made to help with
effective organisation. Finally, on 14 November 1921 at Bethlehem Lutheran
Church, the LLL officially formed itself based on a provisional constitution drawn
up by Ben Koch and Rev Janzow. Ben Koch was elected president; CEG Bunge,
first vice-president; FW Heinrich, second vice-president; Paul Habel, secretary; and
HF Muegge, treasurer. The head office of the nationwide movement was to be in
South Australia.

The LLL moves into action
The executive committee of the LLL held its first meeting on 15 November 1921.
It outlined a program. The immediate goal was to raise a £20,000 revolving capital
fund, the interest of which was to benefit Concordia College, Adelaide. In the
investment of capital, synodical undertakings were to be given preference. The
hope was expressed that the official goal would be realised by June 1922. Further
provisions were that:
•

the annual LLL membership fee be one guinea

•

pastors be asked to supply names of suitable LLL representatives

•

district directors were appointed, including ones for Western Australia and
New Zealand.
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When money started coming into the LLL, the first deposits were made in the
Gawler branch of the Savings Bank of Australia. Sufficient money was in hand by
1922 that the LLL Loans Allocation Committee could conduct business for the
first time on 18 January of that year. Herbert E Kranz audited the LLL books for
June 1922.
Much was happening at a pace. And with this action went
promotion. Notices appeared in the Australian Lutheran and
the Australian Lutheran Almanac. Favourable statements by
synodical leaders such as Rev J William Janzow and Rev Theodor
Nickel helped promotion. This consistent level of support for the
organisation from church leaders has become one of the beacons
of the LLL’s growth. Directors of the LLL visited parishes upon
invitation and presented the case for the LLL. Congregational
collectors provided continued cultivation of LLL interests on the
local level. Confidence was fostered through the careful handling
and acknowledging of funds received, the latter often in the official
church paper. Annual reports and balance sheets of the LLL were
widely circulated. A badge using the symbol of the Luther Rose
further identified the LLL supporters to non-members. So much of
this early work by LLL supporters was voluntary and reflected the
enthusiastic commitment of laymen to the vision of Ben Koch and
the LLL.
The 30 June 1922 balance sheet clearly elucidated the reasons for
the LLL’s establishment. It reads:

Our purpose in this undertaking is not to gain honour and glory, to make a name for
ourselves … Again, it is not our intention to interfere hinder or render superfluous any
existing organisation of Synod. Nor is it the LLL’s intention to introduce worldly schemes or
tricks for obtaining money … We are fully convinced the only right motive for giving money
towards spreading of the Lord’s Kingdom is gratitude for the blessings received through
the Gospel … Heretofore our Synod has felt reluctant to enter into open doors for more
extensive church work. Why? NO FUNDS AVAILABLE. Blessed work had to languish. Why?
NO FUNDS. Workers had to wait for what was owing to them … Our synodical officials had
to resort to borrowing money, paying high interest on overdrafts … we paid away many a
pound in interest … that might have been used for work at hand … this is not necessary … not
businesslike … not good stewardship. We can be our own bankers and make good use of
any interest accruing How? By establishing a fund, a permanent working capital which may
be used for any necessary undertaking but must never be used up.
The triennial convention of the ELSA at Lobethal in 1923 was important for the
promotion of the LLL. Members of the LLL took this opportunity to hold their
first delegate convention and resolved, among other things, to ask the ELSA
Convention for sanction of the inauguration of the LLL and approval for the
continuation of the movement. Such sanction and approval were given.
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Among those present at this first delegate convention of the LLL held in March
1923 were:
•

Ben Koch

•

FW Heinrich

•

Paul Habel

•

JO Seidel (Balaklava, South Australia)

•

GA Boehm (Birdwood, South Australia)

•

R Hoffmann (South Kilkerran, South Australia)

•

W Koch (Yorketown, South Australia)

•

F Moll (Morgan, South Australia)

•

WJ Thiele (Murray Bridge, South Australia)

•

O Klau (Gawler, South Australia)

•

FW Hoffmann (Rowland Flat, South Australia)

•

AA Sickerdick (Lobethal, South Australia)

•

C Klinge (Jindera, New South Wales)

•

L Downie (Adelaide, South Australia)

•

C Wegner (Dimboola, Victoria)

•

H Heinrich (Pella, Victoria)

•

H Thamm (Greenwood, Queensland)

•

BH Rudolph (Vectis, Victoria).

As a result of the convention, the executive committee of five was changed to
a board of directors of seven and the annual membership fee of the LLL was
lowered to ten shillings.

The LLL encounters opposition
Despite the enthusiasm generated by the establishment of the LLL, it encountered
numerous difficulties during the first decade of its existence. Sometimes these
were nothing other than adverse conditions belonging to the context of the times.
The ELSA was still recovering from hostility generated by anti-German feeling
during World War I, when Lutheran schools in South Australia were closed. Many
communities were devastated by the terrible loss of life during the war and
suffered from economic dislocation. In the early 1920s, there was suspicion by
many churchmen of any scheme to benefit the finances of Synod. This feeling
was rife because of the still remembered failure of the Bow Hill Farm Mission
Funding Plan. This mission farm ‘for the support of incapacitated pastors and
teachers, or their wives, was started by well-meaning brethren but failed’. Then
some were supporting people in war-ravaged Germany and consequently had
little extra for support of an LLL program. Also, the prevalent attitude in parishes
in which the laity waited for the pastor to recommend action was not conducive
to rapid LLL growth.
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Difficulties of a different kind sprang from personal opposition by some to the
LLL. Because of the support of the LLL by several of the faculty of the seminary,
it was suggested that the movement should be called the ‘Professors’ League’.
Consequently, the objection was made that the LLL was not an authentic layinspired organisation. A few people felt that Concordia College was a favoured
project of Synod, so it did not need the annual support promised by the LLL. It
was felt that the gift from the interest the LLL wished to give to Synod should be
divided among all treasuries and not only benefit the college. Some distrusted
planning and organisation as a means to aiding Synod’s financial situation.
The thought was that such human provision would lead to people trusting in
themselves rather than placing their confidence in God. Finally, there were those
among the clergy who disliked the idea that within the Synod, some among the
laity were operating an organisation over which the clergy had no direct control.
Some of the pioneers in the LLL bore scars for life from instances of opposition
by individual clergyman.
Frequently the LLL was called on to defend itself and its reason for existence.
It was alleged that:
•

the amount of money lost to the church through the cost of operating the
LLL negated the gain provided by ready capital and decreased interest
payments

•

money given to the LLL simply took away from money individuals normally
gave to other treasuries in Synod

•

organisations borrowing from the LLL were no better off than when they
borrowed from outside sources

•

any capital gathered by the LLL would be only idle money.

Despite clear and forceful refutation of such accusations on the basis of
evidence, they were made again and again.

A para-lay movement in Queensland
Yet another difficulty faced by the LLL was the appearance of a para-lay
movement in Queensland. It was led by Otto Henseleit of Taabinga. In
correspondence with Ben Koch in 1921, he expressed the hope that the lay
movements in Queensland and South Australia could work together. Problems
arose because the movement in Queensland was largely a state-based concern
while the LLL was seen as a nationwide organisation.
To avoid the possibility of two lay movements working in competition with
each other, Ben Koch made a special trip to Queensland to attend a meeting at
Greenwood on 23 February 1922. President E Darsow of the Queensland District
opened the meeting. The provisional constitution of the LLL in Queensland was
read. Ben Koch presented the constitution of the national LLL. As a result of the
discussion, it was decided not to maintain a separate organisation in Queensland
but to cooperate in the LLL of Australia. Some changes to the LLL constitution
were suggested.
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Despite the successful outcome of the negotiations, some laypeople in
Queensland failed to grasp the vision of an Australian-wide LLL and opposed
wholehearted support of the LLL. The problems of distance and communication
between Queensland and the southern states did little to aid understanding.

The LLL grows
By June 1922, the LLL had received £570 pounds from 24 contributors. Of the
total money in hand, £560 came from 13 South Australian supporters. In June
1923, contributors had risen to around 500, and funds received were over £1000.
Although the number of contributors remained about the same, circulating capital
by 1929 was over £4000. This amount fell well short of Ben Koch’s initial target
of £20,000, but it was still a significant amount, given the church’s – and the
country’s – economic circumstances at the time.
In line with its policy, the LLL annually made a gift to Concordia College of interest
received on money on loan to Synod. The total received by the college up to 1929
was about £630.
The demand for loans from the LLL far exceeded the available resources. This
led the LLL to expand the ways it could receive monies. Originally subscriptions
and donations supplied all LLL funds. To these avenues of receipt, life annuity
donations were added. A minimum donation was £25, on which the LLL agreed
to pay 5% or more during the life of the donor. The LLL also agreed to accept
money on loan. Loans were to be no less than £50. The LLL paid 5% interest, and
loans could be withdrawn after 30 days’ notice. This contrasts with the current
LLL practice in the sphere of loans. Today, there is no minimum on the amount of
a loan accepted (later called LLL savings accounts), and the money is available
at-call.
Further, the LLL made an agreement with the Cooperative Insurance Company of Australia whereby a
discount on premiums payable on property insurance
was offered to ELSA congregations. In addition, the
LLL was to receive a commission on church policies
taken out with the company. It was hoped monies
accumulated in this way would provide a basis for
creating additional advantageous conditions in the
sphere of church property insurance.
In small but decisive steps, then the LLL laid a
solid foundation in these early years for the future.
Thanks to able and persevering leadership, the LLL
established a firm foothold for itself in the ongoing
life and structure of the ELSA. The experience gained
in this period by the LLL and the zeal of a few faithful
supporters augured well for the continuation of
LLL service.
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The Great Depression years bring hard times
The farming community in Australia in the early 1930s was hard hit by the
Great Depression. The prices of wheat and wool were low. It was difficult to sell
livestock. The Lutheran Church at this time was a largely rural organisation, so the
bulk of the LLL’s funds came from supporters in rural areas. Not surprisingly then,
these were tough times for the LLL and its finances.
Reports by LLL collectors of the period illustrate the situation. One collector
stated that, as usual, he had handed out promotional literature, but this time
there had been little result. He resolved to persevere in his attempts to gain
subscriptions. Another collector who had been active for several years in
gathering monies from a faithful circle of female LLL supporters reported that the
difficult times made it impossible for them to send their customary donations. Yet
another collector did not make his annual appeal on behalf of the LLL because he
felt there was little to be gained currently by the approach.
The leaders of the LLL keenly felt the gradual decline in monetary support.
Despite their disappointment, they understood the condition in which supporters
found themselves and sympathised with them. There was never any suggestion
of bitterness as receipts dropped. It was observed, however, that it was a source
of regret that the well-to-do in the ELSA had not supported the LLL more liberally
in the earlier years when money had been more plentiful.
The Depression not only affected incomes but also produced some movement in
population. Ben Koch, the president of the LLL, was one person so affected. His
own financial situation induced him to leave Adelaide and settle near Lameroo,
South Australia, in the early 1930s. His ability to serve the ELSA in various
ways was now restricted, as he was away from the hub of ELSA organisational
activities. This restriction became more severe when he found it necessary to
move to a property near Griffith, New South Wales, in the mid-1930s. He was out
on a limb as far as synodical activity was concerned, and to some degree, this
impaired coordination between synodical needs and LLL resources. He attended
as many synodical and district conventions as he could to break down these
geographical barriers.
Ben Koch was not the only leader of the LLL to be affected by the Depression.
Other directors found it difficult to attend board meetings. Few were held. Years
sometimes elapsed between meetings. Attendance at synodical conventions
was down, and this, in turn, affected the numbers at the LLL triennial delegate
conventions, which were held in conjunction with Synods.

Other factors contributing to the LLL growth lag
An all-out effort by the ELSA during the years 1933–35 to liquidate the debt on
the Koonibba Mission Station and farm left little time and resources for other
interests. The goal was to raise £15,000. Campaigning was so intense, promotion
so ably done through the pages of the Australian Lutheran and the mission station
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so close to the heart of the people, that the full amount was either subscribed
or promised by the end of 1935. It was to be expected that such a drive for
funds during the Depression years would modify giving for other non-budgetary
programs. A diversion of funds in the ELSA, however, was not the only problem
to be faced. Several districts of the ELSA showed some reservations in their
approach to the LLL. One district, while ready to use a high percentage of the total
funds available through the LLL, continued to also favour a local program which
tended to duplicate functions of the LLL. Another district was reluctant to use
monies available through the LLL, and perhaps this hesitation partly explained the
small number of LLL supporters in this district during the period.
General synodical practice, too, at times went against adequate LLL promotion.
Little opportunity was given at conventions for the presentation of the case for
the LLL. A soapbox during lunch breaks occasionally served as the platform for
speeches. Those interested and involved in the LLL had to meet at times other
than those occupied by sessions. When these times were cut short by a heavy
convention agenda or made inconvenient because of cold and rainy weather, LLL
promotion suffered.
In addition, the LLL had to face other continued negative attitudes which lingered
from previous years.

The LLL continues in service despite adverse conditions
The small group of faithful supporters of the LLL continued to add to the funds
of the League. It was not uncommon for people who were short of ready cash to
borrow money to make their regular annual subscription or donation to the LLL.
Some funds were received through bequests from estates. Additional life annuity
donations came to hand from time to time. Loan deposits were on the increase,
and children were encouraged to start savings loan accounts.
With capital available,
the LLL served
where opportunities
presented themselves.
Loans were supplied
to aid in building
churches and
manses. Some home
missionaries were
helped in the purchase
of their cars. At one
stage, a loan financed
the publication of
the Australasian
Theological Review.
When engines were
needed for the mission
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launch in New Guinea in 1939, the LLL made available a loan of £500 to make the
order and purchase immediately possible.
All the while, the LLL regularly paid Concordia College the interest received from
its capital on loan. Between 1932 and 1935, an amount of £715 was given. By
1937, the college had benefited by £2696, being the total of gifts received from
the LLL since 1921. Officials of the college were appreciative of the help and
noted the assistance in reports.
The LLL’s ministry through money required thorough and transparent account
keeping. Methods of receiving and dispensing funds became more streamlined.
Interest rates were periodically reviewed both for money out on loan and money
on loan to the LLL. Fluctuations in these rates, in part, reflected the financial
conditions of the times. Directors of the LLL in the late 1930s reconsidered the
practice of accepting loan money to swell the circulating capital of the League.
They resolved to continue but with due attention given to the ability of the LLL to
repay such loans on call. In 1936, Ben Koch was appointed treasurer of the LLL
by the directors, a position which he held, in addition to that of the president, for
many years.
Side by side with administration concerns went ongoing promotion. Notices
appeared in the Australian Lutheran, and usually, the annual financial report of
the LLL appeared in its pages. The Australian Lutheran Almanac continued as a
means of advertising the LLL. Personal visitation, when possible, played a part.
The growth of God’s kingdom for the spread of the gospel was the ultimate
concern of the LLL.

Some wonder about the future of the LLL
At the close of the 1930s, support for the LLL was at a low ebb. Professor Carl
Graebner, in print, reflected whether the time had not come when renewed effort
should be made in the ELSA to ‘give special attention to the laudable efforts of
the Lutheran Laymen’s League’. Few people seemed to be aware of its existence.
The contrast between the useful role filled by the LLL in financing ELSA needs and
the lack of general support of and interest in the LLL was painfully obvious. Ben
Koch, as the president, continued to be quietly confident. Supporters encouraged
directors of the LLL to revive interest among the members of the ELSA ‘for the
development of the good work of the League’. The LLL continued.
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A period of
rapid expansion
1940–1971
Each of you should use whatever gift you have received to serve others,
as faithful stewards of God’s grace in its various forms.
1 Peter 4:10

The era of World War II and its aftermath threw up new challenges for the Lutheran
cause in Australia. In the war years, pastors were vilified in newspapers like the
Truth in Melbourne. Several Lutheran teachers and pastors who were leading
figures in their communities, along with German missionary families serving in New
Guinea, were interned during the war. It would not have been surprising for the little
Australian congregation of Lutherans to retreat into its shell as a response to this
victimisation. In fact, the opposite happened. After the war finished, the church
took up the challenge of sharing the gospel as best it could among European
displaced persons, finding a new home in Australia, among our near neighbours
in New Guinea, and, of course, among the people next door unfamiliar with the
Lutheran brand of Christianity. One small but significant indication of the change in
thinking from rural church to urban outreach was the name change in 1941, from
the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Australia (ELSA) to Evangelical Lutheran Church
of Australia (ELCA).
This was a growth time in church planting and home missions around Australia.
The United Evangelical Lutheran Church in Australia (UELCA), which had
numbered 28,602 members in 1939, grew to 63,233 by 1966; the ELCA grew from
27,154 to 51,875. Pastors travelled far and wide to meet the needs of scattered
congregations, known as the diaspora. For example, Pastor Peter Mickan, in
1963, travelled hundreds of kilometres across Central Queensland from his base
in Maryborough to minister to families in Roma, Longreach, Cloncurry, Mt Isa,
Hughenden, Townsville, Richmond and Winton.
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In For Faith and Freedom – The Story of Lutherans and Lutheranism in Australia
1838–1996, the author speaks of a ‘post-war home mission surge’ when:
the opening up of suburban congregations, the establishment of the deaconess movement for
special ministry by women, the development of the Lutheran Hour and other radio outreach
[and] the beginnings of literature outreach by means of tracts and books all played a part
in making the two decades from 1945 to 1965 in some ways Lutheranism’s best years of
evangelistic outreach.
He quotes Victorian District President WH Paech, who reflected in 1965:
Seventeen years ago, we had one pastor, two congregations and two preaching stations in
Melbourne. Today there are eight pastors, eleven congregations and six preaching stations …
There is abundant scope and opportunity for the extension of our work in other suburbs.
But the author neglected to mention one significant fact: most of the church and
school building activity, which underpinned this growth in church planting in the
ELCA, was provided by the growing resources of the LLL.
This was also a time when the two Synods made slow but steady progress along
the pathway to church unity. Then, after years of debate and discussion, the longhoped-for union of the ELCA and the UELCA took place at a service of celebration
in the Tanunda Show Hall on 29 October 1966. The Lutheran Church of Australia
was born. With union would come new opportunities but also a new challenge for
the LLL and its work of service to a new and expanded church body.

Leaders of the LLL increasingly prominent in ELCA affairs
President-Treasurer Ben Koch’s move to Adelaide in 1940 was significant for the
growth and promotion of the LLL in the 1940s. This brought him close once more
to the centre of organisational activity in the ELCA. He became a member of the
powerful Executive Council of Synod in 1941, remaining in office until 1962. In
March 1943, in response to a plea for help, he entered the employ of the Lutheran
Publishing Company, which at that time was experiencing financial difficulties.
He, together with John Dolling, who later became a member of the LLL Board of
Directors, introduced a new bookkeeping system for the sake of greater efficiency
in accounting. Also, together with John Dolling, Ben Koch was commissioned to
investigate the superannuation scheme of the ELCA and make recommendations.
In addition, Ben Koch was on the Lutheran Hour Broadcast Committee and the
Inter-synodical Committee. Such involvement and intimate knowledge of ELCA
affairs aided smooth coordination between the financial needs of the church and
LLL funding. The promotion of the LLL was a by-product of this service.
John Dolling, who would become president of the LLL after the death of Ben Koch
in 1963, was also prominent in ELCA organisation and administration. He became
a member of the Executive Council of the ELCA in 1944 and the Inter-synodical
Committee in 1947. From being an auditor of the Lutheran Publishing Company
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in the late 1940s, he became, in time, the auditor of the ELCA, a service officially
recognised at the time of his death in 1965.
Other members of the board of directors of the LLL figured prominently in ELCA
affairs. Arthur T Zweck and Chris Noller became members of the ELCA Executive
Council. During the 1950s, no less than four members of the council were at the
same time directors of the LLL. Wilbur Cornish, who was secretary of the LLL
for several years, served on the Synodical Migrant Board and Public Relations
Committee. These men served not only on general synodical boards and
committees but also figured in district affairs.

Resources of the LLL grow rapidly
The growth in prominence of LLL in ELCA affairs was matched by an increase
in resources for service. In part, LLL growth in capital was due to economic
changes. Following World War II, the farming community entered a period of
booming prosperity. Wheat prices gave a good return on investment, and wool
prices sky-rocketed. This, in turn, brought about an increase in land and property
values. Since the majority of support of the LLL came from the country areas, the
LLL benefited from the changed conditions of the farming community.
The increase in LLL funds is not explained simply by the changed economic
situation. Other factors were involved. The tradition of service by the LLL – amply
demonstrated in deeds – encouraged people to have confidence in the aims of
the LLL and the integrity of its leaders. Contacts fostered in the 1920s and 1930s
resulted in several gifts from the estates of deceased members. One of these
alone exceeded $50,000. The loan department of the LLL was extended so that
many who were not financially able to help the church through outright gifts could
offer support through opening loan accounts (later called LLL savings accounts)
with the LLL at savings bank rates of interest.
Yet another factor which not only tended to explain the increase in LLL funds but
also the stability of these funds was the character or nature of the supporters.
Obviously, all those who supported the LLL did not do so for the same reasons,
but there appears to be a basic approach of self-sacrifice among many of them.
This was seen especially at times when there were recessions, and the business
world in general in Australia encountered difficulty in obtaining or maintaining
working funds. At such times, many supporters of the LLL left their accounts
untouched in the interests of the Lutheran Church.
Contributing also to the popularity of the LLL was the increased concern of the
laity for service in the organisation of Synod. From the 1947 ELCA Convention
onwards, this was evident. There was the successful push to have laymen
appointed to the inter-synodical committee. Proposals to Synod suggested
that there should be a greater proportion of laymen on synodical boards and
committees, laymen could fulfil certain executive administrative positions in
Synod, laymen could serve as college headmasters, and laymen could minister
in local congregations.
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Promotion also contributed to the increase in support of the LLL. Local
congregational collectors continued to be the mainstay in creating awareness
of the LLL. In the late 1940s, the LLL printed an annual report, which was then
mailed to all families in the ELCA. This approach was supplanted in 1954 by using
one issue of the Australian Lutheran to supply members of the ELCA with LLL
information. In 1958, this reached its logical conclusion with the appearance of
a special supplement to the Australian Lutheran devoted entirely to LLL matters.
This issue was sent to every family in the ELCA, and the LLL bore the extra
cost. Not only did the League attend to its own promotion in this way, but it also
served the interests of wider circulation of the Australian Lutheran. As well as the
Australian Lutheran, the LLL used the pages of the Australian Lutheran Almanac to
supply information.
Another area of growth was in small but regular deposits by school children,
especially in Lutheran day schools of the time. The LLL report for 1950–51
featured the following heading, ‘The children, too, have become interested in our
work’. It went on to praise the Jindera Lutheran Day School with teacher L Harms
in charge, who:
produced the first united effort on behalf of our children to help us. We are glad, dear
children, for this encouragement and help – THANK YOU. Henty School under Miss W
Hoopmann’s direction, Tabor with Mr B Matuschka in charge and Lake Linlithgow under
the direction of Miss N Hoff, were also effusively thanked for the regularity of their ‘deposit
return forms so kindly sent in’.
For many children, this was their first experience of money management. It
taught them the discipline of saving, and it often began a lifelong commitment to
building and using an LLL deposit account.
The work of the president of the LLL, Ben Koch, in personal tours of promotion
and visitation to many parishes of the ELCA was another factor in LLL growth.
During the 1950s, few in the ELCA had not heard of Ben Koch, and many knew
him personally.
Finally, in 1953, there was a breakthrough in the Lutheran Church’s recognition of
the LLL when the ELCA Convention officially named the LLL its Church Extension
Department. Although the LLL had tried to fulfil this function for many years with
what resources it had, the official recognition now gave weight to its appeals for
support and supporters.
In terms of actual money, the growth of the LLL was such that listed assets of
around £16,500 in 1941 grew to exceed £1 million by 1962. The following year,
loan deposits alone were over the million mark. By June 1966, assets were over
$3.75 million.
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The LLL modifies its administration to handle this growth
The development of the LLL’s resources and services necessitated changes in
administration. Basically, up until the 1940s, Ben Koch, together with his wife,
Esther, had taken care of most of the LLL’s administration without taking anything
at all for expenses. In 1944, the directors of the League felt it was time to employ
a part-time executive secretary to manage the growing workload. Arrangements
were made with the Lutheran Publishing Company for it to cover part of Ben
Koch’s salary and the LLL to pay the rest. By 1949, the work had increased to the
degree that the LLL employed Ben Koch full-time at a clerk’s award rate. He was
empowered to engage any further help he considered necessary.
It was not long before Ben Koch was placed on the full salary of a ‘regular
church servant’. Theodore D (Theo) Koch, one of Ben Koch’s sons, joined the
office staff of the LLL in 1953 mainly to carry on during an illness of his father.
This temporary appointment was lengthened as Ben Koch was granted a leave
of absence in 1954 to do lay missionary work in New Zealand. The workload
continued to increase, and Theo Koch remained on the LLL staff after Ben
Koch’s return. Both men were recognised as regular church servants and paid
accordingly. There was some hesitation in official ELCA circles about recognising
the second layman of the staff of the LLL as a church servant. Additional staff
members were hired as the volume of work in the LLL office mounted.
The LLL’s work now was not limited to its own financial activities. It also came
to provide services for the ELCA. Often this was on account of a member of the
LLL staff being secretary of a particular board or committee. In this way, the LLL
came to manage the Superannuation and Pensions Fund of the ELCA, the Sick
and Accident Provident Fund and the Pastoral Car Grant and Loans Funds. At
one stage, the finances of the Koonibba and Yalata Lutheran Mission Board were
administered by the LLL office. The Student Assistance Fund circulated from the
LLL. During the upsurge in immigration to Australia soon after World War II, the
LLL took care of the details in supplying help to needy immigrants from interestfree loans received for this purpose. This new administrative role of the LLL has
continued to expand ever since.
While additional staff were appointed to meet the increasing amount of service
offered, other changes in LLL structure were also taking place. In 1944, the
decision was made to hold regular annual directors’ meetings. Changes in the
makeup of the board of directors were suggested in 1950, and in 1953, the
number was increased from seven to eight. The men on this enlarged board were
Ben Koch, John E Dolling, WG Cornish, L Schuster, Chris Noller, Arthur Zweck,
O Pietsch and L Huf. The LLL introduced minor constitutional changes from time
to time to meet new situations. The 1965 Toowoomba Convention was the first in
which the ELCA officially endorsed the appointees to the LLL Board of Directors
made by the triennial LLL delegate convention.
Apart from these changes in staff and structure, the LLL made few alterations in
the way it received monies. The bulk of funds received came in the form of loan
savings accounts (later called LLL savings accounts). Gifts, subscriptions, legacies
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and life annuity donations also continued as before. Something new, however,
was added when the LLL made agency agreements with the Prudential Insurance
Co and the Co-operative Insurance Co. Later, the General Accident Fire and Life
Assurance Company (Queensland) and the Yorkshire General Life Assurance
Company (Queensland) were added to the list. Commissions payable on insurance
lodged with these companies through the agency were paid to the LLL. Other
avenues for receiving monies were those of the LLL School Building Fund and the
LLL Superannuation Fund. The latter, established in 1958, made it possible for
employed or self-employed people to create a retirement fund at their own rate of
contribution in a way at once advantageous from a tax viewpoint and beneficial for
LLL funds. The LLL School Building Fund, created in 1964, allowed those especially
interested in supporting schools to offer gifts that were tax-deductible and could be
specified for particular projects as far as 21 years into the future.

Increased needs confront increased service ability of the LLL

Dr Clemens
Hoopmann,
President 1941
– 1965 ELCA.
Photo: Lutheran
Archives

The period of the presidency of Dr Clemens E Hoopmann from 1941 through 1965
was a time of expansion in the ELCA. The LLL figured prominently in meeting the
financial needs of expansion. Money from the LLL, at one time or another, was at
work from New Guinea to Tasmania and from New Zealand to Western Australia.
The Evangelical Lutheran Church in England was also not too far away to benefit
from an LLL loan.
One illustration of LLL assistance from 1940 was the purchase of the Gizarum
Mission Plantation for the New Guinea Mission of the ELCA. The situation arose
in the late 1930s that a £1500 reduction in the cost of the plantation could
be achieved if the balance of the payment could be
made by a particular date. There was a general appeal
for money in the ELCA. The required £3500 was not
subscribed. The LLL tackled the problem. One member
of the League sold valuable property, which had been
earning 8% to 10% at the time, and placed the money
on 2.25% interest with the LLL. This enabled the League
to assist so that the full £1500 saving in the purchase
price of the plantation could be achieved.
The progress of missions was not the only concern of
the LLL. It also assisted the education program of the
ELCA. Concordia College continued to receive its gifts
from the LLL through 1941. In 1944, the LLL loaned
the Society for Higher Education money to purchase
176 Wattle Street, Malvern, South Australia, as the new
girls’ hostel for Concordia College. Monies were offered
to help in the financing of Toowoomba Concordia
Memorial College in 1945. Concordia Seminary,
dedicated in 1956, benefited from LLL funding. Luther
College, Croydon, Victoria, received large loans to make
its opening possible in 1964. Interest in secondary and
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tertiary education was matched by the
promotion of primary schools through
interest-free loans made available
between 1951 and 1963 and through the
LLL School Building Fund.
Another spectacular involvement in ELCA
expansion occurred with the purchase
of new premises for the Lutheran
Publishing Company in 1945. The LLL
was willing to become ‘joint owners’ of
70 Pirie Street, Adelaide, together with
the company. This contribution made the
purchase possible. This transaction is to
be understood against the background of the LLL president, Ben Koch, being at
this time also the acting manager of the Lutheran Publishing Company. The LLL
took an office in the newly purchased building. This was the first time that the
business address of the LLL had been other than the private residential address
of Ben Koch. This is just further evidence of the personal self-sacrifice of the
Koch family.
Another opportunity for special service opened up in the late 1950s with the
vision of homes for the aged. The project, which became known as Lutheran
Homes Incorporated, was made possible initially through a gift of £100,000 by
Mr and Mrs AB Schulze. The LLL helped in funding. Opened officially in 1960 at
Payneham in suburban Adelaide, the growing complex of buildings became well
known in social welfare circles in general.
Alongside of all these special forms of support for the Lutheran Church’s ministry,
there went the continued activity of supplying loans to congregations and
parishes for the less spectacular – but no less important – needs. Parsonages,
church buildings, halls and the like often came into early being through LLL loans.
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In addition to helping the ELCA meet its needs, both ordinary and extraordinary,
the LLL also served in inconspicuous ways:
•

the gift of a manual on practical church work to a mission board

•

a private loan to a pastor to enable him to leave a district debt-free before
moving to a new parish

•

a donation to assist in the translation of the Gospel of St Mark into New
Guinea Pidgin

•

gifts to help with publishing tracts to bring the gospel to people

•

subsidies to enable lay delegates from New Zealand to attend ELCA
conventions in Australia

•

repeated gifts to the British and Foreign Bible Society

•

numerous donations towards district mission projects.

All these and many more were the much-needed forms of assistance provided by
the LLL at differing times in this period.

Some prominent LLL pioneers leave the scene
Already in the late 1930s, the LLL lost one of its prominent leaders. HF Muegge,
who had been a member of the original executive committee of the LLL in 1921
and later became a second vice-president, died in 1939. The majority of the
pioneers of the LLL went to rest in the period 1940–65.
FW Heinrich, another member of the 1921 executive committee of the LLL and
vice-president of the League from its inception, resigned from office in 1944. The
official treasurer of the LLL in the 1920s, CJ Heinrich, who with Ben Koch was
one of the original seal-holders of the LLL, resigned from the board of directors
in 1950. Another pioneer member of the first board of directors elected in 1923,
FW Hoffmann, who also filled the office of secretary in the early years, left active
service in the LLL in the early 1940s. TE Moller from Dimboola in Victoria ended
his role on the board of directors in 1950, having served since 1926.
With the above listing, the roll call of passing pioneers is not yet complete.
Firstly, there were the supporters of the LLL who were not directly involved in
administration who died between 1940–65. Many of these had provided funds
for the League from its very beginning. Unsung heroes, their honour roll was to be
found on the pages of LLL ledgers.
Secondly, two presidents of the LLL died during the period under consideration.
Ben Koch, the indefatigable founder of the LLL, visionary president since the
beginning, capable treasurer from the mid-1930s and highly efficient secretary
at various times, died in 1963. With him went most of the intimate knowledge of
what made up the history of the LLL. Ben Koch was succeeded in the presidency
by John E Dolling, who had become a member of the board of directors in 1944.
Knowledgeable in money matters and intimately involved in ELCA administration,
he was an invaluable addition to the board and ably followed Ben Koch in his
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presidency. Sadly, his death in 1965 deprived the LLL of his leadership. Arthur
Zweck of Henty, New South Wales, took his place as president of the LLL.
The deaths of the first two presidents of the LLL proved to be a priceless
opportunity for the League to establish a new avenue of service to the church.
The LLL, from its inception – in keeping with Martin Luther’s strongly held belief
in the ‘priesthood of all believers’ – had always emphasised lay activity in the
congregation, lay leadership in the structure of the Lutheran Church and lay
ministry in the spreading of the gospel. On the death of Ben Koch, a memorial
fund came into being when people gave donations to the LLL to pay tribute to this
faithful servant of Christ. The directors decided to use this fund to finance shortterm lay help in promising mission areas. This fund increased as a result of gifts
honouring the death of John E Dolling. This money became known as the Koch/
Dolling Memorial Fund and has as its continuing purpose the fostering of greater
lay activity and mission outreach. Also, the Mission Lay Helper Scheme is aided
considerably by the insurance commissions paid to the LLL for policies taken
out through LLL or LLL sponsored agencies. From 1964 to 1971, the scheme
benefited from over $30,500 in commissions.

The birth of the LCA creates a new context and a new
challenge for the LLL
The culmination of this period of growth and development came in 1965
when the UELCA and the ELCA, after years of discussions during the 1940s
and 1950s, resolved to form a new and united Lutheran body in Australia. In
1966, the Lutheran Church of Australia (LCA) came into being at a convention
held in Tanunda, South Australia. The role of the LLL in this new church was
constitutionally clarified as that of the Church Extension Department of the LCA.
This meant that the functions of the LLL were in no way altered, but the context
for operations was enlarged.
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Planning ahead, the directors of the LLL, already in 1965,
envisioned transferring the LLL office from Pirie Street to 54
O’Connell Street, North Adelaide. This proposal of transfer was
with the understanding that the ELCA and UELCA would favour
the North Adelaide site as the administrative centre of the LCA.
The early relocation of the LLL in the North Adelaide building
complex aided coordination of effort in meeting LCA financial
requirements. The move also publicised the LLL through its
association with synodical headquarters.

Arthur T A
Zweck President
LLL 1965 – 1978.
Photo Lutheran
Archives

The official attitude of the LCA towards the LLL was shown to
its best advantage when in 1968, the regular delegate meeting
of the LLL was scheduled to occur during normal convention
session time. This was the first occasion in the history of
the LLL that a general convention had made such a provision. Accordingly, at
4.30pm on Tuesday 15 October 1968, proceedings of the LCA Albury Convention
were suspended to enable the LLL to hold its business meeting. On this historic
occasion, the chairman was Arthur Zweck, the president of the LLL.

The new situation calls for some organisational changes
Modifications occurred within the structure of the LLL during the period of
acclimatisation to its role within the new LCA. In 1968 the number of directors
of the League was raised from eight to twelve, three members to come from
each of the following LCA districts: Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria and
South Australia. These members were to be nominees of the respective district
church councils. Further, all members of the LCA who were 18 years or over were
listed as eligible for LLL membership. A person became an actual member either
through an annual contribution of not less than two dollars, or by having money
on deposit with the League.
On the staff level, Theo Koch, in response to policy changes, altered his title from
secretary/treasurer of the LLL to executive secretary. An LLL staff member since
1953, Theo Koch was appointed secretary/treasurer in 1960. Further, instead of
being one of the directors of the LLL, he became a consultative member of the
board in 1966.
Other constitutional revisions took place to be congruent with the constitution
of the LCA. The final draft of the LLL constitution was presented to the 1970
Brisbane convention of the LCA. Despite the changes which took place in LLL
structure, basically the League continued in its original form.

LLL service continues as before
Already, prior to the union of the two Lutheran Churches in Australia,
congregations in the UELCA had arranged to receive loans from the LLL. After
union there was the challenge to the LLL to assume the indebtedness on
properties and private loans which had been attached to UELCA holdings. The
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LLL followed a policy of gradual absorption of this load. In 1970 there was still
one to two million dollars needed to refinance all the borrowing from banks which
had been done by the former UELCA. Apart from this new problem of refinancing,
the LLL continued its usual services.
•

Luther Seminary benefited from temporary partial LLL financing.

•

The LLL aided Lutheran colleges in their rapidly expanding programs.

•

Primary schools were encouraged.

•

Local congregations applied for and received loans.

•

The Pensions Fund, the Provident Fund, the Car Grants Fund, the Student
Fund were managed and administered by the LLL.

•

Short term mission lay helpers supported by the Koch/Dolling Memorial
Fund and other funds worked in numerous parishes. A sidelight in this
connection is that Petrea Schuppan was the first woman to be employed
under this scheme.

•

Extraordinary services were not forgotten either as evidenced by a $3000
gift in 1969 to the LCA in recognition of the many people in South East
Asia and Indonesia and the need for mission work there.

LLL resources grow despite adverse conditions
Not all challenges in the new LCA were met by the LLL in ways that the LLL would
have liked. The income of farmers declined sharply during the last years of the
1960s with plummeting wool prices and the introduction of wheat quotas. This
affected some LLL supporters. Inflationary tendencies, in general, further slowed
the receipt of monies by the LLL. Consequently, sufficient funds were lacking for
the LLL to do all that it wished.
Further, the greatest problem of all for LLL asset growth continued to be church
members’ lack of knowledge of the League and its program and the resultant
lack of general support. Through the years, only about 3% of communicant
members of the Lutheran Church provided LLL funds. By 1967, this had grown to
8%, with people supporting the LLL through gifts, superannuation contributions,
life annuity donations and loans. The vision of ‘general support’, however, still
remained a dream.
It is all the more amazing, then, to note that LLL funds continued to grow. Permanent
funds rose steadily often because of arrangements and confidences made many
years previously. Loan deposits kept on an even keel, with new deposits matching
withdrawals. In 1970, the LLL could list assets of close to $5.5 million.
The LLL, then, seemed well equipped through experience and present assets
to continue to aid the LCA in its consolidation and expansion. The extent of the
aid, however, depended on the support from members of the LCA to the LLL. In
retrospect, it may be said that the Lord blessed the work of the LLL. The LLL’s support
of the LCA was possible only by the grace of God at work in the lives of his people.
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The people and
programs of the LLL
1972–1996
Though one may be overpowered, two can defend themselves.
A cord of three strands is not quickly broken.
Ecclesiastes 4:12

Looking back on the first 50 years of the LLL, several features stand out in any
analysis of the organisation’s story. The LLL was steadfastly committed to using
laypeople’s gifts to support the mission and ministry of the church, in spite of the
misgivings of some. On the whole, the church’s hierarchy remained supportive,
especially as the LLL started to grow and increase its financial contribution to the
church’s developing outreach into the cities. Strong, visionary, consistent, longserving, stable and conservative servant leadership was a given. Two executive
officers and three presidents in the LLL’s first 50 years testifies to its stability, a
characteristic which has continued to the present day. Supporters’ confidence in
the League also grew as they recognised the security of the LLL’s financial dealings.
Looking ahead, the LCA at this time was in a consolidation phase, still adjusting to
the impact of the amalgamation of the two Synods Evangelical Lutheran Church of
Australia (ELCA) and United Evangelical Lutheran Church in Australia (UELCA) into
one church body. Across the nation, the era of the 1960s was the start of massive
social change, the dislocation of a new war in Vietnam, student protest and a
general freeing of society’s mores. The influence of the Christian faith was starting
to decline, thanks to secularisation. Nevertheless, growth continued in the church,
especially in the area of education. Government funding of independent schools
led to an explosion of school-building around the country, from the outer regions
of Perth to tropical Darwin, from Cairns to suburban Adelaide. Much of this growth
was underpinned by the LLL, especially its policy of matching deposits.
In The Lutheran of 1971, the editor, Dr Edmund W (Jim) Wiebusch, reflected on the
golden years of the LLL. He assessed that the LLL had achieved much in the past,
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even though the first presidents, Ben Koch and John Dolling, had faced frustrations
and disappointments which would have deterred many others. Only a handful of
people had actively supported the LLL in the past. But what of the future? Almost
prophetically, Wiebusch suggested that the golden years of the LLL still lay in the
future when more and more people would become involved in supporting the LLL.
The resulting enlarged monetary base would enable the LLL to render even more
service to the LCA. The story of the LLL from 1972 to 1996 gives flesh to the bones
of this vision.

The passion of the executive officers of the LLL
While the personalities of executive officers do not determine the character of an
organisation, they do influence priorities and emphases within the administration
designed to fulfil the goals of the organisation. The executive officers of the LLL,
from its inception in 1921, have made strong contributions in line with what they
have considered important in serving the church.
In 1972, Theo Koch was the incumbent. He joined the LLL office in 1953 on a
temporary basis but this became permanent because of extenuating circumstances.
He took the roles of secretary/treasurer and then became executive secretary upon
his father’s death in 1963. He steered the LLL through the formation of the LCA and
consolidated its position as an auxiliary of the new church. He quietly broadened the
base of support for the LLL by increasing its breadth of service. Executive secretary
Theo Koch was known for his capacity for work, his understanding of the working
of the church and his judgement and experience in financial matters. LLL President
Arthur Zweck commented on his faith in God and his love for the church. He noted
how all these qualities had contributed to the LLL remaining sound and viable.
For Theo Koch, there was always
a sense of urgency, a feeling that
Christians should be working now
while it is day before the night comes
when no one can work. He saw
anti-Christian forces moving to harm
the lives of Australians by softening
spirituality and weakening resolve.
He believed, however, that
by God’s grace, Christians still had
the opportunity to recover priorities
and to use freedom and resources
in witness, both as individuals and
as a church.
He was optimistic that Christians
could rise to the occasion. He
believed that when God’s people are
what they can be, then they are an
incalculable blessing to those among
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whom they live. He applied this view not only to Australia but also to South-East
Asia. Australian Christians could be a blessing to people in these regions.
Koch wondered whether the spirit and backbone of forebears would be duplicated
in the present and future generations. The pioneers of the LLL in the 1920s and
1930s, grounded in the Scriptures and hardened by difficult times, had continued
to focus on God’s purpose for his people. They provided funds, and through
legacies, they made money available for the future.
For Koch, the LLL was not primarily an organisation for the amassing of money to
cater for the regular financial needs of the church. Fundamental to the operation
of the LLL was the need to demonstrate, in all that it did that its purpose was to
bring the gospel to people. He was encouraged by the gifts that were designated
for the spreading of the gospel. When people hold fast to the ministry of the Word
and Sacraments, he believed the church could expect an abundance of the fruits
of the Christian faith.
Throughout his days as executive officer of the LLL, Theo Koch, like his father
Ben Koch before him, continued to give all glory to God both for the support of
members of the LLL and for the service the LLL was able to render to the church.
When members donated liberally, he gave thanks to God for moving them to use
the LLL as a means of expressing their faith.

Richard
Bartholomaeus,
General
Manage LLL

Richard Bartholomaeus took up the leadership role of the LLL in 1987. He joined
the LLL as administration manager in 1977. When Theo Koch retired, Richard
Bartholomaeus was appointed executive secretary. This position was later renamed
general manager and then executive officer, and he served for 22 years before
retiring in August 2008. He is remembered as a strong and insightful leader. He
also brought a distinctives vision that built on what had gone before. He welcomed
the many faithful supporters of the LLL. He also looked to the many who needed
encouragement to help the church through the League. He observed that many found
it easy to spend money on possessions of their own but
seemed to find it difficult to be equally open-handed when
helping the general church, the local congregation or some
particular mission project. To provide encouragement, he
favoured a strong LLL promotion program.
Richard Bartholomaeus brought a spirit of optimism
into the working of the LLL. The future seemed full of
possibilities. His optimism was based on knowing that
God is the Lord of history and the church has the greatest
message of all to bring to people. Optimism in Richard
Bartholomaeus was tempered by observations about
Australian society. People seemed to be moving further
away from Christ. In so doing, they left Christian values
and standards behind. Consequently, orderly and peaceful
living in the community was disrupted. As people longed
for order and harmony in their lives again, the church had
the message to meet this need.
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The purpose of the LLL
While executive officers of the LLL have left their mark in
prioritising aspects of administration and in creating new
programs, the LLL itself in its constitution provides the
parameters of operation. William (Bill) Meeske, the fourth
president of the League, liked to point to the constitution as
the place where the work of the LLL was spelled out for all to
see. As an auxiliary of the LCA, he saw members of the League
joining hearts and hands to support the ministry of the church
by providing helpful facilities and materials for the purpose
of building the Kingdom of God and spreading the gospel of
Jesus Christ.
Bill Meeske emphasised the LLL’s threefold purpose. It
provided ways for church members to use money which God
had entrusted to them. The money flowing into and through
the LLL supported work designed to further the spiritual
growth of church members. The money also assisted those
in the church to reach out with the gospel to non-Christians
living in local communities or further afield. The purpose of the LLL was not to
be a high-profile power broker in the life of the church. Dr Wiebusch observed in
1976 that quietly, consistently and efficiently, the LLL undergirded many of the
important undertakings of the church at home and abroad.

William (Bill)
Meeske 1974.
Photo: Lutheran
Archives

Another description of the purpose of the LLL saw it helping people to remain
steadfast in the faith or helping others to find Christ as their Saviour. In 1988,
Dr Lance Steicke, president of the LCA, recognised the missionary purpose of
the LLL as it enabled the church to spread still further afield the good news of
forgiveness in Christ. He gave thanks to God for the LLL, also noting that many
blessings and benefits had come to the church through the low-interest money
available for capital purposes.

The constitution of the LLL
The constitution has always been important for the LLL in outlining its purpose.
Much work went into its drafting, and it charted a sound course giving the League
direction as an auxiliary of the church. Re-emphasising its charter, the preamble
to the constitution was included inside the cover of the 1987 LLL annual report:
Acknowledging the rich blessing which Almighty God has showered upon us, especially in that
He has brought us to the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, we the laymen of
the Lutheran Church freely join our hearts and hands in Christian service in this organisation.
In doing so, we re-dedicate ourselves, our time, our talents, and our treasures to the building
of the kingdom of God and the propagation of the gospel of Jesus Christ. We humbly pray the
Lord of the Church to keep us steadfast in the faith and to bless our lives and labours, so that
He may be glorified both here and hereafter.
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Some constitutional changes made in 1987 tended to place more responsibility
in the hands of directors of the LLL. Times had changed. In the LLL’s early history,
the president of the board of directors was the same person as the executive
officer. When Ben Koch died in 1963, the new president of the board of directors,
John Dolling, was for the first time someone other than the executive officer.
The executive officer continued to have considerable influence.
With the retirement of Theo Koch in 1986, the board of directors reaffirmed that it
had the sole power to invest all monies of the LLL, but without consultation with
the executive of the General Church Council (GCC), which had been a stipulation in
the old constitution. The executive secretary, who formally had been a consultative
member of the board, now was responsible to the board. The executive committee of
the board included the executive secretary, but now as a consultant to the executive.
In 1990, Bill Meeske offered to coordinate and undertake a review of the constitution.
Constitution revision was necessary to comply with the Associations Incorporations
Act and provide for more efficient management of the LLL. Any amendments were
not to affect any depositors in the LLL, any rights with respect to money held, and
how the board dealt with funds and investment safeguards. After amendments were
made to the constitution, the directors reported that the objects of the LLL, as stated
in the constitution of the founders, were upheld and promoted in the revision.
A special meeting was called to approve the new constitution. 31 people gathered
at the LLL boardroom at 175 Archer Street North Adelaide on 25 June 1993. The
amendments were approved. Major changes stated that depositors and supporters
of the LLL could no longer regard themselves as members of the LLL, and now the
only official members of the LLL were those who were appointed to the board of
directors. The results of this meeting were reported at the LCA General Synod at
Bond University in Robena, Queensland, on 30 August 1993. The GCC approved the
amended constitution of the LLL, including some changes the GCC had requested.

The board of directors of the LLL
The board of directors is made up of representatives from the different districts
of the LCA. Directors are drawn from all walks of life. In 1971, directors included a
grazier, a vice-president of a company, an insurance inspector, a maintenance officer,
two company directors, a farmer, two accountants, an insurance broker, a master
baker and a chartered accountant. The average age of the group at this time was
52.4 years. People who served as directors during the period 1972 to 1996 included:
•

Arthur TA Zweck

•

William (Bill) F Meeske

•

Lawrence W Paech

•

Ernie C Stollznow

•

Carl F Radke

•

Auburn K Muller

•

Clem HA Weckert
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•

Stephen Pall

•

Harold H Schwarz

•

Lance M Otto

•

Ronald W Gerlach

•

Bruce Pescod

•

Vincent B Kotzur

•

Peter McNulty

•

Graham W Greenberger

•

Donald B Pfitzner

•

David G Obst

•

W Alan Zweck

•

Peter Hueppauff

•

Ern Rudolph

•

Bill Petering

•

Kevin Kempin.

The presidents of the board of directors regularly contributed to the annual
reports of the LLL. These reports surveyed the help the LLL had been able to
give to the church and on directions taken by the LLL. In 1976, Arthur Zweck, the
third president of the LLL, spoke of the need for more finance, and more resource
capital, so that the church could build before inflation made building programs
out of reach for those who had to pay.
When retiring in 1978, Arthur Zweck reflected on 28 years of involvement on the
board of directors and his coming to the LLL when Ben Koch was still chairman.
In 1950, there were 430 depositors. Now in 1978, there were over 11,000.
Permanent funds had gone from $25,993 to $1.2 million. Money deposited had
risen from $130,261 to $15 million. Loans to the church had increased from
$122,179 to $9.5 million.
Following Arthur Zweck was Bill Meeske. At the time, he was also treasurer and
director of church development in the New South Wales District of the LCA. He
wished to further the purpose of the LLL, which was to spread abroad the message
of the Lord’s saving grace and to assist the church in the spreading of that Word.
He visited the LLL in St Louis, Missouri, around 1980. As a result of this, he
assessed that the Australian LLL was working along sound lines, and he believed
that it should stay that way with emphasis on expanding and extending services.
In 1987, Bill Meeske stepped down as president of the LLL, but he continued
as a board member. At this time, he reported that the board and the executive
had met several times to strengthen and re-emphasise the spiritual thrust of
the organisation. He regarded this as the lifeblood of the LLL. The mechanics
of financial operations were only secondary. The board of directors needed to
continually focus on new ways to assist the LCA and new avenues of service that
would further the mission from God. He encouraged changes in management
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structure, efforts to improve
performance in all areas, closer
relationships with all departments of
the church and the strengthening of
the financial base of the LLL.

LLL Board 1988
Back Row: (L to R) P McNulty (Qld), G Greenberger (Vic),
K Kempin (WA), D Pfitzner (SA), E Stollznow, F.W. Petering (Vic).
Front Row: (L to R) A Muller (Qld), E Rudolph (Vice-Chairman, Vic),
D Obst (Chairman, SA), R Bartholomaeus (Executive Secretary),
Wm. F Meeske (NSW)
Absent: L Otto (SA), V Kotzur (NSW), W A Zweck (NSW)

Retiring from the presidency, Bill
Meeske also took time to reflect. He
had never known Ben Koch personally,
but from the hundreds of stories he had
heard, it was clear to him that Ben Koch
was a true man of God, dedicated with
a passion to the mission of the church.
From humble beginnings, through
slow growth until after World War II,
great faith had produced great results.
Bill Meeske noted that it was through
Arthur Zweck, the president before him,
that he had joined the board of the LLL.

Apart from changes to the LLL
constitution, there were other
developments related to the working
of the board of directors. In 1977, the executive of the board was reformed to
include the chairman/president, secretary and one director from each district of
the LCA represented on the board. The executive was to meet at the call of the
chairman and secretary.
The board made new arrangements in 1985 in the interest of saving costs. The
full board was to meet only once a year, preferably in late July, and the executive
of four members was to meet in Adelaide in September and February to coincide
with LCA General Finance Council meeting times.
In 1990, a historic event took place as far as the annual general meeting of the
LLL was concerned. For the first time, the board had the opportunity to address
the LCA General Synod through a bona fide agenda report. Gone were the days
when Ben Koch had to carry his soapbox with him to where the delegates of
Synod gathered for a meal and then had to address them standing on the box to
gain a hearing. Gone were the days when the LLL report was given at unsuitable
times sandwiched between official sessions of Synod. The breakthrough was at
the Canberra Convention in 1990. The agenda indicated that the LLL report would
be given late on Monday afternoon, 9 July. In reality, it took place on 10 July at
5.00pm. at the Canberra Grammar School. It was not exactly prime time but a
historic recognition nevertheless!
By 1992, emphasis was given to the nature of the duties of directors. Several
tasks were identified. Directors were:
•

to set policies containing criteria for the management of LLL funds
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•

to see to it that the interests of depositors were
safeguarded

•

to make sure there was adequate income to cover
operation costs

•

to keep interest rates at reasonable levels for loans and
deposits.

The fifth president of the LLL, David Obst, noted that the
responsibilities of the directors had increased over the years due
to the growth of the LLL. He believed the directors had accepted
their duties as Christian servants, firm in the knowledge that the
Holy Spirit would continue to guide and lead them in making wise
decisions and in fulfilling responsibilities.
In 1994, the annual general meeting of the LLL adopted August as the best time
for the gathering of all directors who together constituted the LLL.

Some LLL policies
An important aspect of LLL operations has been to comply with relevant state
and federal regulations. In 1975, the LLL made submissions concerning the
Financial Corporations Act 1974. The LLL maintained that it operated outside
the purposes of the Act and, therefore, there was no need for the LLL to register
under the Act or seek exemption from it. The minister assisting the federal
treasurer concurred with this opinion.
In 1978, when the executive secretary of the LLL stressed that the League
needed to not only provide development capital but also help the church to grow
spiritually and be more effective in mission, he included the aspect of complying
with the law. He believed that if the LLL were to continue without infringing
the law in providing development capital, it had to be seen as an organisation
concerned primarily with such emphases as spiritual growth and witness.
From time to time, the LLL was approached to have different levels of interest
for various kinds of deposits, in part, to attract more funds. Consistently, the
LLL directors declined these approaches, maintaining that it did not intend
to compete commercially and wished to retain its status as a non-profit, nontaxable organisation. To lose this status would involve banking restrictions
and regulations together with the taxability of surplus funds. The LLL in 1996
continued to be free of any tax obligations under the Income Tax Assessment Act.
In the mid-1970s, people suggested that it might be advantageous to have
LLL agencies or offices in individual states rather than only one national
headquarters. The directors at the time believed that the arrangement of a central
LLL office was adequate and effective administratively. Dispersal of offices in
districts seemed to be counterproductive when the LCA was consolidating and
developing its own identity.
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In 1973, the LLL fixed its interest rates on deposits at 4.5% per annum on daily
balances without limit. Loans to congregations and the LCA were fixed at 5%
on daily balances without limit. The LLL endeavoured to hold this line despite
temptations and pressures to do otherwise. For example, in 1988, suggestions
were made to the LLL that special interest considerations be given to money
held for Miracle 150 and to money held from the sale of the Koonibba Mission
Farm. While the LLL maintained its interest policy, it suggested that it might make
special grants to specific areas of need in the church, taking into account large
deposits held related to these needs.
Another suggestion to the LLL was that it should broaden its investment policy
to get higher returns. The LLL maintained its approach to investing in bank
guaranteed investments such as bank bills, interest-bearing term deposits, semigovernment and government securities. In general terms, reserves of the LLL, as
always, were to be invested in gilt-edged securities with banks, semi-government
and government instrumentalities.
For a period, though, the LLL did experiment with this. Through its Special
Investment Fund, the LLL agreed to manage specific funds commercially on
behalf of others. In 1990, about $4 million was invested on behalf of the LCA
at the direction of the GCC. This service prompted Rev T Reuther to thank the
LLL for money invested for Lutheran schools via the Special Investment Fund.
But the practice created some disquiet, and the general secretary of the LCA
in 1992 asked the LLL directors to cease accepting funds for investment at
commercial rates, as this was really outside of the LCA’s investment policy. The
LLL concurred.
Because of problems experienced in the banking industry in the early 1990s,
the directors recognised that they would need to invest in a greater range
of investment facilities in the future, while still placing money only in banks,
government and semi-government securities.
The LLL always maintained a policy that it would assist in areas not covered by
the normal LCA budget. This included services in administration and accounting,
which the LLL undertook at no cost to the church. In 1990, the LCA Synod asked
the LLL to implement a change in policy and direction. More emphasis was to
be placed on human resources and ministry and less on capital expenditure for
bricks and mortar. The directors responded that the LLL had already provided
considerable support for human resources needed by the church; that the LLL did
not have a policy favouring only bricks and mortar projects; that it responded to
the needs of the LCA, that the LCA determined appropriate emphases and that it
responded to policies and direction set by the LCA. By 1995, the LLL was being
pressed to provide funds for the regular LCA budget, but the directors continued
its long-held policy.
The LLL also had a well-established policy that at least 25% of the total deposits
was held continually to ensure prompt payouts in any amount to meet withdrawal
requests. Because of fluctuating interest rates, the directors in 1993 agreed that
the withholding policy might need adjustment from time to time on the basis of
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regular review. So, in 1993 they agreed to withhold 80% of permanent funds and
30% of the total of depositors’ accounts. This was a protection against a further
downturn in revenues from investments. In 1994, commercial interest rates
nosedived to be the lowest in 20 years. This reduced the capacity of the LLL to
generate interest income. The directors looked at the possibility of reducing the
interest rate payable on loan deposits, but they decided to retain the 4.5% figure.
The LLL was established as an auxiliary of the LCA. Liaison between leaders
of the LCA and leaders of the LLL fluctuated in intensity, but by the end of the
1980s, David Obst, the president of the LLL, observed that current policies and
administrative procedures had been developed in consultation with the leaders of
the LCA and were in parallel with the administration policies of the church. This
liaising was also seen in LLL staff involvement in LCA administration, councils
and boards.
By the late 1980s, the LLL was exploring new and extended areas of service in
the LCA to support mission outreach. Directors did this together with leaders of
the LCA and in an effort to balance support of human resource needs with needs
for building expansion. For example, they allocated $100,000 to the Mission Lay
Helper Service account in 1990.
The LLL always handled its money with great care as attested by the annual
reports of its auditors. The report of AL Slade & Co in 1976 serves as an example
of the LLL’s attention to financial detail.
The books and accounts have been prepared with efficiency and the standard of recording
and maintaining of files have been impressively high. Systems of the League have evolved
obviously after careful planning and with a view to the best utilisation of manpower and
equipment. The security of your assets is managed with commendable expertise.

Importance of depositors for the LLL
Without supporters and depositors, the LLL does not exist. As depositors
responded to projects approved by the church, they demonstrated their singleminded, wholehearted desire to help through the LLL so that land, buildings,
equipment and personnel could be provided. Significant also, during the days
when commercial interest rates available were much higher than the 4.5% offered
by the LLL, was the fact that depositors chose to forego the extra interest to
support the church through the LLL. The willingness of depositors to receive
the 4.5% interest on deposits meant that the LLL could continue to give loans to
church projects at 4.5% to 5% and relieve the church of a high-interest burden. In
1981, the secretary of the LLL observed that the low interest charged on loans
meant that church expansion was at a rate three times that which would have
been possible if the borrowing had been at commercial rates.
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LLL continues to grow
The LLL grew and prospered even in difficult times. In 1971 when financial trends
in Australia were gloomy, the American dollar in crisis, and the LCA barely making
its budget, the total assets of the League grew by $381,982 to reach $6,400,000.
Much of the growth was aided by earmarked deposits, a procedure in which
people deposited money in the LLL designated to offset approved loans for
particular projects. At the end of 1973 there were close to 8,500 depositors, but
this still only represented about 7% of the LCA membership.
Permanent Funds in the LLL in 1974 amounted to $813,990 made up of special
donations and legacies. In addition, deposits of $788,000 in the LLL drew no
interest. Total assets had grown to $9.5 million.
Throughout the history of the LLL, the bulk of support came from rural members.
This prompted Arthur Zweck in 1976, himself a grazier, to challenge members
of the church in the cities to view their salaries as God-given resources for the
development of the LCA.
In 1977, particular seasonal needs meant that a large amount of money was
withdrawn by depositors. The reality of fluctuations like this in depositors’
balances brought home to the directors that they always needed to keep liquidity
in mind so that withdrawal requests could be promptly met at any moment.
In 1978, assets of the LLL were over $16 million, but this represented support
by still less than 10% of the LCA’s population. The following year allowed the
secretary to note that supporters of the LLL in country areas continued to provide
funds, even though farmers had experienced poor seasons, received low prices
for produce and paid high production costs. Some operated a bank overdraft for
short periods rather than draw on their funds in the LLL.
By 1982, funds had grown dramatically. Good seasons in some country areas in
the previous years contributed to the development. The annual turnover of funds
was $34 million with over $4 million being made available to the LLL in interestfree deposits. A change in depositors’ behaviours was noted in 1983. There was
a tendency for depositors to make funds available for shorter periods of time. In
contrast, loans still tended to be for long periods.
In 1984, depositor funds grew by almost $4 million – a remarkable increase.
This was offset by only a modest increase in 1985. This emphasised again the
fluctuating pattern of support and availability of funds as seasonal and economic
conditions affected depositors. By 1986, the growth of institutional deposits in
the LLL was significant, but the growth in deposits from individuals was only
modest. Interest-free deposits continued to climb so that about $1 in each $5
deposited was in this category in 1987.
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Growth of matching deposits
There was a growing problem in the late 1980s because, although there was an
increase in loans to the church, there was often a lack of matching deposits for loans
granted by the church. (Matching deposits were deposits specifically earmarked
against a special project. For example, when schools borrowed to build new facilities,
an appeal was often sent out to the school community to deposit any spare funds
with the LLL designated for a particular project to match the school’s borrowings).
This placed a strain on other funds in the LLL to make up the difference. The general
and district church and finance councils recognised the problem, and they moved to
be stricter in their approval of loans, some of which were made available only to the
extent of matching deposits. The LLL re-emphasised the policy in 1991 by stating
loans would not be advanced until matching deposits were to hand.
Gradually, officials in the church began to actively encourage more in the LCA to
support the LLL. In 1989, the secretary reported there was substantial growth in
interest-free deposits and around half a million had come in through legacies. The
LLL also now promoted its services extensively, and it continued to emphasise its
mission thrust through the Lutheran Tract Mission.
The ongoing support of the LLL was evidence to the executive secretary that
people wanted to help the church. This was seen clearly in the increasing number
of interest-free accounts in the late 1980s, when very attractive rates of interest
were still available commercially. Operations had grown to such an extent that the
interest saved to the LCA in 1990 was over $4 million. The continuing growth of
the LLL was in stark contrast to the gloom and doom beginning to gather around
church budgets.
Despite economic problems in Australia, deposits in the LLL exceeded $50 million
in 1991. Since commercial interest rates fell during this period, the LLL had fewer
funds to give to the church because of low interest received on LLL reserves held to
ensure depositor repayments. However, this reduction was offset somewhat by an
increase in resources held and interest-free deposits. This trend continued in 1992.
Depositor funds, in general, grew in 1992. Reasons for the growth included:
•

the LLL’s exemption from deeming legislation

•

instability in the banking sector

•

the work of the promotions manager

•

declining commercial interest rates

•

economic instability

•

confidence in the LLL

•

ease in assisting the church through the LLL

•

the motivation of the Holy Spirit.

A dramatic increase in funds occurred in 1993. Almost $83 million in funds
represented a 36.75% increase over the previous year. The number of depositors’
accounts also increased by 1371. The following year, another milestone was
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passed when deposits exceeded $100 million. In this landmark year of 1994,
directors noted that schools continued to support the LLL through their school
banking systems.
After 1971, legacies assumed a larger role in providing permanent funds for the
LLL. From 1991 to 1995, permanent funds grew from $9.16 million to $15.69
million. In the same period, deposits grew from $50.2 million to $108.1 million.

Questions raised about the value of depositor funds
People said from time to time it would be better if church members gave
donations and gifts to the church rather than to the LLL. The LLL maintained that
what was given to it was available to provide ongoing assistance to the church but
never spent. The LLL, however, emphasised that it did not want to take away from
giving to the church. Consequently, the promotion of an increase in permanent
funds was always low-key so that gifts and legacies to the LLL were thank
offerings in addition to regular giving to meet the day-to-day needs of the church.
Apart from direct giving, permanent funds grew when high interest on reserves
provided money for the LLL to direct to specific non-budget mission needs of the
church, as well as to permanent funds.

Upsurge in the needs of schools for finance
In the early 1970s, there was an increase in kindergartens as the LCA adopted a
policy favouring child and pre-school care. The LLL made money available, using
matching deposits to help finance these pre-school centres. There was much new
work for the LLL as a large number of primary and secondary schools appeared
on drawing boards in the church. The LLL favoured the emphasis on schools as
it enabled members to help children in the present, while the future appeared
somewhat uncertain in terms of ongoing government support.
Fortunately, the government continued to provide generous grants and
assistance. This made possible the establishment of primary schools in some
places which otherwise could not have afforded the cost of a church school.
There was still some concern in the LCA, and the LLL, that some form of
government control might be attached to government funding in the future, but
the time was right in the present for the development of primary and secondary
schools. The increase in schools and the need for finance continued through the
1980s and 1990s.
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Bread and butter concern for mission
Throughout its existence, the LLL has been concerned about mission. While
church extension capital has been a prominent service by the LLL, depositors
have been even more concerned about the development of missions both
at home and across the world. The need for mission strategies and greater
involvement by laypeople occupied the thinking of directors. The Koch/Dolling
Fund to support mission lay helpers established in the 1960s exemplified this
concern. Many actions of the LLL need to be interpreted in the light of this
mission emphasis.
In the early 1970s, the LLL allocated funds for a pamphlet titled ‘Introducing
the Lutheran Church’ sponsored by the LCA Board of Church Development. The
directors assigned $3000 to enable the two vice-presidents of the LCA to visit
Indonesia to see how the LCA could be of help in that region. Relations between
churches in Indonesia and the LCA have continued at various levels of intensity
since the visit of these LCA representatives.
The LLL developed a program to provide temporary lay helpers in congregations.
Initially, money was supplied to provide sustenance for the worker and to take
care of travel costs. In 1974 the LLL reported that $6364 had been given to
support helpers in 14 mission areas. This money came largely from the Koch/
Dolling Fund and from other LLL funds made up of commission on insurance
taken out by members under special arrangements. By 1976, support was up to
$17,671, with workers serving in such widely scattered areas as Mt Isa, Mackay,
Sydney, Geelong, Wellington (New Zealand), Adelaide, Perth and the north-west
coast of Western Australia.
There was a sense of urgency in this mission support. President Zweck in 1978
believed that it was important to work while it was still day. God had given
today in the Australian context. He had already taken back the yesterdays. The
tomorrows were in God’s keeping.
In 1979, the LLL Mission Lay Helper Fund was created incorporating the Koch/
Dolling Memorial Fund, itself, part of LLL permanent capital. The fund was retitled
the Koch/Dolling Mission Lay Helper Fund several years later and is now called
the Church Worker Support fund. The LLL continued to build up the fund through
LLL insurance agency agreements with such companies as the Prudential
Insurance Co, the Cooperative Insurance Co, the General Accident Fire & Life
Insurance Co and the Yorkshire General Life Assurance Co.
By 1985, the Mission Lay Helper Service, begun in 1964, had provided for just on
100 people who had given of their time in congregations. Around $335,811 had
been paid out for lay helper sustenance. Of this, $164,181 had come from insurance
commissions, the rest from legacies, gifts and designated deposit accounts.
This created an anomaly at the end of the 1980s. The LLL provided large sums of
money for lay helpers working under the general supervision of the LCA Board for
Parish Workers, and yet there was no LLL representative on the board. This was
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rectified, and the LLL promotions officer Garry Wedding served for some time as
the secretary and record keeper for the board of the Department of Lay Ministry.
The story of lay helper funding by the LLL reinforces a key theme in the
development of the LLL in Australia. The LLL has saved the church millions of
dollars over the years, but this has never been the prime source of satisfaction for
the founders of the LLL and their successors. Mission was their ultimate goal and
better facilities in the church were only significant in so far as they would result in
more effective reaching-out with the gospel to the community.

Literature and the LLL mission emphasis
Already in 1973, an LLL Tract Mission Fund was created to enable some form of
tract distribution by the League. The same year, the LLL worked with Rev Everard
Leske, the executive officer of the Board for Church Development, and offered
$3000 towards fitting out the shopfront of the LCA Church House on O’Connell
Street, North Adelaide, so selected literature, courses and outlines could be
displayed. The LCA subsequently proposed that this be a media mission centre.
The LLL was still willing to give an establishment grant if this was also to be a
Christian witness centre.

Mr C Kumnick,
a staff member
at the LLL, 1974.
Photo: Lutheran
Archives

As early as 1976, Rev Edmund W (Jim) Wiebusch, editor of The Lutheran,
assessed that perhaps the greatest contribution of the LLL at that time was
through tracts, brochures and other publications. The directors of the LLL believed
supplying tracts not only benefited recipients but served to remind people of the
purpose of the existence of the LLL. The president reported in 1977 that the LLL,
in recent years, had provided tracts and Bible studies for the Board for Church
Development (which later became the Board for Congregational Life) and the
South Australian Board for Church Development. Manuscripts were provided, and
the LLL published suitable ones such as ‘Searching the Scriptures’, ‘I Believe’,
‘The Christian Home in a Heathen Society’ and
‘Problems Encountered in Christian Homes Today’.
The materials were published in the LLL’s own offset
printery. It needed to maintain facilities to provide a
range of forms and information for work for which
the LLL was responsible to the church. By using this
plant to full capacity, the LLL was able to produce
Bible study materials and aids to witnessing at virtually
the cost of materials and paper only. Workers in the
printery donated much of their time as they received
only a small hourly wage. A committee was created by
the LCA to monitor LLL publications both in terms of
content and distribution. Obviously, some tension was
likely to develop between Lutheran Publishing House,
(LPH) the official printery of the LCA, and the at cost
materials that could be made available through the LLL.
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The die was cast for some kind of confrontation when the Board for
Congregational Life (BCL) in 1979 entered into a publishing agreement with LPH.
Most sale items previously distributed by the BCL were to be handled by LPH. In
this way, materials would be available through LPH bookshops and agents. The
BCL would still produce some duplicated materials, but the emphasis in the future
was to be on better quality printed publications. LPH provided a subsidy to be
used for BCL publications so that materials could be offered at reasonable prices.
In addition, a printing policy was adopted by the General Church Council of the
LCA as a working basis for a year. The LLL was to work within certain guidelines.
The publishing policy agreement was hammered out between the BCL, the Board
of Publications and Christian Literature (representing LPH), and the LLL.
The directors of the LLL were thankful that the General Church Council had
recognised that the LLL had a responsibility to provide scripturally based
instructional materials to support the work and mission of the church.
Furthermore, the directors agreed to keep the two executive officers of the BCL
fully informed of LLL plans for new materials to help members of the church
grow in faith and stewardship. They also agreed to provide materials only when
approved by one of the following: the publications director, the executive officers
of the BCL, district presidents and Luther Seminary lecturers.
In 1980, the LLL offered to take over the full responsibility of distributing
tracts within the LCA. This offer was not accepted. The LLL wondered about
the possibility of helping members in effective witnessing by placing low-key
newspaper advertisements offering to tell people about the Christian message,
and wondered about using laypeople to respond to inquirers.
An unfortunate circumstance further aggravated matters concerning LLL
involvement in producing materials. The Australian Lutherans Alert movement,
dedicated to keeping people informed on issues perceived to be current in the
LCA duplicated a circular at the LLL printery, although the movement paid all
the costs. This appeared to some as though the LLL was espousing a particular
approach on controversial issues. As an auxiliary of the LCA, the LLL, of course,
was to remain neutral. By 1982, Richard Bartholomaeus of the LLL and Martin
Hoopmann of LPH were to consult, discuss and reach an agreement concerning
items for printing and reprinting by the LLL.
The LLL proposed an outreach approach through tracts that would be different
from the LCA Tract Mission and covered the broad area of Christian life. Although
this was agreed to by LPH and LLL, the LCA’s 1981 Indooroopilly Convention
requested that further consultation take place. The LLL program was known as
‘Life at Best’, and many tracts were distributed.
The LLL made a renewed offer in 1986 to take over the LCA Tract Mission and
rename it the Lutheran Tract Mission (LTM). Another printing agreement with
LPH emerged in 1986 in which the LLL printery facilities were to be used only for
office materials and forms, promotional literature, tracts and overflow work from
LPH. The tract proposal from the LLL was accepted, and in 1987, the LLL Life at
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Best program merged with the LTM. The LLL could continue in spiritual outreach
ministry as an integral part of its work. Tracts were to be available free of cost,
and the LLL continued its policy that all mail from its office was to contain at least
one tract.
Lorraine Hebart took over as the first LTM manager. The LLL constructed a
purpose-built plant next door to its offices on Archer Street to service the
distribution of tracts. By 1988, around 1128 titles were held, and staff had
counted and stored some 2 million tracts in 25 categories. The weekly demand
for tracts was about 10,000–15,000. Rev Everard Leske was the chairman of the
committee appointed to edit all tracts. Those judged not to be acceptable were
not stocked. The official opening of the tract mission building was on 31 July
1988, with some 170 people attending and Rev Everard Leske officiating.
The LLL printery continued for a time, but its days were numbered. Tracts were
often printed elsewhere, while some still received finishing touches at the LLL.
On 31 October 1989, the printery department of the LLL closed down. LPH
now did most of the LLL printing and provided quality work. The LLL executive
noted that this outsourcing had not disrupted its operations and had resulted in
considerable savings.
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By 1991, Rev John Pfitzner, an LPH
editor, was in charge of the tract editing,
focusing mainly on the adequacy of
theological content. In 1992, the tract
department distributed tracts at the
Royal Adelaide Show. Some 14,000 tracts
were handed out by volunteers. Glenice
Hartwich now took over management of
the tract department, also offering talks
to women’s guilds and schoolchildren.
New tracts were developed, including one
by Pro Hart, the Broken Hill artist, who
reflected on his experience when coming
to faith in Christ. People were liberal in
giving donations for tracts. In 1993, they
amounted to $41,000, with people commenting approvingly on the appearance
and content of tracts.

The LLL and superannuation funds
The LLL has been involved in superannuation matters for many years. In 1974,
the LLL reported that funds in its own superannuation program amounted to
$429,003. The fund was open to both employed and self-employed people.
Any annual contribution up to $1200 was tax-exempt. Interest on the fund
compounded annually at around 5%. This was not taxable to contributors.
Accrued balances were free of death and succession duties when paid to
dependents.
Lutheran Men of Australia had their own superannuation fund, and the suggestion
was made that this organisation consider transferring to the LLL fund. The funds
amalgamated in 1979.
Problems in managing the LLL Superannuation Fund surfaced with changing
legislation in 1987. From this time on, all money held by superannuation funds
was to be invested solely for the benefit of members. The implication was that
the LLL would have to invest its superannuation fund commercially, which was
against LLL policy. Directors asked the question whether the LLL should continue
to provide the superannuation facility. The result was that the LLL wound up the
fund in 1991.

The LLL and deeming regulations
As already indicated, the LLL carefully scrutinised any changes in legislation
that would affect the running of the League or its service to the LCA. When the
government in the early 1980s moved towards some kind of deeming rate for
pensioners and the funds they held in organisations, the secretary and directors
realised that there were implications for the LLL. The LLL was heavily dependent
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on elderly church members with deposits made available interest-free or at low
interest. Without this kind of money, there would be a big increase for the church
in the cost of servicing loans that would have to be drawn from banks or other
sources charging high interest. There was the danger that an assets test would
affect pensions payable, and pensioners would be forced to withdraw money
from the LLL to cover deeming rates on assets. The LLL moved to lobby the
government about the matter.
Representations were made to the Commonwealth Government to exempt
depositors in the League from measures which might lessen the ability of these
people to continue to help the church. The representation indicated how interestfree and low-interest capital, when applied to the mission of the church, benefited
the wider community, including governments. There were members in parliament
who listened sympathetically to the claim that the assets test in its original
form would be counterproductive by reducing funds available to churches and
benevolent organisations working for the common good.
This appeal in the early 1980s was successful. It was followed in 1990 by
submissions to gain exemption from deeming for pensioner funds in the LLL.
The submissions were also successful, and the president of the LLL observed
that exemption from deeming provisions relating to pensioners’ deposits had
given comfort to many elderly supporters. The exemption enabled others to
increase deposits without penalty. At the beginning of 1991, there had been
a large withdrawal of funds, but with deeming exemptions and other support,
a good recovery was made to the overall funds of the LLL in that year.

The LLL and the pensions program of the LCA
The LLL had been active in administering church worker pension matters in the
old ELCA and this continued in the context of the LCA. By 1978, directors were
concerned about the amount of money being supplied for long-term housing
loans that were part of the church’s pension package. These loans were not
expected to be repaid during the lives of the borrowers. In business terms,
this meant there was no compensation to the LLL for the effects of inflation
on the loans. The loss in the value of the loan due to inflation was, in effect, a
contribution by the LLL to the estates of the pensioners. The directors proposed
that housing loans be charged interest compounding at 2.5% per annum. Taking
out the loan meant the pensioner forfeited the small annual pension from the
church. Taking this forfeiture into consideration, the result was that the housing
loan was being given at the regular church loan rate of 5%. This seemed to satisfy
all concerned.
In the early 1980s, there were those in the church who favoured moving towards
a commercial-style superannuation fund for church workers. The secretary of the
LLL was not convinced this was a good idea. He believed that within a Christian
church, it was possible to maintain adequate, and even generous, security
arrangements for retiring members without the massive funding and investment
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problems associated with provision for worker security in commerce, industry and
government, particularly during times of high inflation. He thought a move in this
direction would also involve an increase in levies to congregations.
The prevailing mood was for a move to a new LCA church worker pensioners’
fund. In 1984, the directors noted that the plan was along the lines of providing
a cash benefit in place of a housing loan plus a cash benefit. There was no
LLL representative on the LCA Board of Pensions, so there was a need for the
LLL to monitor developments in the area in case there were implications in the
involvement of the LLL in administering the fund.
The LLL was asked to continue to administer the new LCA Pensions Fund and
Church Workers Retirement Fund. There were many questions to ask. How much
LLL staff time would be required annually? Did the LLL have adequate space and
computer capacity? Since the new superannuation fund was commercially-based,
should the LLL subsidise its operation by administration at no cost? If new staff
were required in the operation, who would pay? If it was truly a commercial scheme,
should the LLL continue to make low-interest loans available to the Pensions Fund?
The LLL agreed in 1986 to continue administering the funds under the control of
the Board of Pensions. To make this possible, the LLL in 1987 spent $5000 on
computer software, $5000 on handbook production, and donated staff time to the
value of $20,000.
The LCA Superannuation Fund commenced operation on 1 January 1987 to
provide improved retirement benefits for LCA pastors and lay workers. The LCA
Staff Superannuation Fund commenced in 1988 to provide retirement benefits for
Lutheran school and aged-care employees, together with other staff employed
in Lutheran Church organisations. Both of these funds were administered by the
LLL for a very low administration fee which was considerably less than the cost to
the LLL of administering the funds. These funds were later merged into one fund
which is now known as Lutheran Super. The LLL ceased administering the fund at
the end of 1998.

Administering of LCA funds
The LLL had not only had a long history of administering pension money for
the LCA, but had administered other funds to help the church. In 1971, the LLL
managed the Provident Fund, the Car Fund and the Student Assistance Fund. The
savings to the church were considerable. In 1977, it was estimated to be around
$20,000 for the year. The LCA Church Workers Retirement Fund was added in
1978. By 1979 the directors asked that a record be kept of time spent by LLL
staff on LCA work in order to be able to quote cost savings to the LCA. An exact
accounting for 1980 showed a saving to the church of $24,860.
Already in the mid-1960s, the LLL had suggested the creation of a property
provident fund for the LCA. This surfaced again in the early 1980s as commercial
premiums increased sharply. Many encouraged the LLL to investigate the
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possibility of achieving savings by bulk buying of less than 100% cover and
creating a church fund to provide for losses not covered by the insurance. As
a result of negotiations with the GCC, the LCA Property Provident Fund was
launched in 1983 to be administered for the church by the LLL. The intention was
that it be a churchwide insurance scheme.
Con Schlenk of the LLL worked nearly full time on this project. Church workers
were invited to take out motor vehicle and householder insurance also, but this
was to be on an agency basis (the agency agreement was later transferred to
Wesfarmers Insurance). By 1987, the Property Provident Fund of the LCA covered
about $400 million worth of properties.
Unfortunately, not all properties were covered by realistic valuations. The benefits
of the fund could continue only if accurate replacement valuations were used.
Insurers were encouraged to quote realistic figures. Categories were introduced
so that property insurance for churches would be less than insurance for schools.
By 1989, the LLL was able to pay a dividend of $30,000 from this fund to the
general church budget.
In the late 1980s, funds administered by the LLL for the church were the:
•

LCA Superannuation Fund

•

LCA Staff Superannuation Fund

•

LCA Pensions Fund and Church Workers Retirement Fund

•

Provident Fund

•

Car Grant Fund

•

Student Assistance Fund

•

LCA Property Provident Fund (now called LCA Insurance).

Imagine the cost to the church if this work had to be done in-house. All this had
absorbed more LLL staff time than in the past, especially the superannuation
funds. Computer systems had to be upgraded. There was yet more work to come!
The LLL offered to use its facilities to provide a central treasury service for the
church. The GCC accepted the offer, and the transfer of two staff from LCA
Church House took place on 1 July 1991. The system was fully automated. The
South Australian District treasury work was also absorbed into the system in
1992. To preserve neutrality in service, the LLL charged the district $5000 per year
for this service. The central treasury service offered by the LLL ceased in 2018
when the LCA and South Australian District decided to resume administration of
their own treasury services.
An LCA health scheme for pastors was floated in 1995, and the LLL was asked
to send invoices and collect payment from those participating in the plan. The
scheme was administered as part of the LCA Property Provident Fund for a
number of years until increased premiums offered by the external insurer meant
that premiums charged were no longer competitive with those offered by public
offer health insurance funds.
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The lending policy of the LLL
Ever since its inception in 1921, the LLL only made loans for projects approved
by district and general church councils. With the approval went the guarantee of
repayment. There was a great strain on the financial resources of the LLL at the
time of the formation of the LCA in 1966 since it had to gradually take over the
commercial and private loans held by many former UELCA congregations.
The church approved loans for many purposes, including church buildings, church
halls, Sunday school facilities, manses, primary schools, colleges, kindergartens,
land purchases and all kinds of equipment.
Over $300,000 of bridging finance was made available when Lutheran Teachers
College moved to North Adelaide in 1974. The LLL clarified repeatedly in this
and other situations that it never decided where loans would be made. That was
the responsibility of the respective church councils. With the approval went the
guarantee of repayment of the loans to the League.
By 1990, loans approved by the church rose to over $34.5 million. A breakup of loans distribution in 1991 revealed that $5.3 million was in aged-care
facilities, $8.8 million in churches and worship centres, $17.1 million in schools,
$3.4 million in manse and school housing and $4.1 million in miscellaneous
categories. A large increase in loans in 1992 brought the figure to $48.7 million.
The pattern continued. The figure reached $55.3 million in 1993. In 1996, it was
over $84.8 million.
The spread of loans between districts in 1996 was as follows: South Australia
39.2%; Queensland 30.3%; Victoria 9.1%; New South Wales 6.4%; Western
Australia 0.7%. The GCC held 14.3%. Analysing the loans, 40% were for school
projects, 22% for aged care, 18% for Sydney and other LCA projects and 11% for
congregational church projects. These percentages reflected the changing nature
of the church’s work in this period.
For the most part, repayment of loans was prompt and even ahead of schedule.
The LLL had some concerns about loan repayment on aged-care complexes.
Construction costs had been high, and the real estate market was depressed. As
a result, in some resident funded accommodation programs, there was difficulty
in selling completed units.
Another challenge was the development of unethical practices by a few
congregations, boards and other organisations. These groups had funds of their
own invested at high interest rates outside the church. This was especially true in
the 1980s. These same groups took out loans through the LLL but failed to match
these loans with earmarked deposits. The LLL brought this practice to the notice
of church councils, and it emphasised that investments of the kind described
were to be transferred to the LLL when there was any shortfall in earmarked
deposits for an LLL loan.
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Reporting and accountability
In line with the philosophy of the founder of the LLL, there was always effort
expended by the LLL to keep people informed of the details of its operations.
Not only did the LLL need to do the right thing, but because of its public face, it
needed to be seen to do the right thing. In the 1970s, annual reports gave many
details, especially of loans to congregations and the general church. Tables in the
reports gave the name of the group receiving the loan, the amount of the original
loan, the years that the loan had been out, the balance of the loan in the previous
year, the interest on the loan, the amount repaid, the current balance and the
interest saved to the church based on current commercial interest rates.
The LLL annual report moved to the pages of The Lutheran in 1972. The front
page of the editions of The Lutheran carrying the LLL report had appropriate
themes. For 1973, it was the text: ‘As each has received a gift, employ it for one
another, as good stewards of God’s varied grace’. In 1974, the themes were
worship, witness, learning, service. In 1975, the words giving, growing, going were
prominent. ‘Life is a gift to give’ was the theme in 1976.
The LLL assumed full financial responsibility for the publication and mailing of
the special issue of The Lutheran containing the annual report. In other words,
subscribers received a bonus issue.
The LLL directors became concerned that this was developing into a costly
exercise. The 1977 issue had run to over $9000. They recommended that an
insert be put in The Lutheran by the LLL, rather than the League paying for a
complete issue. In 1979, the report still appeared in The Lutheran. Around this
time, the directors proposed that the LLL print its own annual report. A feasibility
study was to be done. Advantages seemed to be that distribution could be
doubled in the church through congregational representatives; congregational
representatives could use the report as an opportunity for discussing matters
with members; and the cost of the report would be reduced.
The last time the LLL annual report was carried in The Lutheran was in 1980.
In moving away from the pages of The Lutheran, there appears to have been
no thought of reducing coverage. The question was how the report could be
produced for less cost. The executive secretary noted that while no business firm
reported with such full disclosure as that of the LLL, the LLL had a responsibility
to provide this complete reporting for the sake of the depositors and all members
of the LCA. The reporting demonstrated as fully as possible how the LLL had
discharged its responsibilities during the financial year.
The LLL printed its own financial report in 1981. This report celebrated 60 years of
blessing. There was a financial supplement to the report which contained articles
on stewardship and mission, as well as a complete analysis of church loans. A
summary report still appeared in The Lutheran. The 1983 report – celebrating the
500th anniversary of Martin Luther’s birth – carried a Reformation theme with an
emphasis on Luther’s core theology: Scripture alone, faith alone and grace alone.
Reflecting on LLL reports, the directors suggested additional content in future
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years, including a listing of LLL objectives, a description of the work the LLL
carried out in administering various church funds, and a listing of the directors’
names and the districts they represented.
The complete reporting of all loans to the church by the LLL continued until 1987.
In 1988, there was less emphasis on financial reports and figures and more
emphasis on highlighting mission areas and projects in which the LLL had been
involved. There were articles on Golden Grove in South Australia, Golden Grove
Primary School, Port Macquarie, overseas missions, outreach in Ethiopia, and
the Lutheran Tract Mission. The detailed analysis of loans to the LCA was not in
the actual report, but it was attached in a financial supplement to the report. The
annual report for 1989 dropped the analysis of loans.
Concerns among directors mounted since the production of the annual report
seemed to always increase in cost. There was anecdotal evidence that many
copies of annual reports were left in congregational foyers and vestries. To save
money, a move was made to omit financial statements on all LLL sundry funds,
information on all church loans, and calculations of interest saved.
To avoid incorrect perceptions concerning the role of the executive secretary
of the LLL, the directors suggested in 1989 that he be referred to as the general
manager. The format of the LLL financial statement was changed in 1992 so that
it would be in line with the recommendations of professional accounting bodies.
In 1994, the directors proposed to reduce the annual report even more and to
use a less costly production procedure, but this was not to be at the expense of
providing sufficient information to adequately express the total operation of the
LLL. The 1994 report was in the form of a six-page folded leaflet. In 1995, another
name changed occurred. The president of the LLL was now referred to as the
chairperson. The report used bar graphs, pie charts and capsule comments to
report on the work of the LLL.

Reports to districts of the LCA
For a brief period, when the LLL moved to publish its own annual report through
its printery, it also put out reports intended for district conventions. This was
thought to be another useful way to let people know about the workings and
service of the LLL. The first such report appeared in 1980 and contained 28
pages. The report gave additional information on individual districts, with notes
on loans to particular congregations. Included in the reports were brief articles of
an informational and inspirational nature. District reports ceased after 1986.

Grants for missions and special projects 1971–96
From money generated through investment of reserve funds and other
sources, the LLL has had the opportunity through the years to make grants
towards projects of a non-budgetary nature. The grants during the previous
25 years established the generosity of the LLL, its concern for mission, and
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its responsiveness to requests. The listing that follows is not chronological or
clustered and so indicates the responsive nature of the LLL to needs in the LCA.

Handbook for
Representatives
c1980

Some beneficiaries of LLL grants since 1972 include the Korean Lutheran Hour,
mission work in Indonesia, the Mission Lay Helper Fund, the tract distribution
fund, the LCA North-West Mission, the Department of Church Development, the
British and Foreign Bible Society, the Director of the Board of Overseas Mission
and Church Cooperation, Lutheran Teachers College, the Lutheran Hour in
Indonesia, the Ethiopian Lutheran Church, mission work in India and China, the
Bible Correspondence Course in South Korea, the Bonhoeffer Institute in Adelaide,
Aboriginal centres in Adelaide, Stamps for Missions, mission work in Malaysia,
the Indonesian scholarship fund, the Indonesian Lutheran Hour, in-service training
for Indonesian pastors, the Bibles for Russia fund, the Far North Queensland
Aboriginal Mission, the LCA Youth Coordinator appeal, the Luther Campus
appeal, the LCA Development Officer, Men for Ministry promotion, the Board for
Congregational Life, the South Australian Board of Church Development, Easter
television spot coverage, Harry Wendt’s Crossways course, private communion
sets for Luther Seminary graduates, Commission on Theology and Inter-Church
Relations (printing of doctrinal statements), Augsburg Confession celebrations
(involving the printing and distribution of 30,000 copies of the Augsburg
Confession throughout the LCA), the Board of Radio and TV, the LCA Youth
Department, the Klemzig Cemetery sesquicentennial project to commemorate the
original settlement of Lutherans in the area, the Papua New Guinea scholarship
fund, mission work in Africa, the LCA hospitality budget for overseas visitors
and gatherings of LCA leaders, the Festival of Faith, the Suomi Conference
video ministry, the Miracle 150 appeal, secretarial help for the Commission on
Worship, orientation for ministry among Indonesians, four colour productions of
The Lutheran, the LLL Mission Manpower Fund ($400,000), the LCA new Home
Mission ventures ($250,000), the pectoral crosses for the presidents of the
LCA, the Focus Forward appeal ($100,000), the Mission Lay Helper program, the
President’s Committee on Aboriginal Affairs, the Teacher Long Service Leave
fund, the mission to Chinese people in Sydney, the master of education library at
Luther Campus ($50,000) and the National Headquarters of the LCA ($2 million).

Promotional work starts to expand
The LLL had always been concerned about getting
accurate information on its operations to the members
of the church and about inviting others to serve the
church by providing money that could be lent but never
spent. Active promotion, however, was low-key in nature
– until more recent times.
To get information into the hands of congregational
representatives, a handbook was proposed. Rev AE
Schirmer prepared a draft for such a handbook in 1976.
Staff, because of time constraints, found it difficult to
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complete the handbook project. In 1979, the task was
left until the appointment of a development officer. The
directors gave this project high priority. Con Schlenk was
appointed to be the development officer for the LLL.
In 1980, Schlenk reported on successful zone seminars
held in the eastern states. Zone representatives were now
arranging seminars with congregational representatives,
who in turn were to do promotion work within
congregations. The production of an LLL documentary,
to be available for the 1981 General Convention of the
LCA at Indooroopilly, Queensland, was authorised. The
handbook on the LLL was finally completed and issued
to congregational representatives. By 1982, some 54
zone representatives held seminars regularly. Almost
all congregations had representatives. Pastors and
congregational chairmen were invited to these seminars.
At the General Synod in Adelaide in 1987, the LLL joined with LPH to provide vinyl
satchels for delegates. This cooperation would continue. Promotional activity
intensified in 1987 when Garry Wedding joined the staff of the LLL as promotions
manager. In 1988, he began a program of personally visiting congregations,
inviting congregations and auxiliaries to visit the LLL building and holding
meetings in its seminar room, attending all LCA District Synods and visiting two
women’s conventions. (By the time Garry Wedding retired in 2003, he had visited
every parish at least four times and had driven over 700,000 kilometres in his
work). For a brief time, Garry Wedding was seconded by the LCA to be appeals
director for the 1988 Miracle 150 appeal. He spent the majority of a three-to-fourmonth period in promoting the appeal assisted by LLL staff in typing, printing,
photocopying and collating.
Following the further concentrated promotion of
the LLL, the executive secretary of the LLL judged
that LCA members were becoming more aware of
the work of the LLL in the life of the church. A van
was purchased to replace the LLL station wagon
so that the promotions manager could transport
larger quantities of promotional materials. In 1990,
the LLL had visited all congregations in Western
Australia. By 1992, the president of the LLL reflected
that the LLL had grown in targeted areas due to the
growing focus on promotion. The promotions officer
concentrated on visiting schools and speaking with
children, staff and school councils in the first half
of 1992.
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LLL staff
In 1975, the directors suggested that it was the time to begin looking for an
understudy to Theo Koch, the executive secretary of the LLL at the time. In 1977,
Richard Bartholomaeus was selected and joined the LLL staff on the regular
church workers’ salary as assistant to the executive secretary, a role later
described as administration manager. The listing of staff in 1981 included Theo
Koch as executive secretary, Richard Bartholomaeus as assistant secretary, Con
Schlenk as development officer, eight other full-time staff, three casual staff and
one volunteer helper.
A major change in staff occurred in 1986 when Theo Koch
ended his 33 years of service with the LLL. The mandatory
retirement age of 70 determined the move. Tributes were
many. The president of the LLL reflected on Theo Koch’s
years of service. Out of the 65-year history of the LLL, 23
years had been under the leadership of executive secretary
Theo Koch. He carried the vision of his late father that the
LLL as an auxiliary of the church should share in the work
of spreading the gospel. He developed the deposit system
and introduced many new ways of financially serving the
church. Among these was the administration of several
funds at no cost to the church. The LLL initiated the LCA
Property Provident Fund, the Mission Aid Fund to assist
congregations with capital funds and provide for a deferral
of a loan and the principal repayment in the early years
of a mission project. The distribution of tracts was always
close to his heart. In short, his strong leadership, his
dedication to duty, his painstaking attention to detail, his
consideration of staff, cheerfulness, his keen sense of
humour, his selflessness, his awareness of the needs of
others and, above all, his deep faith in his Saviour were an
inspiration to all.
Richard Bartholomaeus followed as executive secretary,
becoming only the third person to fill the role since the
formation of the LLL in 1921. He approached his task with
enthusiasm, energy, imagination, dedication and plain hard
work. Several new positions were filled in 1987. Trevor
Weckert became the accountant/office manager, and Garry
Wedding was employed as the promotions manager. The
latter position had been vacant for some years.
By 1988, the LLL employed 17 full-time and 2 part-time
staff. The staff were spending 57% of their time on LLL
operations, 22% on LCA areas and 20% on the Lutheran
Tract Mission. Allen Kupke joined the LLL in 1988 as
administration manager.
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Appointments continued into 1989
with Anthony Klatt appointed office
manager in 1993 to replace Joyce
Traeger when she retired. Glenice
Hartwich replaced Lorraine Hebart
in the tract department.
Emphasis was placed on a team
approach to staff management.
Working as a team, staff members
were encouraged not to try to do
everything by themselves. A positive
attitude was valued. Personnel
were encouraged to plan, create
opportunities for implementation,
review results and strive to
improve. The staff in its day-to-day
operations frequently reflected
excitement, joy, amazement,
surprise and gratitude. In general,
the LLL provided a stimulating
environment for workers with
frequent opportunities for laughter.

LLL building program
In 1973, the LLL gained approval
from the General Church Council
Top to bottom:
of the LCA to modify and expand
LLL
Staff
photo
1992.
Back
(L
to
R):
H
Schalk,
L
Bock,
G Wedding,
facilities at LCA Church House on
A
Klatt,
G
Tscharke,
E
Eckermann,
J
Schultz,
H Gibbs
O’Connell Street, North Adelaide, so
Middle (L to R): H Koch, R Kirchner, K Gordon,
that the League had enough room
T Traeger, J Lanyon, K Krzoska, B Kent, R Gerschwitz
Front: (L to R) G Hartwich, R Bartholomaeus, A Kupke
for its operations. The LLL decided
to add a boardroom to be used by
LLL Board photo 1992. Back (L to R): F W (Bill) Petering, V B Kotzur,
P McNulty, A K Muller, K Kempin, D B Pfitzner, L M Otto, W A Zweck
the General Church Council and
Front (L to R): Dr L G Steicke (General President, LCA), D G Obst,
other boards and commissions of
R J Bartholomaeus (General Manager), E W Rudolph, Bill Meeske
the LCA. Dr EW Wiebusch dedicated
the extensions. Since the LLL paid
the cost of renovations of around $40,000, the LCA agreed that the LLL could
occupy the premises rent-free until 31 December 1984.
In the late 1970s, the LLL was again running out of room for its operations, and
so it asked whether it could take over the Bank of NSW area in the LCA Church
House building. The bank’s lease was to expire in 1981. Plans changed, however,
and the LLL began to look favourably on building a new office complex at 165–
175 Archer Street, North Adelaide. The Norris Summers group was authorised to
proceed with contract documentation for a new building. Meanwhile, fire security
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in the LCA Church House on O’Connell
Street needed upgrading, so the LLL gave
some $10,000 towards this, even though it
would be vacating the premises soon.
The move to a new building on Archer Street
was considered by the LLL as not only
necessary to meet its own needs for office
space and reorganisation of staff but also
as a significant contribution to departments
of the LCA that needed more room to expand
in LCA Church House.

Flats at rear
of LLL, 175
Archer st, North
Adelaide

Left to right:
Dr Les Grope,
unveiling
plaque
(L to R) A Muller,
D Pfitzner,
E Stollznow,
E Rudolph,
C Weckert,
H Schwarz,
A Zweck,
V Kotzur and
Dr Les Grope

The Adelaide City Council required that the
new LLL building on Archer Street retain a
residential character. Consequently, the LLL planned for eight flats in the rear of
the property to provide married seminarians with cheap rental accommodation.
This was another new avenue of service to the church.
The final cost of the new building was $450,982 for the office complex and
$262,026 for the eight two-bedroom flats. After about 60 years of adapting to
space not required by the Koch household or by church departments, the LLL now
had a permanent location and purpose-built facilities. The opening date for the
new building was 1 February 1981.
While the LLL had its own property, it was still on the lookout for adjacent land
that might become available at a fair price. The LLL bought 57 Walter Street in
1983, and followed this by purchasing 177 Archer Street in 1984 for $317,049.
Plans were that this latter property would provide further storage room, space
for extending the ‘Life at Best’ tract service and much-needed parking facilities.
The new complex was completed in January 1988.
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Although new buildings were in place, office modifications were necessary from
time to time as the LLL continued to expand its services. There was an office
refit done in 1990 for $56,000. The new layout and partitioning improved office
efficiency.
As was the case in the renovations the LLL completed in LCA Church House in
the 1973, it built a large upstairs boardroom and meeting room. The boardroom
in the LCA Church House had been open to boards and committees of the church.
So now, in the new complex, the upstairs meeting room was made available to
LCA departments and committees.

Automation and computerisation
The LLL had a tradition of using up-to-date equipment when funds made
it possible to do so. In 1976, the LLL purchased two Daro 1720 electronic
accounting machines to process work more quickly and provide current
information regularly for the sake of better planning and movement of money.
In 1977, the LLL assessed the feasibility of the LLL using a computer. The hope
was that online access could also be available to LCA departments. Based on a
recommendation from a firm of chartered accountants, the LLL moved towards
purchasing a computer. A study done by computer consultant David Pietsch of
Melbourne suggested the purchase of an AWA Reality Royale computer, together
with software programming by General Computer Services of Perth, specialists
in credit union packages. This recommendation was approved in 1978. With
Immanuel College and the general treasuries of the LCA wanting to come online
in 1981, the LLL upgraded the computer by buying a 50-MB disk for $20,000.
Upgrades and improvements in all areas have proliferated since this time. A
facsimile machine was installed in 1988. Email and internet exposure, to the
extent that these contribute to the service that the LLL can offer the church, is
part of the overall picture.
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The LLL and legacies
Legacies have always been important for
the building of the permanent funds of the
LLL. In the early years of the LLL, there were
few legacies available, but as the reputation
of the services given by the LLL to the
church flourished and as friendships and
associations developed by Ben Koch and
other leaders bore fruit, legacies appeared
more frequently on the LLL balance sheet.
In fact, many bequests had been arranged
several years before the 1970s. Permanent
funds grew to almost $60,000 in 1970–71,
much of which came from bequests.
Legacies were also prominent in the
$89,000 figure in 1974–75.
LLL computer
room

In memoriam donations to the LLL in lieu of floral tributes at the time of a death
was another way that people other than the deceased could benefit the church
through a gift. In memoriam donations became a permanent feature. In 1977,
staff explored the possibility of a funeral fund in which members could contribute
to making provisions for funeral costs for themselves and their families, but this
did not develop further.
In 1987, the LLL actively sought bequest money, believing that if members wanted
part or all of their estate to work in the church, then a bequest to the LLL was
one way of doing this. These legacies became permanent funds. A leaflet was
prepared in 1988 to explain how people could make bequests to the LLL. In 1989,
two large bequests were received, one for $250,000 and another for $150,000.
A major increase to this kind of funding was through a $3.7 million legacy in 1995.
Directors believed that people made bequests to the LLL, in part, because of
the high regard they had for the work of the LLL, and partly because of the
permanency of the funds left in its care.

The LLL and the general president of the church
Over the years, there had been a degree of reserve in relations between leaders
of the LLL and leaders in the LCA’s organisational structure. This changed during
the term of General President Dr Lance Steicke. Dr Steicke felt free to make
numerous requests of the LLL for support, although these requests were not
always granted because of LLL policies. In 1989, the general president sought
help for the Melanesian Institute in Papua New Guinea and for a feasibility
study to establish a Lutheran university. The directors agreed to offer $5000
towards the feasibility study, subject to General Church Council approval. The
general president also suggested that the LLL might like to support one of the
current programs of the LCA which were currently funded by the LCA budget.
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The purpose of this request was to relieve the stressed LCA budget. To accede
to such a request, of course, would have been against the original intentions
of the LLL to support only non-budgetary items in the church. The request was
respectfully declined.
Responding to another bracket of suggestions by the general president, the
directors were in favour of supporting a fund to purchase new land for mission
purposes and of making loans available to bolster resources, especially in
new mission congregations. They reiterated that they did not favour allocating
interest-free general funds of the LLL for distribution to the LCA church budget.
Consultation with the general president continued as directors of the LLL
assessed the changing needs of the LCA to determine how the LLL might help
most effectively. The purchase and refurbishment of the new National Church
Office in Archer Street by the LLL was a crucial example of this consultation and
the generosity of the LLL.

The LLL and Lutheran Men of Australia
The LLL had, at one stage in the 1970s, the opportunity to create a new
congregational fellowship presence by amalgamating with Lutheran Men of
Australia (LMA). The suggestion was put that LLL services would stay intact
and separate, but the LLL would broaden its field of work by linking with an
organisation also concerned about developing and promoting Bible study courses
in congregations. There was to be cooperation, particularly in areas of common
interest. Cassette ministry and the superannuation funds of both organisations
were mentioned. The General Church Council in 1978 suggested that the LLL
and LMA should give consideration to sponsoring the Lutheran Hour in Australia
in cooperation with the Board of Radio and TV. Nothing developed further in
the amalgamation of the LLL with the LMA or in sponsoring the Lutheran Hour,
although the LMA’s superannuation fund eventually became part of the LLL fund.

The inevitable name change of the LLL
Initially the directors of the LLL had considered that a name change was not
necessary, and the word ‘Laymen’ in the title was used in a non-specific gender
sense. The LCA director of communications in 1994 inquired why the LLL retained
the word when the LCA had decided at a prior convention to move towards
inclusive language in the church. The directors agreed to investigate further. As
a result, the business name of the League was changed to the LLL. The popular
name Lutheran Laymen’s League was changed in 1995 to read The Lutheran
Laypeople’s League of Australia to conform to the inclusive language requirement
in the LCA. The vote to change the name was not an easy one. The LLL tagline
was also changed from ‘Working while it is day’ to ‘Christians working together’.
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Reflections
As 1996 came to its conclusion, the LLL approached its 75th birthday. In spite
of challenges along the way, it had developed new-found confidence based on
the providence of a loving God. A couple of years earlier, LLL directors, in their
report to supporters, said, ‘We pray that God will continue to watch over us (the
LLL) and the LCA as we work together with the challenge to proclaim the gospel
throughout Australia and beyond’. Yes, there had been growth and expansion, but
the same important task of sharing the gospel remained.

Images of
early LLL
promotional
decals or
stickers
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A changing world,
a changing church
1997–2006
‘For I know the plans I have for you,’ declares the Lord, ‘plans to prosper
you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future’.
Jeremiah 29:11

The ten years from 1997 to 2006 saw unprecedented social, political and technological
change, which threw up a mass of challenges and changes for Australians to deal
with. The LCA and the LLL was faced with all these same critical issues and social
transformations. The need for agility and flexibility in dealing with new situations
was paramount, and the LLL Board and staff faced increasing pressure. The new
millennium came and went uneventfully, and the Australian nation was buoyed by
the safe and successful staging of the Sydney Olympics but bubbling away under the
surface were a series of major social issues. The republican debate divided opinion
significantly, although the status quo remained. In other areas, though, change was
prominent. The Port Arthur massacre drove Prime Minister John Howard to reform
gun laws in this country. Homosexuality was now legalised across the country, even in
Tasmania. Land rights and reconciliation brought Indigenous issues to the forefront of
society, while the rise of One Nation threatened to shatter the nation’s political stability.
International issues were even more significant. Australia was drawn into a
dubious war in Iraq, and then on 11 September 2001, the whole world was thrown
into turmoil as the spectre of international terrorism raised its ugly head. And
the next year, this new 21st-century phenomenon engulfed Australia when the
terrorist bombings in Bali killed 88 Australians. These years saw exponential
growth in computer technology. Suddenly every home had a desktop computer,
and the mobile phone became an indispensable fashion accessory. The shrinking
Australian Lutheran Church faced many of these issues. The boom in Lutheran
education was continuing, but the church was gradually coming to realise its
limited resources were struggling to manage this sector. (In 1966, Lutheran school
enrolments in Australia stood at 3160. By 1999, they had increased to 24,032).
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The Synod of 2000 made a big step forward in its
relationship with Australia’s First Nations people
through the powerful ceremony of apology and
reconciliation led by LCA President Lance Steicke
and Aboriginal pastor Rev George Rosendale. But
the issue of women’s ordination was challenging
the church and dividing the laity. The LLL, too,
was confronted with new issues. Technological
change needed agile leadership to keep up, and
flexibility in handling new problems was the order
of the day.
The LLL continued to go from strength to
strength financially following its 75th birthday
LLL Staff 1996: (L to R) R Bartholomaeus, G Hartwich,
in 1996. Noting God’s blessings on the church
R Gerschwitz, T Traeger, L Bock, E Eckermann, H Gibbs,
through the LLL, the thanksgiving service at St
J Lanyon, A Klatt, H Schalk, G Wedding, R Kirchner,
Paul Lutheran Church, Enfield, South Australia,
A Kupke, M Herrmann, J Gladigau, G Tscharke, K Gordon
on 3 November 1996 provided the opportunity
to invite congregations across the nation to have a retiring offering to benefit the
LCA’s radio and TV ministry. Up to March 1997, over $61,000 had been given. The
offering on this celebratory occasion was wholly in keeping with the ethos of the LLL
established in 1921 to serve the church with finance to further ministry and mission.

LLL purchased
Melrose House,
later gifted to
LCA

At the same time, the LLL reached a new milestone with the breaking of the $8
million barrier in benefits given to the LCA. For example, in 1996, benefit packages
exceeding $100,000 were distributed in areas such as the Mission Lay Helper
Fund, Tract Mission, Home Mission Establishment Fund, LLL Mission Personnel
Fund and LLL Scholarship Fund. Around $2 million was spent in purchasing and
refurbishing a new LCA National Office complex in the Melrose House building
in Archer Street, North Adelaide. This was subsequently gifted to the LCA by the
LLL. What a remarkable gesture by the LLL, but, as usual, the LLL kept itself in
the background. Church members should give thanks to God for this amazingly
generous support.
In 1997, deposits with the LLL increased from $122 to $136 million held in 25,652
live accounts. Broken down into categories, 11,554 were personal accounts,
11,928 trust or guardian accounts and 2170
accounts held for companies, auxiliaries or
congregations. Around 60% of the accounts
originated from South Australia, 18% from
Queensland, 12% from Victoria and 6% from
Western Australia. This distribution approximately
matches the proportional populations of the LCA
in the various states.
A report in 1999 reflected the continued growth
of LLL funds in recent years. Numerous reasons
were suggested for the growth. People were
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convinced that they could make a real contribution to the work of the LCA through
the use of LLL facilities. LLL interest rates were very competitive, encouraging
new depositors. As banks alienated themselves from the general public by
charging exorbitant fees, customers turned to other financial organisations to
hold their money. As new Lutheran schools and aged-care projects came on
stream, the LLL’s requirement that earmarked deposits needed to match LLL
loans for new projects increased the number of deposit accounts. Above all,
confidence in the integrity of the LLL and its operations continued after many
years of reliable and transparent service.
Up until and including the year 2001, the cover of the LLL annual report went
under the calendar year identification. The report for 2001 actually included the
financial details for the year from 1 July 2000 through 31 June 2001. For the first
time, in 2002, the LLL annual report cover identified the financial year surveyed
by mastheading itself as the Annual LLL Report 2001–02. This practice has
continued ever since.
By February 2004, the general manager was able to report that total funds under
LLL management had reached $500 million for the first time. This positive news
prompted the following LLL Board of Directors resolution:
That we thank God for the numerous blessings he continues to grant to the LLL, particularly
in the form of support given through deposit accounts, gifts, legacies and prayer. All praise
and glory be to him.
The trust in the LLL by its supporters – cultivated, respected and not betrayed
over the years – was continuing to pay dividends.
The 2004–05 financial year was one in which the value of support for the LCA
again exceeded $8 million dollars. The following financial year still reported over
$6.5 million dollars available for distribution in the LCA. This kind of support for
the church would have seemed unreal to the original founders and supporters of
the LLL!
Technological advances enabled gradual computerisation in the management
of LLL funds and increasingly sophisticated software to be used. As a result,
electronic transactions became more common. In 2001–02, these transactions
accounted for around 37% of all transactions. By 2005–06, the figure was over 60%.
This change in how funds were being processed meant the same amount of work
could now be done with some reduction in staff numbers. But it also required even
greater attention to security matters to safeguard supporters’ funds and interests.
LLL computerisation provided another avenue of service for the LCA. The program
known as Regular Electronic Giving (REG) allows members of the LCA to give their
weekly offering via electronic transaction. This provided regularity and predictability
in money available for the LCA in ministry and mission in congregations and
elsewhere. In 2006, around 1890 people in 252 congregations of the LCA were
contributing around $324,000 per month.
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A comparison of figures for the years 1996 through 2006
reveal a 260% growth in depositor funds, a 164% increase
in loans made available (especially in the areas of Lutheran
schools and aged-care facilities) and a 77% development in
legacies given to the LLL to benefit the LCA. Annual benefits
made available to the LCA over the years have continued
around the $7 or $8 million mark. Clearly, this period of LLL
activity is accurately described as going ‘from strength to
strength’!
Appropriately, Graeme Huf, chairman of the LLL Board, in his
report for the 2005–06 year of operation, observed that: ‘Our
Lord has continued to bless the Lutheran Laypeople’s League
and the extensive support and service it has been able to
provide the Lutheran Church of Australia’.
Graeme Huf,
LLL Board
Chairman

Financial stumbling blocks for the LCA
While the period 1997–2006 brought continued growth to the LLL and its ability to
serve the LCA in financial matters the LLL became increasingly aware of financial
troubles in the LCA, threatening sound financial management.
Already in 1996, the LLL recognised that it did not have representation on the
LCA General Church Council (GCC) and the General Finance Council (GFC). This
meant that the LLL was not in a position to confer with appropriate LCA bodies
on financial policies, and it had little opportunity to clarify issues and current
practices. In this scenario, the LCA was depriving itself of considerable financial
advice from an organisation in the church that had demonstrated expertise.
In 1997, the LLL recommended a clear process for the handling of grant
applications to be managed by the LLL. While this process had always been
implicit, there was a need for more explicit information to ensure that people made
applications through appropriate channels. Applications were to proceed through
the GCC or the general president of the LCA. In this way, the LCA could approve or
decline an application and subsequently decide whether to request LLL assistance.
By 1998, the GCC, with input from the LLL, approved specific application
procedures. The purpose and goals of projects for which funds were requested
were to be clearly stated. Applicants were to provide a strategic plan outlining
processes to be carried out to achieve the stated purpose and goals. Such a plan
was to include total costs and cash flow requirements; information on what other
funds were available or would be generated; data on the benefits of the project,
both tangible and intangible; and arrangements for any anticipated follow-up if
required. Reporting procedures to the GCC were to be clear.
The LLL Board was encouraged to explore how other denominations provided
funding for mission initiatives through their respective development funds. To
fulfil this brief, the LLL Board realised that it needed to know and understand
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more about the LCA decision-making processes in financial matters. To this end,
the LLL Board executive met with the GFC executive in August 1998. The need for
continuing and improving sharing of information was clear.
The handling of the financial situation of Openbook Publishers (formerly the Lutheran
Publishing House or LPH) through the years under review illustrates growing
openness in the relationship between the LCA and the LLL as financial issues were
analysed together and dialogue and consultation led to possible solutions.
In 1998, the board of the LLL expressed concern over the debt level of Openbook
Publishers. Already with an outstanding loan of over $4 million, the LCA had
approved a further loan of $750,000. No financial repayments had been made to
the LLL during the financial year past. The LLL Board was reassured somewhat by
the knowledge that the GFC would be holding discussions with Openbook.
The LLL Board appreciated that the Sydney bookshop had not yet become a
profitable venture in 1999, and this contributed to the financial problems of
Openbook. The GFC recommendation that all Openbook LLL property loans
be interest-only loans for a period of three years did not improve the situation
significantly. In 2002, the LLL Board urged the LCA President Mike Semmler to
appoint consultants to report on the future of Openbook. By 2004, LLL board
members were questioning the ability of Openbook to continue trading.
The last chapter of Openbook closed in 2005 when a decision was made that it
close as a publisher of Australian Christian resources, as a wholesale distributor
to bookshops across the country and as a retailer of theological titles. The LLL
sought an updated financial forecast showing loan repayments to the LLL for the
next three to five years.
The case of Openbook serves to illustrate the awkward position in which the LLL
found itself. The LLL Board wished to serve the LCA by providing LCA-approved
loans and financial considerations, but it also had the responsibility to protect
the funds and wishes of depositors in the LLL. While these
two responsibilities of the board need not and should not be
mutually incompatible, lack of information and opportunity
for input did not serve the interests of both the LCA and the
LLL well.
Long before the closing of Openbook, the LLL had been
reminding the LCA and its districts of responsibilities
involved in approving loans and requesting the LLL to
provide the money. The money of investors in the LLL, both
past and present, had to be protected. If approved loans
were not repaid, the LCA was ultimately responsible for
making good the money in some way. By 2000, the general
manager of the LLL, Richard Bartholomaeus, advised that
the major districts had indemnified the LLL against any
financial loss in the future and had also indemnified the LLL
against loss in all current loans.
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To identify with the working of the LCA and its boards and departments, the
LLL Board began to meet with them from time to time, exchanging reports
on programs and projects. This also enabled boards and departments to
better understand the LLL. In 2005, the Board for Lutheran Education provided
projections, indicating the development of 13 new schools between 2005 and
2020. Each school would require $10 to $20 million each. The LLL noted this
would stretch the resources of the LLL to the limit unless substantial growth
occurred in the coming years.
Meeting with the director of the LCA Department of Lay Ministry in 2006, the
board was reminded that the LLL had allocated $3.3 million to the department
over the last 40 years. In 2000, there were 75 lay workers. By 2006, this number
had jumped to 154, with 40% in full-time positions. Key figures in the past history
of the LLL such as Ben Koch, John Dolling and Theo Koch would have taken
delight in this report!

Financial stumbling blocks at the district level
At times in this period, the LLL became aware of significant financial troubles at a
district level, but it felt unable to share advice and expertise. The LLL was caught
in a bind. Sometimes borrowers lacked awareness of the policies governing
the LLL’s loans operation. This contributed to the creation of these issues and
encouraged the use of LLL money. But it ignored the utilisation of LLL resources
like its skills in financial management.
As a result, the LLL Board, with the support of the GFC, recommended to the
GCC in 1998 that, in future, any project or organisation in the LCA finding itself
in financial difficulties should open itself to examination and advice from a
committee comprising at least two representatives from the GFC and the
LLL Board. This committee was to make recommendations regarding future
directions of the organisation in question. Part of the information to be supplied
for review included whether the organisation had significant debts for which it
required finance through borrowing and whether it had outstanding loans from
the LLL or any other financial institution.
A genuine threat to the LCA’s financial stability developed in 1998 – the Lisarow
Gardens Retirement Village project in New South Wales. A request came to
the LLL for a $7 million unmatched loan. The LLL resolved to respond with
money to the extent of matching loans only. The LLL also advised caution over
the projected rate of development, suggesting that at least 85% of a stage
development should be sold before proceeding with the next stage. Some
concern was expressed over the proportion of two- and three-bedroom units.
By 2001, the Lisarow matter had degenerated to the point the LLL Board was
asking what the legal position of the LLL would be if external litigation against the
LCA succeeded over external debts incurred in the project. Clarification indicated
that the LCA Task Force was looking into the matter and the GCC was responsible
for all decisions concerning the project.
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The LLL received some bad press in New South Wales over the project though, in
part, it was due to a lack of awareness of the LLL’s responsibilities and policies.
The LLL Board became increasingly aware that many people in the LCA did not
understand the LLL’s role in the loan approval procedure and the decision-making
process. The board resolved that a statement about the LLL’s role in loan approval
procedures should be spelt out clearly. This was done in a letter to the president
of the LCA and also to all pastors. Further, the board was to develop a statement
for general use to help LCA members get a clear and accurate understanding of
the LLL’s role.
Of prime importance for the LLL with the Lisarow Gardens Retirement Village was
that the New South Wales District and the LCA had to take responsibility for the
repayment of the Lisarow loan, with the district having the prime responsibility. By
2002, the LCA and the New South Wales District were assessing how they could
repay the $5.3 million outstanding on the LLL loan. In 2005, the LLL gifted the LCA
$1.1 million, helping to reduce the overall debt to a neat $3 million. In 2006, the
LLL Board noted that in assisting the LCA with the Lisarow debt, it had, to date,
foregone interest and provided grants totalling over $3 million.
The experience of the LLL in these matters encouraged the board to actively
promote understanding of the LLL on the district management level and to gain
a better insight into districts and their operations. To this end, the LLL Board held
one of its regular meetings in Melbourne in 2005 and in Brisbane in 2006. These
meetings enabled district leaders to brief board members.

Recurring opposition to the LLL
In its 85 years of history, the LLL has not been a stranger to opposition.
As mentioned previously, sometimes the opposition has been caused by a
misunderstanding of the LLL’s nature and function. Sometimes people have
opposed the LLL because they thought they could do it better. Some have
opposed leaders of the LLL on a personal level rather than
on an ideological level. Others have seen the LLL as a threat
to the authority and power structures within the LCA.
This opposition resurfaced in this period. An attempt to
create a credit union in New South Wales in the latter half
of the 1990s did not come to fruition. But as an alternate
financial entity within the LCA, it would have resulted in
competition for depositor and investment funds. To the
extent that this entity might have been successful, it would
have affected the LCA and the benefits the LLL provides for
the church.
The president of the LCA in 2000, Dr Lance Steicke,
contributed to the LLL annual report and observed that
some thought the LCA should take over the LLL. Perhaps
these people saw the LLL as an institution holding a
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great deal of money and wanted easier access to these funds. Perhaps some
considered the LLL had too much independence as an auxiliary of the church and
wanted a more direct hands-on approach.
Dr Steicke also noted that some people believed members of the church should
not give legacies or special donations to the LLL but should give them directly to
the LCA. Apparently, these people did not understand how legacies and gifts to
the LLL were used to directly benefit LCA ministry.
Dr Steicke left no doubt about his stance on the LLL’s role as an auxiliary of the
LCA. He wrote:
To me, the most remarkable thing about the LLL is that it does not function as [a] parachurch. It does not aim to compete with the church. It is not out to hog the limelight for
itself. It is there to serve the church. It functions as part of the LCA – truly an auxiliary.

Funding off-budget items and seed capital in the church
A fixed policy over the years has been that the LLL is open to funding off-budget
items of the LCA when approved by the LCA and when LLL funds are sufficient.
In the mid-1990s, the LLL benefited from increased earnings due to good external
interest rates on funds held. This made it possible for the LLL, in its 75th year of
operation, to make a generous gift of a new LCA National Office in 1996 (Melrose
House). The gift included acquisition and refurbishment of the complex, costing
all up around $2 million.
LCA National
Office, 197
Archer Street,
North Adelaide.
Photo taken
in 2006

Another once-off gift in 1996 was $50,000 to the Board for Lutheran Schools
to help establish a library for the M Ed Course at Luther Campus (later Luther
Seminary and today Australian Lutheran College).
In 1999, the LLL Board approved funding of up to $25,000 for an LCA Church
Planting Seminar. The LCA Home Mission Department was to lead the seminar.
Forty people attended the gathering and
canvassed many different scenarios of how
the LCA might go forward in ministry.
In 2002, Australian Lutheran World Service
(ALWS) was given $24,000 to assist in holding
a conference in Australia. This allowed the
Australian entity to host overseas participants
at the conference.
A newer development at this time involved
the LLL creating permanent funds for
approved projects by providing ‘seed capital’
to commence the fund. Two new permanent
funds were created in the financial year
2003–04. The LLL Board allocated capital of
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$100,000 to the LLL – Australian Lutheran World Service Fund and $100,000 to
the LLL – Lutheran Media Ministry Support Fund (today called the Lutheran Media
Support Fund).

Support of LCA ministry remains a critical focus
Since its inception, the LLL has been vitally interested in aiding LCA ministry. This
ministry is to be understood in the broadest sense, including service in all areas
and at all levels, from the obvious to the unobtrusive.
The New South Wales District traditionally was interested in equipping laypeople
for ministries. In 1996, the LLL allocated $3000 towards the training of matureaged men for ministry in the district.
For some years, the LLL had aided the LLL of New Zealand (an independent body)
by attending to the administration of some of its funds. By 1996, this help was no
longer needed as the New Zealand LLL had acquired its own computer hardware
and software.
From time to time over the years, the LCA has been called on to welcome and
host overseas church representatives as they visit and provide information for
the Australian church. (This practice was in accord with St Paul’s injunction
in Romans 12:13 to ‘practise hospitality’ and follows the example of the early
church.) The LLL has helped in this area. This prompted the president of the LCA
in 1996 to express appreciation for funding by the LLL that covered formalities
and hospitality functions that honoured visiting dignitaries. This has been a
longstanding practice and continued through this period. Overseas people were
not the only ones to benefit from this form of ministry. Local LCA and district
leaders were also accommodated.
In 1996, the LLL Board noted that the LLL continued to administer the LCA Property
Provident Fund on behalf of the LCA. In 2003, the name changed to the LCA
Insurance Fund. Ministry support by the LLL through administration has been and
continues to be a largely unrecognised but valuable service to the LCA. The LLL
continued to provide accounting work (daily processing) for the LCA and the South
Australian District. Prophetically, in 2000, it was noted that the amount of work would
probably increase with the restructuring of LCA National Office administration.
By 2005, the LLL was administering the central treasury of the LCA. The general
manager of the LLL, Richard Bartholomaeus, was appointed to the position of
LCA honorary treasurer. He had already been doing this work unofficially for the
past three years.
In 1997, the LLL received a GCC-approved Aboriginal task force request for money
to look into Aboriginal matters. The response was ‘that the LLL will underwrite, up
to $40,000, the production of a video to promote an understanding of aboriginal
issues, on the condition that any grants received from the Arts Council will be
reimbursed to the LLL’. Unfortunately, no grant came from the Arts Council.
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When Dr John Strelan retired from Luther Campus to take up congregational
ministry at Port Macquarie in 1998, he also wanted to write books and articles
about Lutheran theology that could be easily read and understood by all in
the church. The GCC approved. The LLL implemented this plan by agreeing in
principle to allocate up to $100,000 to pay approximately half salary for Dr Strelan
for a specified period, while a suitable congregation employed and paid him for
the remaining half time.
Another example of seed capital aiding ministry was in 1997 when the LLL
allocated $500,000 to an LLL Youth Ministry Fund. This permanent fund was
to provide interest money to assist the LCA in serving youth. In 1998, the LLL
endorsed this program. Around 80% of the income was to be used to support
a national youth coordinator’s position. Some 20% could be allocated for noncapital projects directly benefiting young people. To provide further incentive
for the Youth Department to add to the fund established by the LLL, the LLL was
willing to match any money raised dollar for dollar with a ceiling of up to $50,000
per year until the fund had a capital of $1 million dollars.
After the relocation of the LCA National Church Office to Melrose House, the 58
O’Connell Street offices became vacant and awaited an LCA decision on what to do
with the building. During the vacancy, tenants provided income from the asset. On
request from the GCC in 1998, the LLL agreed to manage the property in the interim.
In 1998, the LCA came to the LLL asking for financial help to implement an
LCA General Convention resolution on Aboriginal issues. The LLL approved
a $20,000 request.

Autobiography
of missionary
Johannes
Flierl. Image:
Lutheran
Archives
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Over the years, the LCA Commission on Worship has sought finance to fund
its many ongoing projects. In 1998, the GCC endorsed a request from the
commission for funds to produce a wide range of worship resources over the next
four years. Following this, the LLL approved funding of $60,000 over the period.
In 2005, a further $92,000 was approved for the development of a ‘Daily Services
and Devotions’ project.
In 1998, the LCA South Australian District requested money to
explain and promote deaf ministry in the Adelaide area. The LLL
approved $2000 for 5000 brochures.
The Board for Church Cooperation in World Mission requested
$5000 via the GCC to publish an autobiography of missionary
Johannes Flierl to commemorate the first two baptisms in Papua
New Guinea on 20 August 1899. The LLL in 1998 agreed to the
amount.

An Autobiography by
Senior Johann Flierl
P I O N E E R M I S S I O N A RY A N D
FIELD INSPECTOR IN NEW GUINEA

As the Board for Lutheran Schools planned for the inaugural
Australian Conference on Lutheran Education to be held in
September 1999, the LLL agreed to be one of the sponsors with
an amount of $5000.
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The LCA in the late 1990s sought to resolve the longstanding issue of women’s
ordination and wanted to provide education on both sides of the matter to
all members of the church so that in Convention, informed discussion would
provide an acceptable outcome. An elaborate program was devised utilising
presentations given by theological leaders in all districts of the LCA and
accompanied by promotional material. The LLL granted $10,000 for travel costs
involved in presenting and discussing issues on women’s ordination and another
$10,000 for promotional and informational material.
With so much money being gifted to the LCA and its operations, the LLL Board
was and is concerned about accountability. For example, in 1998, various
representatives had an opportunity to report on their use of LLL grants: Pastor
Mel Mueller in the area of church planting; Dr Jeffrey Silcock on worship
resources; Jonathan Kotzur on lay ministry; Dr Lance Steicke on Aboriginal issues;
and Richard Schirmer on young people.
When the Ron Thiel Estate in 1999 left a house in Port Hughes to the LLL, the LLL
saw this as an opportunity to retain and refurbish it as a holiday house that would
benefit pastors of the LCA and other church workers. Many pastors attested to
this ministry of hospitality and the benefits of recuperation and recreation they
received through this facility.
The Ceduna Lutheran School in South Australia has always had a challenging but
important ministry in providing education for the local Aboriginal and immigrant
communities. In 1999, the GCC sought a special grant of $35,000 for the school,
and this was given by the LLL through a repayment credited to its loan account.
Formation of the LLL Ministry Support Fund in 1999 ushered in a degree of
flexibility for the LCA and its GCC. Interest earned by this fund was paid to the
LCA annually to be used at its discretion.
Already in existence for some time, the LLL raised the threshold of the Board for
Lutheran Schools special loan facility to $10 million in 2000. This kind of service
is to be appreciated against the backdrop of needs due to the rapid expansion of
Lutheran schools at the time.
In 2000, an Aboriginal Pastors’ Training Fund came in to being with an initial
amount of $2000 following a request from President Lance Steicke.
Like Lutheran schools, Lutheran aged-care facilities increasingly needed money
for capital works to meet government regulations and the growing number of
older adults in society. This prompted the LLL to establish a special loan facility
of $10 million in 2004.
As Lutheran schools expanded, a growing concern was how to adequately inform
and educate teachers for their role in these schools and inculcate in them the
Lutheran educational ethos. The LLL provided a gift of $25,000 to the Board of
Lutheran Schools of Australia in 2005 to produce a professional development
package, ‘Six Challenges – Six Mysteries: 2020 Charter for Lutheran Education’.
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This formed the basis of the Australian
Conference on Lutheran Education held in
Adelaide that year.
In 2005, the LLL made a gift of $15,000 towards
the establishment of the Lutheran School of
Theology in Victoria.

Lutheran Tract
Mission display
2005

The LLL moved in 2005 to help the LCA respond
to requests received by the church. The LLL
agreed to provide a fund of $100,000 to the GCC.
This amount was to be topped up to $100,000
annually, depending on usage. The LLL specified,
in accordance with its policy, that funds could
not be used for operational administrative
expenditure, debt servicing and budget requirements. The money was to be used for
one-off special projects that otherwise could not be funded from the LCA budget.
To encourage donations and legacies, the LLL established a Special Purposes
Permanent Fund in 2005. Interest received on money flowing to this fund would be
used for specific ministries as instructed by the donor/legator. Ministries designated
could be at LCA national level, LCA district level or LCA local/congregational level.
For many years, the LLL had strongly supported the publication and use of tracts
in the ministry of the LCA. A visit to the LLL complex, especially the area used for
depositor transactions, even today will reveal the extent of emphasis on the LLL’s
outreach arm, the Lutheran Tract Mission. Although some discussion arose about
investment by the LLL in this area of ministry, the LLL Board decided in 2006 to
continue the tract mission.
The LLL received a joint submission from the LCA Board for Mission, Lutheran
Education Australia (formerly the Board for Lutheran Schools) and ALWS
inviting it to participate in a project designed to strengthen churches for service
in Indonesia. Specifically, these bodies wanted to assist Lutheran Indonesian
churches in their capacity to live out the gospel message in a predominantly
Muslim society through effective programs of service to the wider community.
The LLL was asked for $250,000 per year for 2007 through 2011. The LLL
affirmed its support of projects for overseas missions, subject to GCC approval.
The LLL agreed to put $5 million in an LLL Overseas Missions Fund to support
initiatives contained in the report for the next 5 years.

Governmental legislative requirements create new issues
As new legislative requirements appeared governing operation and classification
of financial institutions, the LLL needed to be continually aware. In 2004, the
board decided to maintain a watching brief through a contracted agency so that
the LLL would maintain status as a charitable organisation and so continue in its
present exemption from corporation law.
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Some of the questions arising in 2005 included whether the LLL would have to
apply for a financial services licence, and whether the LLL would become subject
to tax and other regulations as the Australian Tax Office reviewed the operations
and status of charitable organisations. In August 2005, the LLL received the
welcome news that it was confirmed as an income tax exempt charity.
Another issue was the relation of the LLL to the revised Australian Banking Act. The
LLL made an application to the Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority and it
appeared the LLL would fall within the scope of an order providing it with exemption
from the Act. The formal exemption was received in 2006 valid for the next five years.

Reviewing and reinforcing longstanding policies
In 1996 the LLL reaffirmed its longstanding policy that money allocated to
permanent fund categories should never be available to pay for costs of running
expenses. The board appreciated the significance of this principle for many who
wished to support the ministry of the LCA by giving money to permanent funds
in the LLL. To maintain the real value of legacies, donations, and in memoriam
money gifted or bequeathed to the LLL, the board affirmed that the funds should
be allocated only to the established LLL permanent funds.
The LLL Board restated in 1998 that it aimed to keep permanent funds at a level
equal to a minimum of 10% of depositor funds. Fluctuations in the Australian
financial climate prompted the board to reaffirm this capital adequacy policy
in 2000.
When approached in 1996 to help fund local and overseas scholarships, the LLL
restated its policy not to support the LCA budget directly. The LLL was willing,
however, to use its expertise to support the LCA in developing and creating a fund
to provide scholarships.
In 1997 when the Commonwealth Bank was no longer government guaranteed,
the LLL reviewed its investment policy. Up to this time, LLL money had been
invested mainly in government instrumentalities to ensure the security of LLL
funds. In view of the new situation and to minimise exposure to any loss, the
board resolved that the maximum amount to be invested in any one bank was to
be not more than 75% of the total permanent funds of the LLL.
In an age of mission statements in the secular world as well as in the church, the
general manager of the LLL provided a document for the board setting out the
LLL mission for the future. Basically, the 1997 document was a reaffirmation of
LLL policies from the past, extending with flexibility into the years ahead. Such
a statement was also significant for the orientation of board members as new
blood began to replace those retiring. Points included:
•

maintaining semi-independence as an auxiliary always working in harmony
with the church

•

seeing the LLL as existing to serve the church
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•

developing and maintaining good working relations with the LCA
general president and other lay personnel, ensuring they have a sound
understanding of the role of the LLL

•

maintaining the LLL constitution and policies in ways that are transparent
and reflect what the LLL is and does

•

responding to non-budget and off-budget needs and requirements of the LCA

•

providing thoughts on initiatives and offering suggestions to benefit LCA
ministry when appropriate and in a servant manner.

The LLL has always maintained consistency in interest rates. But changes in
external financial climates have forced the board to review interest rates annually.
In 1997, the board indicated that at that time, it had no intention of changing
rates with 4.5% on deposits and 5% on loans. In February 1998, the board noted a
32.67% jump in deposits since June 1997. Assuming this was due largely to low
interest rates currently offered by banks, the question arose as to how the LLL
would be affected if an increase in external rates were to occur. This was an area
the board would need to monitor closely.
In late 2003, the board moved to change the 4.5% to 4% interest on depositor
funds. This was the first adjustment to the deposit rate since 1973. Reasons
given included:
•

reduced LLL investment income due to low interest rates in financial
markets

•

increased operational costs such as insurance premiums and technology
updates

•

the need to maintain capital adequacy ratio

•

the need to safeguard depositor funds

•

the need to give the LLL ability to continue to provide assistance to the LCA.

In 2006, the 4% interest rate was maintained with the board reiterating that it did
not change interest rates simply as a result of fluctuations in interest rates in the
commercial sector.
In the light of changes and a need for clear policies, the LLL began to review its
constitution in 2001. An area needing upgrading had to do with the election of
replacements for retiring LLL board members. A committee from the LLL Board
was to be established to consult with districts when the time came for a district
to refill its designated quota of sitting LLL board members. This was to foster
cooperation and understanding in the process and assure that LLL board members
were made up of a cross-section of occupations suited to a broad but integrated
approach in the financial operations of the LLL serving the LCA. A solicitor
consulted by the LLL noted the LLL constitution was relatively unsophisticated
when compared to the current substance of the organisation. Presumably, this
assessment did not imply that more complicated constitutions are necessarily
better but that the LLL had grown over the years and current climates in
government and church organisation required additions to the constitution.
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The LLL General Manager Richard Bartholomaeus represented continuity in the
life of the institution having become a member of staff in the 1970s. As LLL board
membership increasingly comprised new members, he found it appropriate in
2001 to encourage ‘the board to remain firm in its resolution to review, revise and
adhere to policies, to ensure the future viability of the LLL’.
The LLL Board noted in 2002 that the constitution allowed the LLL to invest
reserves in any approved deposit facility as defined in the Australian Banking
Act. Such facilities included banks, credit unions and building societies. The LLL
resolved for the present to invest only in guaranteed investments or in semigovernmental and governmental securities. The amount in any one bank was not
to exceed 75% of total LLL permanent funds. Reiterated in 2004 was LLL policy
that it did not engage in speculative investments such as shares, property and the
like. In the light of the economic downturn in 2008–09, these decisions just a few
years before proved to be wise and full of foresight.
Although implicit previously, the LLL made it explicit that it was concerned in
investment policy to make ethically appropriate decisions:
The board …. considers it important to have an approach to investment that is socially
responsible and in keeping with the ethos of the LLL and the Lutheran Church of Australia.
Therefore, consideration is given to both the income to be generated from the investment and
the investment’s impact on society in the spiritual, moral, ethical and environmental perspective.
In 2006, the LCA South Australian District inquired whether the LLL would
consider paying higher interest rates on district money held when deposits were
$500,000 or more. The LLL maintained its policy, stating:
the current policy…. benefits the whole church to the extent of millions of dollars annually
and districts/depositors should not consider their own position without taking into account
how they are helping in the current levels of benefits. Districts should also be responsible in
supporting LCA policies and setting an example to parishes, congregations and members in
supporting the LCA through the LLL.

Increased attention to governance
In 2006, a strong focus on governance became evident. First, attention was
paid to the professional development of LLL board members. A seminar was
organised to educate directors. It provided role clarity for board members through
a directors’ handbook, which included job descriptions for members and a code
of conduct. Board members were expected to take responsibility for devotions at
meetings and for mealtime prayers etc.
Intimately connected with governance and sound management was succession
planning. On the board level, this became necessary as members retired or resigned.
In 1997, Bill Meeske resigned after 29 years, during which he served as chairman for
10 years. After 29 years of service, Lance Otto was farewelled in 1998.
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As resignations or retirements loomed in the coming years, the LLL provided
guidelines for districts when appointing persons to the board. A nominee was
expected to:
•

be a member of the LCA (a constitutional requirement)

•

be a committed congregational member of the LCA

•

have a knowledge and understanding of the work of their district and
General Church

•

be able to demonstrate leadership skills within the LCA

•

be supportive of the LLL and its objects and purpose

•

hold successful business and corporate skills and be able to make hard
decisions

•

be prepared to contribute to the LLL team and culture

•

have a working knowledge of the role of a board and its relationship to the
role of management

•

and be available to regularly attend board meetings.

Any board member appointed by a district was not representing that district, but
they were there to carry out the work of the LLL in an impartial way as stated
in the constitution. Ideally, the board was to consist of members from different
backgrounds with a variety of skills.
Kevin Kempin resigned in 1999 when he became the LCA administrator and no
longer resided in Western Australia. He had served for 11 years and was replaced
by Roland Dohler. Also farewelled in 1999 were Peter McNulty and FW ‘Bill’
Petering after 21 years and 12 years of service, respectively. They were followed
by Aub Muller (32 years of service) and Ern Rudolph (20 years of service) in 2000.
Stepping up to take vacated seats on the board in 1999 were David Pietsch and
Rob Mackenzie and Graeme Huf and
Hanna Gibbs in 2000. Hanna Gibbs
was the first woman to serve on the
LLL Board. In 2002, Vince Kotzur (26
years of service) and Hanna Gibbs
left the board, and their vacancies
were filled respectively by Nancy Fox
and John Howard. The many years
of service provided faithfully by these
people underlines the consistent and
reliable nature of the operation of the
LLL. Due to ill health, Rob Mackenzie
regretfully tendered his resignation in
2004, and in 2005 the vacancy was
filled by Jill Lange-Mohr.
LLL Board 2000
Back row (L to R): Dr L G Steicke (General President LCA),
A Muller, D Pietsch, G Huf, R Mackenzie, R Bartholomaeus.
Front row (L to R): H Gibbs, D Obst, E Rudolph, A Zweck, V Kotzur,
R Dohler
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Nominations Committee. The board respectfully declined the approach saying
that currently, any new board members must be approved by the respective
district, and it was the LLL Board chairman’s responsibility to seek out appropriate
new board members who had skills complementing or supplementing skills
presently available on the board.
When David Obst stepped down as chairman of the board in 2004, he said:
It is with praise and thanks to God and with humility that I again report that the Lutheran
Laypeople’s League of Australia Inc has completed another successful year of operation.
He went on to say that he wished to thank the LLL members, staff and members of
the LCA for the opportunity and privilege that was granted him to serve his Lord as
chairman of the LLL for the past 17 years. Graeme Huf followed him as chairman.
With all the change in membership taking place on the board within a few years, it
became increasingly necessary to provide written information on existing and new
board members. In 2005, a board of directors’ photo page appeared for the first time,
noting that only three of the nine board members had been on the board before 2000.
To encourage awareness among board and staff members of the LLL, a board
breakfast fellowship meeting was scheduled in 2006 at which the chairman
spoke to the staff and went through the strategic plan adopted by the board
during the last 12 months.
In 2006, Don Pfitzner was farewelled.
He had been on the board since
1974, and his vacancy was filled
by Brenton Henschke. In 2008, the
board comprised the following: (L
to R) David Obst (South Australia),
W Alan Zweck (New South Wales),
John Howard (Queensland), Nancy
Fox (New South Wales), Chairperson
Graeme Huf (Victoria), Jill LangeMohr (Queensland), Vice-Chairperson David Pietsch (Victoria), Brenton Henschke
(South Australia), and Roland Dohler (Western Australia).

Loan management that minimises risk
With the creation of a special loan facility for Lutheran schools in 1996, initially with
an amount of $5 million, the LLL insisted that the interest rate on loans from this
facility would be no less than the LLL would receive on the commercial market. The
interest rate would be reviewed half-yearly. Functioning well, the LLL increased the
special loan facility to $10 million and subsequently to $20 million, always subject
to LLL ability to continue to supply this kind of money. By 2006, school loans
comprised 75% of all loans by the LLL, with the remainder equally divided between
aged-care complexes, departments and congregations of the LCA.
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As early as 1999, the LLL auditors raised questions about the security of loans
provided by the LLL. The general manager was asked to seek legal opinion on the
status of LCA and district guarantees. Clarification was needed on the ability of
the LCA and its districts to provide guarantees where guarantees are undergirded
by the assets of a borrower which is an incorporated association in its own right.
Another issue was the extent of responsibilities and obligations of LLL Board
members when ensuring adequate security over loans made by the LLL.
Loan management extended internationally when in 1999, for the first time, a loan
was made to the Lutheran Church in Singapore. The GCC recommended the loan
for $300,000 be repaid over 10 years.
Careful management was accompanied by some fluctuation in growth in
depositors’ funds. In 2000, for the first time in ten years, the loan growth
exceeded deposit growth.
A rise in interest rates available in the marketplace led to some depositors placing
funds elsewhere. The deposit base had become more brittle as it represented
a broad range of people with varying motivations for depositing with the LLL.
Even with mainstream depositors, there appeared less commitment to support
the church. Added to this was the decline in LCA membership evident at this time.
In his report in 2001, chair of the LLL Board of Directors David Obst took up the
matter of LCA responsibility for loans:
The board has noted that the dollar value of the individual loans has increased significantly
and has taken prudent action to remind the LCA and district leaders of their responsibility for
the repayment of all loans. Under the terms and conditions of all loans, the LCA and districts
incur the loss if a borrower is unable to repay the loan. This policy has always been and will
continue to make the LCA and districts accountable for the extent to which they approve,
guarantee and indemnify the LLL and its depositors for all loans approved.
In 2001, a move was made to create an LCA Loan Management Committee to
review loan approval and monitoring procedures. This committee met for the first
time on 24 June 2002 with C Schultz as chair and A Kupke as secretary. It intended
to use electronic media to achieve its aims. Of paramount importance in the loan
approval process would be the security of the loan and the ability of the body
receiving the loan to repay. Quarterly repayments were to become the norm, and
quarterly reports were to be sent to districts so that they could monitor repayments
and follow up where necessary.

Electronic systems and the LLL
The LCA in 1997 requested the LLL investigate the feasibility of having a program
of electronic giving. The LLL would facilitate the electronic transfer of funds from
members’ local bank accounts to an LLL deposit account held in the name of
the congregation the person was a member of. The report to the GCC executive
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was positive and so REG (Regular Electronic Giving) came into being with the LLL
responsible for promotion.
The LLL decided in 1998 not to proceed with the idea of introducing an automatic
teller machine. It recognised the importance of personal contact with depositors
in maintaining an LLL culture of warmth and friendliness in an atmosphere of
trust. The same year, the LLL upgraded its computer hardware and software, but
not without the usual teething problems. The board also empowered the general
manager to proceed with the installation of an internet banking facility.
Computerisation proceeded rapidly in 2000 with the introduction of Ultracs
software. A direct entry system was installed to allow for electronic transfer of
funds. The LLL acquired its own BSB number – 704942. GST software was added in
June that year, and internet access to accounts became available later in the year.
The LLL launched its own website in April 2002 with the address LLL@Home.
The LLL website is www.lll.org.au
For many years, students in Lutheran schools had the facility of giving ‘banking
money’ for savings accounts established in their names with the LLL. This whole
process was simplified in 2005 with the creation of a school banking portal. This
now allowed input by schools via the internet. Transactions could be received
electronically, and electronic posting direct to deposit accounts for the respective
depositors was now possible.
The LLL donation portal – called LCA online donations and payments – was
launched in November 2005. It allowed credit card donations and payments to
LCA registered entities. A listing of registered projects was sought from the LCA
National Office and LCA District Offices.
The speed of all these new electronic services was a real plus for the LLL and its
customers, but at the same time, personal service was not sacrificed in the process.

A skilful team was important
Throughout the period 1997–2006, the following leadership roles continued:
•

Richard Bartholomaeus served as general manager (joined LLL in 1977).

•

Allen Kupke served as systems development manager (joined LLL 1988).

•

Paul Klose served as administration manager (joined LLL 1997).

Promotion through personal contact had always been important in the life and
growth of the LLL. The year 1997 was an opportune time to reflect on the value
of Australia-wide promotion done by Garry Wedding, ever since he joined the LLL
staff ten years previously. Results showed the work to be effective and valuable.
As noted previously, stability of leadership was one of the LLL’s great strengths
and continued most successfully throughout this period.
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Proposals for improving office security and building use emerged in 1998, and
following board approval, they were implemented. By early 1999, the board was able
to inspect the front teller and office modifications and were pleased with the result.
As with the membership of the board, retirements of longstanding staff members
gradually occurred. Jan Lanyon retired in 2000 after 24 years of service, followed
by Garry Wedding in 2003 after 16 years.
With the retirement of Garry Wedding, a new promotions manager was needed.
The LLL appointed Andrew Waldhuter to the position. Changing times seemed to
suggest the need for different strategies resulting in greater promotional costs. In
2005, the LLL observed that fewer people were gathering at LLL meetings on the
congregational and even district levels. This change in pattern also necessitated
alterations to promotional strategies. In the future, increased focus on contacts
through Lutheran school loan requirements, particularly school parents and
friends, was required. Congregational visits continued, but they took a new form,
namely attending and speaking at Sunday worship services. A new promotions
officer, Marie Pawsey, was also appointed in late 2006, specifically to cover the
Queensland area.
While some discussion clustered around maintaining the LLL tract mission, a new
development officer for this valued service was appointed in 2006 in the person
of Anne Hansen. Her brief included the challenge to broaden the scope of the
LTM’s offerings. Some new, creative developments were to come.
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21st century challenges
2007–2021
Rejoice in the Lord always. I will say it again: Rejoice! Let your
gentleness be evident to all. The Lord is near. Do not be anxious about
anything, but in every situation, by prayer and petition, with thanksgiving,
present your requests to God. And the peace of God, which transcends
all understanding, will guard your hearts and your minds in Christ Jesus
Philippians 4:1–7

The first decades of the 21st century, and in particular the years 2007 to 2021 in
our story, saw further unprecedented technological and political change. The year
2007 was the turning point for some critical communications devices. The iPhone
appeared first, and then later that year, the Android operating system. Miniaturised
smartphone technology was combined with the touchscreen to produce a multi-use
product so ubiquitous, it became as common in poverty-stricken Filipino slums and
the Highlands of Papua New Guinea as the streets of Australia’s major cities. By
the end of this period, it was essential equipment across the planet. Social media
started to dominate personal interactions. It became so pervasive, many wondered
if normal face-to-face communication would survive. This issue came to the fore
even more in 2020 when COVID-19 forced nations across the globe into lockdown,
unable to travel and more and more reliant on technology for everyday interactions,
for work and for worship services.
Around the world, terrorism continued to destabilise many nations. Even Australia
– courtesy of the Lindt Café siege – now became a target. At the national level,
the rise of ISIS in the Middle East spread terrorist ideology across the world. The
Middle East was also engulfed in civil war, particularly in Syria but also in Yemen,
which remains the world’s worst humanitarian crisis.
2007 also saw the start of the global financial crisis (GFC), which lingered on until
mid-2009, affecting many economies around the world, not just the United States
where it began. Other significant trends during this period included the rise and
rise of China as a superpower and its much more assertive foreign policy, which
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has created apprehension amongst other world powers. China is predicted to
overtake the USA economically by 2028. The US lost considerable influence in the
world during Donald Trump’s presidential term from 2016 to 2020 when his erratic
leadership disrupted the world’s political climate.
Australia initially coped well with many of these changes. The Rudd Government
navigated the GFC very successfully, and Australia was blessed with a long period of
economic growth untouched by recession. But sadly, a period of bitter infighting on
both sides of the political divide shattered confidence in our political masters, and
efforts to manage major issues like climate change were hamstrung by party conflict.
The asylum seeker issue also dogged various federal governments in this period. In
2017, same-sex marriage became legal in Australia following a voluntary postal survey
of the Australian people. Islamic influence was on the rise in multicultural Australia.
The Lutheran Church of Australia and New Zealand also had to negotiate these many
significant political and social issues while holding on to its essential purpose to
preach the gospel and be the salt and light of Christ in Australian society. This period
saw Dr Mike Semmler complete his 13-year term as LCA president, finishing in 2013.
At the General Synod in Adelaide that year, Rev John Henderson was elected as the
new LCA leader, with Synod giving him the new title of bishop rather than president
for the first time. This new term was quickly accepted among most Lutherans.
Throughout this period, Bishop Henderson was confronted with the difficult
issue of women’s ordination for the public ministry. While this change had
gained widespread acceptance in other denominations across Australia and
in most Lutheran churches around the world, the issue wracked the church in
Australia throughout this period. It took up valuable time and energy at all the
General Synods during these years. This was time and energy which could have
been profitably spent on other critical issues in the life of the church, notably on
outreach to the increasing numbers of Australians turning away from institutional
Christianity. The LCA made major changes in governance at this time, trying to be
more accountable and transparent in handling its administration in a much more
regulated governmental environment. At the same time, the public focus on child
abuse in various church bodies had to be confronted and openly addressed by
the LCA. Two major royal commissions on child abuse and the aged-care sector
directly involved the LCANZ. The LCA in these years also worked hard to be a
genuinely inclusive body, ensuring that all of Australia and also New Zealand felt
a part of the one body, now increasingly referred to as the Lutheran Church of
Australia and New Zealand (LCANZ). This was also evident in the focus on crosscultural ministry within the LCA.
Going right back to 1838, Lutherans had made enlightened attempts to serve
Australia’s Indigenous people in a Christ-like way through education and pastoral
care. The General Convention of Synod in Sydney in 2018 headed in a new direction
by unanimously endorsing a Reconciliation Action Plan to guide the church’s
response to its Indigenous brothers and sisters. Meanwhile, the boom in Lutheran
schooling started to wane during these years. It seemed like the Lutheran Church had
overextended and was now struggling to maintain the Christian ethos of its schools.
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From March 2020, the worldwide threat from the COVID-19 pandemic had
devastating effects on the church’s worship patterns and budgets. It drove
innovations in broadcasting services for shut-ins, but worryingly, broke
longstanding patterns of church worship attendance and reduced regular giving.
For the LLL, these were golden years in terms of growth. But the government’s
regulatory changes also required readjustment. After many years rejecting the
descriptor of ‘bank’ as a term to define its operations, the LLL realised the only
option for the future was to become an Authorised Deposit-taking Institution (ADI)
and accept bank status and bank oversight. Low interest rates were also reducing
the contributions the LLL could make to LCA mission and ministry.

2007–2011
In his 2007 chairman’s report, Graeme Huf wrote:
The blessings from our Lord have again enabled the Lutheran Laypeople’s League of
Australia (LLL) to continue its work in supporting the many different aspects of ministry
and mission in the Lutheran Church of Australia within both the Australian community
and beyond. Whilst the level of deposits held has marginally reduced, the demand for LLL
lending to church projects continues to increase. The LLL has again benefited from further
legacies and donations, and the final payments on the Lisarow Gardens debt have been
made. Further work with regulatory compliance aspects has been undertaken, and the board
of directors continue to analyse and plan for the future of the LLL.

Lisarow and Openbook debts finalised
As previously highlighted, in 2002, the original Lisarow debt was $5.3 million,
and the LCA and New South Wales District had the prime responsibility to repay
the loan to the LLL. By the end of June 2007, the debt was fully repaid. Other
LCA districts assisted in the repayment by sharing the debt burden. The LLL
also provided substantial assistance by forgoing interest, providing grants and
matching repayments dollar for dollar. In total, the LLL’s assistance to the LCA to
repay the Lisarow debt was nearly $3.5 million.
In December 2006, the printing operation of Openbook was sold, and subsequent
sale of the Halifax Street property enabled the LCA to fully repay all the
outstanding Openbook loans.
This ended an uncomfortable loans chapter for the LLL. The Loans Management
Committee will continue to guard against these problems arising again in the future.
As an off-shoot of the Openbook sale, the LLL was appointed to administer the
subscriptions database for The Lutheran and the Lutheran Theological Journal.
Whilst this involved considerable work for senior staff with the development of
a new computer system and database, it was another way in which the LLL was
able to respond to the challenge and support the LCA. This was the birth of what
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is known today as LCA Subscriptions. From the beginning of 2014, at the request
of Lutheran Women of Australia (LWA), this service expanded to include the
administration of the Lutheran Women magazine’s subscriptions as well.

Strategic review of the LLL
In November 2007, the board undertook a comprehensive review of its purpose,
particularly in relation to the LLL’s long-term ability to support the LCA. This
resulted in the adoption of the following objectives:
•

to provide benefits and services to the LCA

•

to grow LLL’s permanent funds

•

to raise deposits

•

to provide loans.

Adopting these priorities reaffirmed the original purpose of the LLL back in 1921
to ‘aid our Synod with word and deed in business and financial matters’. Since
then, the operations of the LLL have built on these foundations, providing benefits
to many ministries in the LCA which have richly blessed the church.

Forty years of the LCA
The year 2006 was the 40th anniversary of the formation of the LCA. To celebrate
this and to recognise how the LCA, its districts and its depositors had supported
the LLL, the board of directors made some special allocations from its sound
reserves for the 2006–07 year.
Allocations to the LCA and districts:
LCA

$500,000

South Australia

$250,000

Victoria

$100,000

New South Wales

$50,000

Queensland

$150,000

Western Australia

$50,000

The LLL gifts $900,858 to mission congregations
At that time, six mission congregations had loans from the then LLL Home
Mission Establishment Fund. Although the loans were interest-free, they were
a burden and had prevented these congregations from moving forward in
their mission and ministry endeavours. As part of the LCA 40-year celebration,
sufficient funds were provided to these congregations to enable them to fully
repay their loans. The following allocations were made.
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Port Augusta, SA

$8254.02

LCA SA–NT District, Seaford Ministry, SA

$278,666.77

Campbelltown, NSW

$76,338.80

Echuca Congregation, Vic

$75,000.00

Belconnen Congregation, NSW

$173,739.05

Tuggeranong Congregation, NSW

$288,859.66

The gifts came as a great surprise to
these congregations. Among the many
acknowledgements and thankyous
received was a personal handmade
card from a member at the Belconnen
Congregation, which read, ‘As a member
of Belconnen Lutheran Church, a great
big thank you for paying out our loan. God
bless you all’.

Legacies and special donations
The LLL has always encouraged members
of the Lutheran Church to support the LLL
through donations and consider leaving a lasting legacy in their will. Legacies
and donations were always placed into the LLL permanent funds so that the gift
would continue to provide support for mission and ministry beyond the donor’s
lifetime. In 2006–07, the LLL was blessed to receive over $312,000 in legacies, but
it also received two special donations totalling $1.3 million. In his report, Chairman
Graeme Huf said, ‘We are indeed fortunate to be the recipients of such generosity’.
These gifts were added to the LLL Special Purposes Fund to provide enduring
gifts to Australian Lutheran World Service (ALWS), Lutheran Aged Care, Albury, and
Lutheran Community Care, South Australia, as per the wishes of the donors.
A summary of legacies and specific donations during this period included:
Financial year

Legacies $

Donations $

2006–07

312,006

1,316,199

1,628,205

2007–08

345,416

55,032

400,448

2008–09

985,151

183,531

1,168,682

2009–10

669,823

370,610

1,040,433

2010–11

646,454

308,509

954,963
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Online transactions, technology and security increases
From its instigation in 2002, LLL depositors became more confident accessing
their accounts online using LLL@Home. This was especially convenient for
remote customers far from the LLL office in North Adelaide. In fact, by mid-2008,
over 68% of all transactions were being conducted by customers via electronic
technology and processes.

One time
password token

To increase the security for depositors
accessing their account online, one-time
password technology using a token or SMS
message was installed in August 2008. To
further enhance the convenience of internet
banking, the LLL introduced the BPAY®
bill-paying system to LLL@Home. This was
widely welcomed by LLL depositors and
also helped increase the level of electronic
transactions. The CEO stated in the 2010–11 annual report that over 76% of all
LLL transactions were being processed via electronic means, and LLL@Home had
15,660 registered users.
® Registered to BPAY Pty Ltd ABN 69 079 137 518

Changes to regulations impacting on the LLL
During this time, there had been much discussion between the LLL Board, its
auditors (the MRL Group) and the regulators about the legal status and compliance
of the LLL. The LLL Board identified the need to apply for a financial services licence
because the LLL was handling non-cash transactions through the LLL@Home
facility. This licence was granted in February 2009. To comply with this licence,
a Financial Services Guide and Product Disclosure Statement were developed.
Around this time, the new Anti-Money-Laundering and Counter-Terrorism
Financing (AML/CTF) Act obliged the LLL to adopt and maintain an AML/CTF
program relating to the identification of customers. It was announced in the
2009–10 annual report that the LLL had developed appropriate processes for the
identification of all new account holders.
For many years, LLL depositors’ accounts were exempt from Centrelink’s deeming
requirements. In December 2009, this exemption ceased as a result of the federal
government’s changes to the deeming rules.

Changes to the LLL Board and management
During this period, the LLL experienced several changes in board membership and
management. The year 2008 saw the retirement of two longstanding, loyal and
valued board members: Alan Zweck from Henty, NSW, who had served since 1978
and David Obst from Nuriootpa, SA, who joined the LLL Board in 1983 and served
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as chairman from 1987
to 2004. In the 2007–08
chairman’s report, Graeme
Huf wrote, ‘Alan and David
have served during a period
of significant growth and
change in the LLL, and
our sincere thanks and
appreciation are extended
to them both’.
Alan Zweck was replaced
by Ron Asquith, and David
Obst’s replacement was
John Grocke. So, at the
end of the 2008 calendar
year, the board consisted of nine members:

Left to right:

•

Graeme Huf (Vic) Chairman

•

Brenton Henschke (SA)

•

Nancy Fox (NSW) Vice Chair

•

John Howard (Qld)

•

Ron Asquith (NSW)

•

Jill Lange-Mohr (Qld)

•

Roland Dohler (WA)

•

David Pietsch (Vic)

•

John Grocke (SA)

Alan Zweck
2008
David Obst
2008

Reference must be made here to the passing of former LLL President (CEO) Theo
Koch in March 2008, even though he had not been actively involved in the LLL
since 1986. As previously mentioned, Theo Koch was the son of the founder of
the LLL, Ben Koch, and a key leader of the LLL. Richard Bartholomaeus paid this
tribute to Theo Koch in his final CEO report in June 2008:
Theo went to his heavenly home on the 22 March this year, but as I said to him in one of his
last visits to me in the office – we continue to build on what you and your father achieved,
and through that, we are providing greater benefits to our beloved LCA. That we have
provided, and are still able to provide, increasing benefits is something that we must be
extremely thankful to God for – we are achieving the goals set down by the LLL founders.
Very fitting sentiments indeed!
Richard Bartholomaeus retired from the LLL at the end of August 2008, after
holding the position of CEO for 22 of his 31 years with the LLL. In this time, God
had blessed the LLL with unprecedented growth. Deposits grew from $12 million
in 1977 to $430 million at 30 June 2008. Loans went from $8 million to $267
million for the corresponding period. At that same time, the benefits and services
provided by the LLL to the church had also grown significantly, including the
provision of many administrative functions. Chairman Graeme Huf commented in
the 2007–08 annual report:
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We thank Richard for his faithful service to the LLL and church, and we wish him and Janice
God’s richest blessings for a long and healthy retirement. We praise God for the contribution
that Richard has made to the mission and ministry of the church through his years of service
with the LLL.

Left to right:
Janice and
Richard
Bartholomaeus
at Richard’s
farewell dinner
October 2008
Allen Kupke
appointed
4th LLL CEO
September 2008

On 1 September 2008,
Allen Kupke was
appointed LLL CEO,
only the fourth person
to take this role since
its inception 87 years
earlier. Allen Kupke
had been with the LLL
since 1988 and held a
variety of roles before
he was appointed CEO.
Allen Kupke’s promotion
created another vacancy
– his former role of
IT systems manager
– which was filled in
August when Richard Frahm came to the LLL from Cornerstone College, Mount
Barker, SA.
In August 2010, Roland Dohler retired from the LLL Board. In his 2010–11 report,
Chairman Graeme Huf thanked Roland Dohler for his ‘11 years of faithful service
to Christ and our church in this position’. Roland Dohler was replaced by Mark
Altus from Perth, Western Australia.

Continued growth in deposits and loans
Financial year end
(30 June)

Deposit balance
$

Loan balance
$

2007

431,861,391

239,015,038

2008

430,760,283

267,679,548

2009

559,935,165

299,064,122

2010

583,987,332

317,208,143

2011

594,120,707

326,887,687

Deposits and loans steadily grew during this period. The 2007–08 chairman’s
report said, ‘We are grateful for the ongoing depositor support received, which
has enabled funds to be available to meet the increased lending sought for
church projects. Demand for loans continued to grow, especially from within the
Lutheran school sector, a major borrower of funds from the LLL.
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The LLL and the GFC
In late 2008, the world financial markets experienced a severe correction, later
called the GFC. In Australia, the federal government introduced the Financial
Claims Scheme (FCS), which was designed to provide protection for deposit
holders with Australian incorporated banks, building societies and credit unions
(known as ADIs), in the unlikely event that one of these financial institutions
failed. (The FCS is a government-backed safety net for deposits of up to $250,000
per account holder per ADI.) At this time, the LLL was not an ADI but an RCDF,
(Religious Charitable Development Fund), which meant deposits were not covered
by this safety net.
The CEO and LLL Board were concerned funds might be withdrawn from the LLL
and moved to another institution covered by this guarantee. Quite the opposite
occurred, as Allen Kupke stated in his 2008–09 CEO’s report: ‘This increase in
deposit funds of nearly $130 million is the largest annual increase in the 88-year
history of the LLL and is especially pleasing in the current economic conditions’.
Clearly, depositors were showing their faith and trust in the security of the LLL.
Additionally, during the GFC period, there was some reduction in demand for
new LLL loans from Lutheran schools, mainly due to the Building the Education
Revolution (BER) grants rolled out to all schools in Australia, including Lutheran
schools by the Rudd Government. As reported in the 2009–10 CEO’s report,
‘Demand for new long-term loans from the Lutheran school sector was not as
strong during the last year due to the government-funded BER grants’.

Finance with a mission – LLL rebranded
In 2010, the LLL embarked on a brand review and modernised the LLL logo. With
the help of the branding organisation Nicknack, in May 2011, the LLL launched its
new brand elements, logo and tagline. It seemed very apt for this launch to occur
in the 90th year of operation.
The old logo and tagline ‘Christians working together’

The new logo and tagline ‘Finance with a Mission’
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LLL Staff 90 anniversary photo. Back (L to R) H Gillings, T Cogdell,
P Klose, G Gower, A Waldhuter, M Storie, M Schulze, A Owston,
R Frahm. Front (L to R) M Pawsey, L Dorman, H Schalk, A Kupke
(CEO), K Gordon, G Tscharke, T Traeger, R Pedler

In the announcement to the LLL’s
supporters and the wider church, CEO
Allen Kupke said, ‘We’ve changed
our appearance, but our values and
services are still the same’. ‘Finance
with a mission’ was adopted as a
descriptor because it helped to explain
more clearly how the LLL supports
the mission of the Lutheran Church
of Australia in business and financial
matters. New promotional and
stationery materials were produced, and
the LLL website and internet banking
site also reflected the new branding
elements.

The LLL turns 90
In 2011, the LLL celebrated 90 years of service to the Lutheran Church. Apart
from developing its new look through rebranding, this was also commemorated
with some significant LLL 90th-anniversary thanksgiving gifts to the LCA National
Office and its districts.
LLL 90th-anniversary thanksgiving gifts
LCA National Office

$1,000,000

LCA districts (total amount)

$300,000

Lutheran Education Australia (LEA)

$200,000

Board for Lutheran Aged Care (BLACA)

$100,000

In addition to these thanksgiving gifts, a number of specific donations were also
made to a variety of entities and funds.
Specific donations
Adrienne Jericho Memorial Scholarship
(a thanksgiving donation for the life and work of Adrienne Jericho)

$15,000

ALWS for their 60th anniversary

$10,000

Lutheran Media Ministry for their 65th anniversary

$10,000

LCA flood appeal

$50,000

Pakistan flood relief appeal (through ALWS)

$20,000

Lutheran Church of New Zealand for its Christchurch earthquake
appeal

$50,000
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In his 2010–11 CEO report, Allen Kupke said, ‘God has wonderfully blessed us
during the last year as the LLL has again been able to significantly support the
church in its ministry and mission’. On 2 March 2012, a thanksgiving service was
held at Concordia College, Highgate, SA, to mark 90 years of service by the LLL.
Concordia College was chosen because it was the first recipient of funding from
the LLL in 1922.

2012–2016
The LLL supports congregational mission
In 2012, the LLL Board approved a new venture in local mission, annual Mission
Stimulus Grants. Originally this came as a request of the Queensland District, who
trialled the idea successfully first. It was then approved for the whole church, and
the LLL made grants totalling $125,000, with each LCA district receiving $25,000.
The purpose of the grant was to incentivise local congregations to find new and
innovative ways to share the gospel in their local community. ‘To put a mission
idea into action’ is how one district described it on their website. Individual
congregations or parishes were encouraged to apply for the full or part grant
amount through their LCA District Office. Since that time, there have been many
congregational-based community engagement and missional projects throughout
Australia. In 2019, the name was changed to the LLL Mission Outreach Grant to
more truly reflect how this funding was being used. To date, over $1 million has
been provided by the LLL for these local grants.

LLL office refurbishments and makeovers
As mentioned previously, since arriving at its present location of 175 Archer
Street, North Adelaide, in February 1981, the LLL expanded its premises in 1988
to incorporate the Lutheran Tract Mission (LTM). In 1990, an office refit created a
new partitioning layout which improved efficiency. By 2012, the back office was
starting to look tired. Being remote from the front teller area, the decision was
made to consolidate the office into one location immediately behind the teller
area. The first stage of the refurbishment was completed in December 2012, and
staff began 2013 all together in one office location. The second stage, which
involved expanding the Lutheran Tract area in the front foyer space, was carried
out along with the final stage of turning surplus office space into a tenancy area,
which was offered free of charge to the LCA. At this time, the LCA National Office
was experiencing a shortage of office space for its staff. They took up this offer
and moved into the tenancy in March 2013.
They occupied this space for the next five years before relocating back to 197
Archer Street into a newly renovated office area that had previously been used for
international student accommodation.
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More regulatory changes impact the LLL
In 2006, the LLL received a formal exemption from the Australian Banking Act for
a period of five years. But the legislative environment was changing. When this
exemption expired, it was not clear whether another long-term exemption would
be forthcoming, and the LLL was granted several shorter-term exemptions during
this period. This uncertainty was not satisfactory.
In the 2012–13 annual report, the chairman reported the LLL’s auditors, MRL
Group, had briefed the board regarding the potential impacts that the proposed
regulatory changes of the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA)
and Australian Securities and Investment Commission (ASIC) might have on the
operations of the LLL.
During the next financial year, the LLL continued dialogue with APRA and ASIC.
The board sought professional advice on these changes and the most appropriate
structures to fulfil the LLL’s future regulatory obligations. In early 2014, the LLL
Board committed to the process of applying to become an ADI. And so started the
complicated and costly process for the LLL to become fully regulated under the
Australian Banking Act. This new development would provide much greater security
for depositors. It enabled the LLL to continue providing at-call deposit accounts and
gave the LLL new options for service to the church and its customers. The LLL was
now operating more like a bank and so required bank-style regulation.
In April 2015, Mark Boettger was employed by the LLL in the newly created
role of risk and compliance manager. Mark had worked at the South Australian
Police Credit Union before moving to the LLL. He now focused on working with
management to implement appropriate risk management and compliance
frameworks and transition the LLL to an ADI.
In the 2015–16 chairman’s report, Graeme Huf wrote:
In May 2016, the board committed to lodging an application with APRA by 1 November 2016 to
become an ADI under the Banking Act. This is expected to take 12 to 18 months and is necessary
under regulatory changes from 1 January 2017 to enable the LLL to continue to provide at-call
deposit accounts. It will also provide an opportunity for other specific financial services that may
benefit our customers and that align with the objectives of the LLL. It will ensure that the LLL
complies with the regulatory regime that is commensurate with the size of our organisation.
In October 2016, the LLL lodged an application to APRA to become an ADI.
And so the wait began.

Board membership and director training
The LLL’s decision to move into a more regulated environment placed more
demands on the time of individual directors. It became essential for the board to
consist of a group of professionals who were able to use their knowledge, training
and skills to enhance the governance of the LLL.
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Ongoing director training was now
paramount in the professional
development of the LLL Board. In July
2016, financial remuneration was
introduced to recognise the significant
additional responsibility and time
commitment required from LLL directors
and to satisfy the requirements of an
increasingly regulated environment.
In February 2015, Jill Lange-Mohr retired
after 10 years of committed and faithful
service. In August that year, Steven Podlich
Back (L to R): J Howard, M Altus, G Huf, D Pietsch, J Grocke
was appointed to replace her. He was
Front (L to R): R Asquith, S Podlich, N Fox, B Henschke
formally welcomed in February 2016 and
was able to bring corporate banking experience and perspective to the board.
At the end of the 2016 calendar year, membership consisted of nine members:
•

Graeme Huf (Vic) Chairman

•

Brenton Henschke (SA)

•

Nancy Fox (NSW) Vice Chair

•

John Howard (Qld)

•

Mark Altus (WA)

•

David Pietsch (Vic)

•

Ron Asquith (NSW)

•

Steven Podlich (Qld)

•

John Grocke (SA)

Support through legacies and donations
Year after year, LLL depositors and supporters provided a perpetual benefit to the
work of the LLL in assisting the Lutheran Church through legacies and donations.
In this period, a total of $7.3 million was bequeathed and gifted to the LLL,
which was added to the LLL permanent funds, another amazing example of this
ongoing support.
The LLL received a substantial legacy of over $2.1 million in the 2011–12
financial year and another very generous gift of over $1.6 million in the 2013–14
year. All legacies continue to be acknowledged in the LLL annual report.
Summary of legacies and specific donations during this period:
Financial year

Legacies $

Donations $

2011–12

2,480,292

68,494

2,548,786

2012–13

843,345

217,336

1,060,681

2013–14

2,019,713

302,293

2,322,006

2014–15

724,348

252,535

976,883

2015–16

311,424

75,727

387,151
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Sponsorship requests
For many years, the LLL had provided financial assistance or sponsorships at
the request of the LCA for national synods. In recent years the LLL expanded its
sponsorship support to many other conferences and fundraising events at both
national and district levels.
Here are some examples of the entities that received support for conferences
and events:
Who

What

When

Lutheran Education
Australia (LEA)

Australian Conference on
Lutheran Education (ACLE)

Every conference

Lutheran Principals
Association (LPA)

National biennial conference

Every conference since
2009

Lutheran pastors

General Pastors’ Conference
and some district pastors’
conferences

Since 2009

Some district youth
departments

Various fundraising dinners
and event

Since mid-2000s

The Lutheran Schools Association (LSA) – the coordinating body for schools in
South Australia – celebrated 175 years of Lutheran education by bringing together
all its schools in the region for a major celebration day at the Entertainment
Centre in Adelaide in September 2014. The LLL provided financial assistance
towards a commissioned media production capturing the heart and ethos
of Lutheran schools past, present and future. This involved schools in South
Australia, Northern Territory and Western Australia. (LSA is now called Lutheran
Education South Australia, Northern Territory and Western Australia or LESNW.)
Muddy shoes
Walk my Way
2017. Photo:
Amanda Lustig

For many years, the LLL also supported Elevation, an initiative of Lutheran Youth
of Queensland (LYQ). Elevation is a large Lutheran training event in Queensland
for volunteers who serve in child, youth and family ministry. The LLL’s financial
support enabled LYQ to offer several
free registrations to Lutheran delegates
as a way of supporting congregations
who might not be able to access similar
training locally.
Walk My Way (WMW) 2017, was the
inaugural fundraising walking challenge
created by ALWS, held in conjunction
with the Australian Conference on
Lutheran Education in Adelaide. The
walk, which followed the historical path
travelled by pioneer Lutheran women
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between Hahndorf and Adelaide, was 26 kilometres in
length, reflecting the cost of $26 to educate a child in the
Kakuma refugee camp, Kenya, which was the goal of the
fundraising effort. LLL sponsorship provided funding to
hold and promote the event. The LLL has supported every
WMW event since that time.
Most delegates at District or National Synods of the
LCA are familiar with LLL sponsorship, in the form of
notepads and biro pens and conference satchels or bags,
provided for the benefit of participants. This has been a
longstanding and popular practice of the LLL.
In 2012, this practice led to an unusual request to the
LLL Promotions Manager Andrew Waldhuter from the
Lutheran Women of Australia (LWA) Executive Committee. For the 2013 LWA
Convention, the committee requested a pink-coloured conference satchel to tie
in with the convention’s pink theme. LTM was also commissioned to develop a
tract for the LWA Convention. The bag was a great success and was conspicuous
throughout the LCA for many years after the event. Some were even spotted at
the 2021 Lutheran Women South Australia – Northern Territory Convention held in
Mannum, South Australia.

50.500 grant to the LCA
The year 2016 saw the 50th anniversary of the formation of the LCA from
the two former Synods, the ELCA and UELCA. In 2017, the Lutheran church
worldwide commemorated the 500th anniversary of the Reformation. The LLL
Board approved a specific grant of $550,000 to the LCA to commemorate these
significant anniversaries.

LCA Insurance, protecting church
resources
The year 2013 marked the 30th anniversary of LCA Insurance.
Over those 30 years, the LLL gradually took on the role of
administering LCA Insurance and oversaw its growth in
that period.
For some time before 1983, the LCA had recognised that its churches, schools,
aged-care facilities and other organisations were not adequately covered by
insurance. Generally, they were underinsured and had poor levels of insurance
protection.
The church first had a plan to bulk-buy a comprehensive range of insurance
cover for all Lutheran organisations and incorporate a measure of self-insurance.
However, for various reasons, this idea did not materialise until the early 1980s.
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In 1982, the LCA asked the LLL to administer a scheme
based on the principles outlined above. The LLL accepted
the challenge. After a tender process was initiated, it
appointed Minet Insurance Brokers in 1983 to assist with
setting up the LCA Property Provident Fund, as it was known
then. Minet was able to tailor an insurance portfolio for the
Lutheran Church based on the very successful Uniting Church
insurance fund model.
After extensive promotion throughout the Lutheran Church
in 1983, institutions within the South Australian, Victorian,
New South Wales and Western Australian Districts gradually
transferred their insurance cover to the LCA Property
Provident Fund. By early 1984, over $140 million worth
of assets were insured. In 1984, the Queensland District
Synod adopted the proposal to transfer cover from another
insurance scheme to the LCA Property Provident Fund.
Graeme Tscharke began managing this scheme in 1984 and
has continued in that role ever since. He is still in this role and
recently commented:

Graeme
Tscharke LCA
Insurance 1993

I thank God for the opportunity to serve Him as the manager of LCA Insurance. I am
privileged to have been in this role serving his church for so many years. To be involved in
LCA Insurance for so long and see it grow to the extent that we currently insure property
totalling over $5 billion is quite amazing.
LCA Insurance has continued to grow both in the number of clients it looked after
and in the sums that it has insured:
Date

The sum insured from all clients

June 1990

$520,000,000

June 2000

$1,160,000,000

December 2010

$3,000,000,000

June 2013

$3,520,000,000

June 2019

$4,670,000,000

June 2021

$5,100,000,000

On 4 July 2013, LCA Insurance launched its first dedicated website. Prior to this
point, they had a page on the main LLL website.
Some significant events in the life of LCA Insurance included:
•

Minet Insurance Brokers were replaced by Aon Risk Services.

•

In 2001, one of the LLL’s major insurers (HIH) collapsed.
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•

The name of the fund changed in 2003 from the LCA Property Provident
Fund to the LCA Insurance Fund and in recent years to LCA Insurance.

•

Insurer premiums began to increase from 2015 after a prolonged benign
period.

•

The largest property claim in the history of LCA Insurance was an arson
claim of $7.5 million at a Queensland Lutheran college.

Deposits growing but loan demand reducing
Financial year end
(30 June)

Deposit balance
$

Loan balance
$

2012

620,238,898

337,050,050

2013

687,584,895

356,325,849

2014

793,454,875

361,085,433

2015

884,171,591

352,851,073

2016

985,514,595

332,560,413

During this period, the LLL maintained good growth in deposits despite rates
continuing to fall from a high of 4.75% in June 2010. ‘Further downward pressures
on interest rates necessitated a 0.25% adjustment to the LLL savings interest rate,
reducing it to 4% from 1 June 2013’, reported Chairman Graeme Huf in 2012–13.
In fact, the deposit rate was reduced to 2.5% on 1 December 2016.
Loans also started to decline from the high in 2014 of $361 million down to
$332 million at financial year-end 2016. Allen Kupke, in his CEO operational
report for that year, said, ‘The reduction is mainly due to borrowers using cash
reserves to make additional repayments on their loans, due to the low interest rate
environment’. He then went on to say, ‘Lutheran schools continue to be the main
borrower of LLL funds with nearly 90% of LLL loans being advanced to this sector’.

2017–2021
Funding for domestic and family violence campaign
At the General Convention of Synod in 2015, the LCA resolved to initiate a
campaign for the prevention of domestic and family violence across the church.
Synod recognised that family violence tragically occurs across the community
and that Christians, including members of the LCA, can be both perpetrators and
victims of violence, and the majority of victims are women who are often too
afraid to seek help and support.
In financial years 2015–16 and 2016–17, the LLL provided grants totalling
$200,000 for the LCA’s Prevention of Domestic and Family Violence Campaign.
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The campaign’s theme was Hidden Hurts Healing
Hearts, which was to underscore the fact that
domestic violence has often remained hidden.
In August 2017, the campaign was launched,
and it included information sharing, awareness
raising, and training for church leaders and laity.
It also provided support for those affected and
harmed by domestic violence.

God’s earth – LLL earthcare grants to
Lutheran Education Australia
The LLL gifted a total of $105,000 to Lutheran Education Australia (LEA)
to use as LLL earthcare grants within Lutheran schools. The grants
supported LEA’s earthcare charter, which was launched in July 2017
at the Australian Conference on Lutheran Education (ACLE5).
A total of 54 Lutheran school campuses applied for and received LLL earthcare
grants.
School district

Number of grant recipients
(school campus)

Total grant
amount

Lutheran Education Queensland

16

$35,000

Lutheran Education South Australia,
Northern Territory and Western
Australia

27

$45,000

Lutheran Education Victoria, New
South Wales and Tasmania

11

$25,000

The educational use of the grants followed the earthcare charter where students
were expected to learn to care for God’s creation and develop the responses of
wondering, experiencing and doing.
The grants were used to support this charter in many different ways such as:
•

composting projects

•

planting native trees

•

propagating plants

•

developing an Indigenous garden

•

doing a waste audit

•

creating an eco-classroom – gardens and worm farm

•

developing a nature playground

•

growing vegetables

•

practising water conservation.
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Lutheran Tract Mission: 30 years of mission outreach
The year 2017 marked the 30th anniversary since the formation of LTM. In his
secretary’s report (LLL annual report, 1987), Richard Bartholomaeus said:
In February this year, the LCA General Church Council approved the formation of the
Lutheran Tract Mission. The formation was brought about by the amalgamation of the LCA
Tract Mission and the LLL ‘Life at Best’. Realising the necessity for the LLL to have a spiritual
outreach ministry as an integral part of its work, the board of directors of the LLL offered to
administer the Tract Mission free of cost to the church.
As previously noted, extensions to the LLL building to house LTM commenced in
July 1987 and were completed in January 1988.
The secretary’s report of the 1988 LLL annual report said:
Subsequently, the task of computerising, sorting, counting, storing and displaying tracts
commenced. To date, 1128 titles have been catalogued onto the computer, and just over
2 million tracts [have been] counted and stored.
The new building was officially opened and
dedicated by Rev Everard Leske on 31 July
1988.
Originally, tracts were sourced from
overseas and other Christian organisations
such as the Bible Society, as well as
developed by LTM staff, but by the early
2000s, all resources were being developed
in Australia by LTM staff. In early 2014,
the LTM website was upgraded with a new
address (ltm.org.au). Tracts could then be
viewed and ordered online, and a new online
tract feature called ‘etracts’ could be sent to
anyone anywhere.
Today, Lutheran Tract Mission has 45 categories with nearly 1000 individual tract
titles and over 420,000 are distributed annually throughout Australia and New
Zealand.

LTM Display
2019

Heidi Schalk, a long-time employee of the LLL and tract mission officer since
1987, reflected:
I’ve been so proud of the way LLL supports ministry within the church, [with] ministry
being its focus. My work over the years has been very rewarding, and it’s great to see
how [Lutheran] Tract Mission has flourished with [the] LLL’s support in providing help and
guidance where needed to provide God’s word in new ways to our ever-changing world.
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Hansen and
Heidi Schalk
2021
LTM Display
2016
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In 2021, Heidi Schalk celebrated her 40th year of employment with the LLL –
an amazing milestone. This is indicative of her dedication and loyal service to the
LLL’s outreach ministry.

Changes to LLL operations and services
In May 2017, the LLL welcomed Eshani Obadage to the LLL staff family when she
took up the role of accountant to assist the CEO, Allen Kupke. She settled in well
and was up to any challenge this role presented.
The LCA treasury function was returned to the LCA during 2018. Since 1990, the
LLL had provided this service free of charge to the LCA. As part of the handover, the
LLL also provided a grant of $205,000 to set up the new LCA accounting system.
Later in 2018, the LLL transferred from an incorporated association to a company
limited by guarantee. The LLL ceased trading as an association under the
Associations Incorporations Act on 13 July 2018. This change was required to
enable LLL to transition to become an ADI.
A change in the management structure of the LLL facilitated the creation of the
LLL executive management team. In the 2018–19 director’s report, the team
consisted of:
•

Allen Kupke, Chief Executive Officer

•

Paul Klose, Chief Operating Officer

•

Mark Boettger, Chief Risk Officer

In the 2019–20 director’s report, a fourth member was added to the executive
management team: Chief Financial Officer Eshani Obadage.
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Left to right:

The LLL becomes an ADI
Just over two years after lodging an application to become an Authorised
Deposit-taking Institution (ADI), the LLL was finally granted authority by APRA to
operate as an ADI on 16 November 2018, effective from 1 February 2019. Prior to
this time, the LLL operated under a charitable exemption from ASIC Class Order
[CO 02/184] and under the Banking Act through a specific authority instrument
issued by APRA (note 28, 2018–19 annual report). In addition, the LLL was
granted an expanded Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL) from ASIC with
effect also from 1 February 2019.

Allen Kupke
Paul Klose
Mark Boettger
Eshani Obadage
2019

Becoming an ADI meant LLL depositor funds were now covered under the
Financial Claims Scheme (FCS). The FCS protects money held by an account
holder with the LLL, whether in one or
more accounts, up to a combined value
of $250,000. Although becoming an ADI
increased the cost to LLL in staffing and
time, the benefits in security for deposit
holders made this change worthwhile. It
also allowed the LLL to be more agile in
offering new products to account holders.
This outcome ended nearly three years
of painstaking effort by members of the
LLL Board and especially the executive
management team. On 8 March 2019,
the LLL Board and staff came together
for a thanksgiving dinner to celebrate
becoming an ADI.
After nearly 98 years of operation, the LLL
moved more formally into the banking
world, operating as a charitable financial
institution, one of the few in Australia.
This unique situation continues to be one
of the LLL’s major strengths.

Seated Back (L to R): A Kupke, R Strangways, J Howard,
B Henschke, D Pietsch, M Boettger, M Shead, G Gower.
Seated Middle (L to R): A Owston, T Traeger, H Gillings,
M Miller, K Pienaar, M Schulze, L Scheepers, P Klose.
Seated Front (L to R) R Asquith, H Williams, G Huf, R Frahm,
A Waldhuter, T Cogdell, J Schoell, T Crooks, H Schalk, A Hansen.
Standing (L to R): M Pawsey, N Fox, J Grocke, G Mathew,
G Thiel, E Obadage, G Tscharke, S Podlich, 2019
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The LLL banking app
February 2020 was another milestone for
LLL account holders, with the launch of its
long-awaited mobile banking app. For some
time, customers had been requesting access
to their accounts by this method of mobile
banking. The app brought accounts much
closer to customers. When coupled with
PayID (a faster payments feature recently
released within the Australian finance
industry), the app allowed users to transfer
funds almost immediately at any time.

New home for Papua New
Guinea artefacts
Wantok Place
now located in
North Adelaide

Left to right:
Pastor Mike
Pietsch with his
40 year old LLL
Communion Set
LLL private
communion set

From 1998 to 2018, the LCA’s precious collection of Papua New Guinea artefacts
were housed in the Louise Flierl Mission Museum in Hahndorf, South Australia.
In 2018, the artefacts were relocated to the vacant space previously occupied
by LCA staff on the eastern side of the LLL building. The museum was renamed
Wantok Place. It was officially opened and dedicated by LCA Bishop Rev John
Henderson on 16 June 2019. Timothy Pietsch, manager of Wantok Place,
commented: ‘The generosity of the LLL is gratefully acknowledged for assisting
with refurbishment costs and providing the space rent-free’ (LLL Together in
mission, 2019).

Private communion sets for graduate pastors
The year 2019 marked 40 years since the LLL began providing a set of private
communion vessels to final year pastoral students graduating from Australian
Lutheran College (ALC – formerly Luther Seminary) before being ordained into
the LCA. This saved the graduating pastor the expense of purchasing his own
set. A private communion set is
a valuable resource for pastors
sharing the Sacrament of Holy
Communion with parishioners
isolated at home, in hospital or in
a care facility.
The Luther Seminary graduating
class of 1979 was the first
group to receive this gift. When
LLL promotions spoke to 1979
graduate Rev Mike Pietsch about
his communion set, he noted that
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he still had his set 40 years later and that
he had used it the previous week.
‘It may be a bit knocked around, but
I still use it regularly’, he said. Mike
Pietsch estimated he had used it about
once a fortnight throughout his pastoral
ministry. The LLL has always received
positive feedback about the value of
this gift for pastors in their ministry to
the unwell.

Deposits still strong;
loan demand still waning
2019 ALC Graduates and their LLL Communion Sets.
(L to R) Lee Van Rossen, Peter Noble, David Seligmann,
Shaun Manning, Jim Luan and Paul Calnan

In his 2016–17 CEO report,
Allen Kupke said:

The LLL achieved a significant milestone during this last financial year, with total deposit
funds exceeding $1 billion for the first time. Total deposits as at 30 June 2017 were
$1,030,735,328, an increase of 4.6% over the last 12 months.
On the other hand, demand for loans continued to slow, except for 2020 when
there was a slight increase. By far, the majority of loans are still within the
school sector.
Financial year-end
(30 June)

Deposit balance
$

Loan balance
$

2017

1,030,735,328

312,348,521

2018

1,050,779,096

301,319,889

2019

1,144,652,591

296,610,957

2020

1,279,626,620

297,901,362

2021

1,289,574,586

261,092,892

There were a number of at-call deposit interest rate changes during this period,
from a high of 2.5% in July 2016 to 0.25% in January 2021. On 1 June 2021, the
rate was reduced further to 0.05%. In his letter to account holders, LLL CEO Ross
Smith said:
I am sure that you are aware of the continuing low interest rate environment that we all
live in. For the LLL, this continues to impact greatly on the investment returns that we can
generate on the deposit funds that we hold.
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The LLL introduces term deposits
On 1 June 2021, to coincide with the reduction in the at-call rate, a new saving
product was offered to existing LLL depositors called LLL Term Deposits.
It has an interest rate of 0.25%, will be for a term of 6 months and cannot exceed
current deposit balances as at 31 May 2021.

The loan rate
In January 2019, the lending rate was also adjusted from 5% to 3.9%. This was
the first time the lending rate had changed since 1973. The lending rate reduced
further, and by January 2021, it was 2.4%. In April 2021, it was announced that
from July 1, a loan rate of 1.7% would be offered for secured borrowings or first
mortgages. Other borrowings (second or no mortgage) would attract a rate of
2.2%. The challenge now for the LLL into the future is to generate greater lending
opportunities to maintain the surplus that allows the LLL to support the LCA,
its prime reason for existence.

Support through legacies and donations
Legacies and donations continued to grow throughout this period as the figures
below indicate.
Financial year

Legacies $

Donations $

Total $

2016–17

950,101

71,811

1,021,912

2017–18

2,482,275

65,606

2,547,881

2018–19

645,186

42,984

688,170

2019–20

2,739,901

169,896

2,909,797

2020-21

1,911,486

23,839

1,935,325

In his 2019–20 director’s report, Chairman Graeme Huf wrote:
[The] LLL is grateful for the benevolence of persons who make a permanent financial
contribution to LLL via donations and bequests … We sincerely thank all LLL supporters
for continuing to support the work of the Lutheran Church through LLL savings accounts,
legacies and donations. [The] LLL would not be able to provide the following benefits and
services to the church without your support.

LLL Board and leadership - A century of strong direction
Since its inception the LLL has had strong and stable leadership through its
directors. The original group of five directors included founder Ben Koch, who
served as a director, and as an employee, from 1921 to 1963, a tenure of 42 years.
Ben Koch remains the longest-serving staff member and board member to date.
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LLL Board

In all, 63 people have served on the LLL Board (refer to Appendix A), with an
average membership of over 14 years.
The longest-serving directors after Ben Koch have been:
•

Donald Pfitzner, 32 years

•

Aub Muller, 32 years

•

Alan Zweck, 30 years.

Alan Zweck took up his board position when his father Arthur Zweck retired from
the board in 1978. This represents a continuous service of 58 years between
father and son, which is acknowledged and greatly appreciated. A further 7
members deserve acknowledgement for over 25 years of faithful service on the
LLL Board:
•

Lance Otto, 29 years

•

John Heinrich, 27 years

•

Bill Meeske, 29 years

•

Vincent Kotzur, 26 years

•

Harold Schwarz, 28 years

•

David Obst, 25 years.

•

Arthur Zweck, 28 years

Ten more directors have served between twenty and twenty-five years. The first
female LLL director was Hannele Gibbs, who served from 2000 to 2002. Since
that time, a number of women have served and are currently serving on the board.
For a complete list of LLL directors, refer to Appendix A.
In the 2019–20 LLL annual report, Chairman Graeme Huf reported, ‘Two longserving directors will retire at the September 2020 board meeting. David Pietsch
has served on the board since 1999, and John Grocke since 2008’. They were
both acknowledged at a function held in early March 2021.
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This table shows the current board members and years of service as at June 2021.
Director name

Years of service

Graeme Huf (Vic) Chairman

21

Nancy Fox (NSW) Vice-Chair

19

Mark Altus (WA)

11

Ron Asquith (NSW)

13

Tanya Crooks (Qld)

3

Andrew Leslie (Vic)

1

Karen Pienaar (SA)

3

Steven Podlich (Qld)

6

Geoffrey Thiel (SA)

3

CEO change in 2020
In late 2020, the LLL’s fourth CEO, Allen Kupke, retired. Allen Kupke commenced
working with the LLL in 1988 and held various roles before the LLL Board
appointed him CEO in 2008. In this period, he guided the LLL through a
significant phase of growth and the five-year transition from a religious charitable
development fund to an authorised deposit-taking institution and, most recently,
embraced change to safeguard the interest of staff and customers during the
COVID-19 pandemic. During his tenure as CEO, Allen Kupke oversaw the growth
of deposits from $560 million in June 2009 to $1.28 billion at 30 June 2020.
In the chairman’s message, Graeme Huf commented:
In November 2020, Allen Kupke will retire after 12 years as CEO and 32 years with the LLL.
We give thanks for Allen [and] his friendship, leadership, dedication and commitment to
the LLL and our church. Allen has served with integrity, diligence and humility. [The] LLL
warmly welcomes Ross Smith as its new chief executive officer, and we look forward to his
commencement later this year. Ross, who comes with a strong finance and management
background, has most recently led the Anglican Schools Corporation in Sydney.
Long-term faithful service has also been evident in management. Since 1921,
the LLL has had only five general managers/CEOs.
Name

Tenure

Years of service

Ben Koch

1921–1963

42

Theo Koch

1963–1986

23

Richard Bartholomaeus

1987–2008

21

Allen Kupke

2008–2020

12

Ross Smith

2020

1
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Looking back over 12 years at the helm
Former CEO Allen Kupke is recognised for the quality of his hands-on leadership
over 12 challenging years. He brought considerable experience from serving
many years in the organisation in a range of positions. He was also noted for his
communication skills and a strong work ethic.
As he reflected on those years recently, post-retirement, Allen Kupke focused on
two major challenges for the LLL: the GFC, which hit very soon after he began as
CEO, and the long and complicated process that led to APRA’s approval of the LLL
as an ADI. These two challenges were inextricably linked. Increased government
regulation after the GFC meant the LLL was likely to lose its at-call status for
depositors. This threatened to decimate the LLL’s deposits and halve its support for
the church. While deposit levels held up after the GFC, it was clear to Allen Kupke
and the board that the long and complicated process leading to ADI status was
essential. One factor that proved helpful in this process was the LLL’s longstanding
practice of maintaining substantial permanent funds. ADI status means the LLL is
Australia’s only not-for-profit ADI and has the security of a government guarantee.
COVID-19 was another major challenge he encountered. While that issue is
ongoing and problematic, it did have one positive effect: it led to a significant rise
in the use of Regular Electronic Giving (REG) contributions by church members.
Allen Kupke noted how REG was one of many worthwhile resources at the LLL.
He observed that the LLL’s core of efficiency was its banking system, with its
simple, efficient and user-friendly internet connection.
He was appreciative of the strong, gifted team he worked with at the LLL who helped
negotiate these issues. He also appreciated his close working relationship with
national church leaders. Another aspect of the LLL he valued was its focus on social
justice, evident in its support for the church’s work with ALWS and Walk My Way, in
particular. He believed the LLL has always needed to promote its work more but felt
the Together in mission report was important in telling the stories of the LLL’s work.
He looked back with pride on the significant impact the LLL had on developing the
LCA’s school system and hoped that school communities would continue to value the
LLL’s finance role and continue to work in partnership with it. Allen Kupke could also
see God’s hand at work in many of the LLL’s programs. One example of this was the
finance for the mission-oriented Shepparton congregation. The LLL was
able to be a conduit for support for this congregation’s ministry. It was
able to connect a generous donor couple with $1.2 million with the crosscultural mission work at Shepparton in Victoria crying out for support.
As to the future, he realised that ADI compliance would require additional
staff and cost more to administer. Finally, while acknowledging the
sacrificial support given by the LLL’s loyal depositors and supporters,
he also noted the majority of contributors were in the older age bracket,
a major challenge for the LLL and the church in the future.
Allen’s service was acknowledged at a dinner in his honour in March
2021 (delayed due to COVID-19).
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Two former LLL
CEO’s, Richard
Bartholomaeus
and Allen
Kupke, March
2020

THE WAY FORWARD

PART SIX

The way forward
Taste and see that the Lord is good; blessed is the one who takes
refuge in him.
Psalm 34:8

LLL Australia has faced many challenges throughout its 100 year history and
will certainly face more in the century to come. The impact of the COVID-19
pandemic, record low interest rates, and challenges to religious freedom all present
opportunities to continue to trust in the protection and provision of a faithful God.
This sense of confidence in and reliance on God, was the hallmark of the LLL’s
founders - and continues to be its strength today.
Leading the LLL into this new era is recently appointed CEO Ross Smith. In 2022,
the Lutheran Church will also welcome new Bishop, Rev Paul Smith, to shepherd
the Church.

LLL moving forward

Ross Smith
appointed LLL
CEO October
2020

As I reflect on the past 100 years of LLL operations, I give thanks and praise to
God. I am in awe of what God has achieved through the hearts and hands of his
people. As the CEO with the responsibility to continue the work of the LLL, I would
like to especially acknowledge and honour our founder Ben Koch and all directors
and staff who have faithfully served the LLL during this time.
The work of the LLL is to assist the mission of the Lutheran Church
of Australia in two ways: by lending to borrowers and through
grants from capital funds.
It is self-evident that the supporters of the LLL are the lifeblood of
all that we do. Without our supporters, all the missional work that
the LLL performs would not be possible. Safeguarding the interests
of our depositors and supporters is of the utmost priority.
Our partnership with depositors is important as we walk side-byside, together in mission - and I thank God most deeply for each
and every supporter, both past and present.
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In our 100-year history, the LLL has partnered with Lutheran churches,
schools and aged care facilities throughout Australia, to foster and
build new worship and learnings spaces that have built connections
with our Lord and Saviour across all states and territories. We are
immensely grateful for these partnerships.
Even at our centenary milestone, LLL continues to mature and
thrive: expanding our capabilities, uplifting our skills, and refining
our strategy. We’ve expanded and added capabilities in treasury
management, credit, IT and cyber-security; as well as our Board and
Governance, project delivery, risk management and strategy. All
whilst maintaining the same high level of personal service that we
offer to our depositors and borrowers.
LLL employs 26 team members and is governed by a Board of
nine directors. We are the people behind the scenes. I like to say,
referencing Act Ch 6, that: “We are the ones waiting on the tables, so that others
can make Christ known.” Our role, as it should be, is a humble one: to strive to
equip others.
Running an organisation like the LLL is complex, and there are many matters that
demand vigilance to safeguard our depositors’ funds, of which we are stewards.
This is a responsibility we consider a privilege, but which we also take very
seriously. We became an Authorised Deposit-Taking Institution (ADI) in 2019 –
which means we are regulated by the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority
(APRA). This positive regulatory transition means we are subject to the regulator’s
attention and keeps us focused on meeting APRA’s high prudential standards.

Ross Smith
presented
at the first
online General
Convention of
Synod in 2021.

LLL is currently navigating an unprecedented period of historically low interest
rates. It’s therefore a real blessing to see our depositors’ accounts continue to
grow. We continue to deeply appreciate and respect the trust our valued depositor
community places in us, to be their financial stewards.

I thank my God every time I remember you. In all my prayers for all of
you, I always pray with joy because of your partnership in the gospel
from the first day until now.
Philippians 1: 3-5
Yours in Christ
Ross Smith
Chief Executive Officer, LLL Australia
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LLL Staff September 2021
(L to R): Anil Bharti, George Mathew, Heather Gillings, Andrea Owston, Daniel Katz, Terri Traeger,
Lori Scardigno, Therese Cogdell, Martin Shead, Eshani Obadage, Graeme Tscharke, Scott Ross,
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Michael Thornton, Ross Smith, Leandre Scheepers, Mark Boettger, Heidi Schalk, Paul Klose, Kate Hampel,
Andrew Waldhuter, Lyndal Fuller, Rhianan Strangways
Inset (L to R): Anne Hansen, Gaynor Gower, Gianfranco Malvaso, Michael Schulze
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Appendix A
LLL Board Members and their years of service
Year Started

Year Finished

Surname

Christian Name/s

1921

1923

Bunge

Carl EG

2

1921

1923

Habel

Paul

2

1921

1939

Muegge

Heinrich FW

18

1921

1944

Heinrich

F William

23

1921

1963

Koch

Benjamin H

42

1923

1926

Schrapel

John

3

1923

1929

Klose

Otto

6

1923

1944

Hoffmann

F William

21

1923

1950

Heinrich

C John

27

1926

1950

Moller

Theodore E

24

1929

1939

Pietsch

August H

10

1939

1950

Eckert

Gus A

11

1939

1950

Tischler

Ern W

11

1944

1965

Dolling

John E

21

1947

1962

Schuster

Lawrence A

15

1950

1953

Lindner

Alfred H

1950

1965

Noller

Chris

15

1950

1970

Cornish

Wilbur G

20

1950

1978

Zweck

Arthur TA

28

1953

1955

Pietsch

Otto

2

1953

1959

Huf

Leonard E

6

1956

1984

Schwarz

Harold H

28

1959

1974

Paech

Lawrence W

15

1962

1966

Koch

Theodore D

4

1963

1968

Schulze

Ivan V

5

1965

1968

Herrmann

W (Bill) O

3
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Year Started

Year Finished

Surname

Christian Name/s

1965

1982

Weckert

Clem H A

1966

1969

Schulze

Carl H

3

1966

1974

Pall

Stephen

8

1966

1978

Radke

Carl R

12

1968

1978

Gerlach

Ron W

10

1968

1991

Stollznow

Ern C

23

1968

1997

Meeske

William (Bill) F

29

1968

2000

Muller

Aub K

32

1969

1998

Otto

Lance M

29

1971

1978

Pescod

Bruce

1974

2006

Pfitzner

Donald B

32

1975

1986

Hueppauff

Peter

11

1976

2002

Kotzur

Vincent B

26

1978

1989

Greenberger

Graham

11

1978

1999

McNulty

Peter

21

1978

2008

Zweck

W Alan

30

1980

2000

Rudolph

Ern W

20

1983

2008

Obst

David G

25

1987

1999

Petering

FW (Bill)

12

1987

1999

Kempin

Kevin

12

1999

2004

Mackenzie

Robin

5

1999

2010

Dohler

Roland

11

1999

2020

Pietsch

David

21

2002

Gibbs

K Hannele

2

Huf

Graeme

21

Howard

John

16

Fox

Nancy

19

2015

Lange-Mohr

Jill

10

2006

2018

Hentschke

Brenton

12

2008

2020

Grocke

John

12

2000
2000
2002

2018

2002
2005
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17

7

Year Started

Year Finished

Surname

Christian Name/s

2008

Asquith

Ronald

13

2010

Altus

Mark

11

2015

Podlich

Steven

2018

Crooks

Tanya

3

2018

Pienaar

Karen

3

2018

Thiel

Geoffrey

3

2020

Leslie

Andrew

1

Average years

Years Served

6

14.35

Appendix B
LLL General Managers and CEOs
Year Started

Year Finished

Surname

Christian Name/s

1921

1963

Koch

Benjamin H

42

1963

1986

Koch

Theodore D

23

1987

2008

Bartholomaeus

Richard J

21

2008

2020

Kupke

Allen A

12

Smith

Ross M

1

2020

Bold = current CEO and board members.
Blue highlight = female board member
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Appendix C
A Humble Beginning
LLL Financial Statements
for the period 14 November 1921 to & and as at 30 June 1922
Receipts
Donations

$1287

Payments
Loan to Koonibba Mission

494

Loan to Church Ext. Fund

100

Printing

42

Postage & Stationary

19

Cash & Bank

632
$1287

Also donated, 1 Typewriter, 1 Steel safe
Balance Sheet
Capital

$1335

Represented by Loans to Church

594

Plant

80

Stationary

30

Cash & Bank

631
$1335

Auditor’s Report
I have examined the Books and Vouchers of the Lutheran Laymen’s League and, in my
opinion, the above Balance Sheet represents truly the affairs of the League on June 30,
1922. The Plant & Stationery on hand has been taken at the President’s valuation.
H. E. KRANZ, A.I.A.S.A.
Adelaide, S.A. August 2, 1922
The 2020/2021 LLL Annual Report can be found at www.lll.org.au
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Appendix D
100 years of growth

Year

Total Reserves
(Equity)
$

Deposits
$

Loans
$

1922

1,286

594

1949

25,993

130,264

122,179

1952

137,304

311,162

351,876

1955

161,810

513,259

541,770

1958

207,029

975,590

890,120

1961

239,250

1,498,646

1,338,154

1965

403,696

2,621,976

2,326,394

1968

502,844

4,327,169

3,375,245

1971

691,121

5,744,295

4,135,571

1974

813,991

8,764,789

5,271,930

1977

1,128,735

12,970,276

8,532,292

1980

1,786,247

18,195,044

11,891,752

1983

3,195,261

25,668,854

19,158,588

1986

4,829,514

33,316,516

28,856,308

1989

6,536,004

43,789,492

32,934,240

1992

10,105,939

60,558,905

48,726,083

1995

15,692,826

108,081,893

74,985,636

1998

19,719,182

179,921,328

99,407,359

2000

22,572,135

242,016,344

133,500,108

2003

30,708,860

359,019,083

162,258,462

2006

45,286,509

439,875,676

223,857,859

2009

72,379,995

559,935,165

299,064,122

2012

91,391,335

620,238,898

337,050,050

2015

109,597,412

884,171,591

352,851,073

2018

124,842,025

1,050,779,096

301,319,889

2020

137,795,110

1,279,626,620

297,901,362

2021

143,575,186

1,289,574,586

261,092,892
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